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GOOD HUNTING
Serving The Four Seasons Playground
Kelowna, British Columbia, Wednesday, February 2,1972
WELL, GROUNDHOGS 
CAN BE WRONG... 
‘ PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. 
(AP) — Punxsutawney Phil, 
the forecasting groundhog,, 
today predicted six more 
weeks of winter.
Not so, says the Slumbering 
Groundhog of Quarryville, 
Pa., who predicted an early 
spring in the annual Ground­
hog Day prediction fantasy.
Phil actually did his annual 
hocus pocus at a special 
r e c o r d 1 n g session Sunday 
when hewas: brought to his 
burrow oh snow-covered Gob­
bler’s Knob in a cage.
“Hear ye, hear ye," intoned 
Sam Light, president of the 
Punxsutawney Groundhog 
Club, “to all you disciples of 
the Punxsutawney groundhog. 
.. . as you can see, he is 
casting an ominous, dark 
shadow. . . . I proclaim six 
more weeks of winter 
weather.”
It is not known whether Ray 
Dunlap of Quarryville, .who 
calls himself minister of pub­
lic information, actually ob­
served a groundhog emerging, 
staged of not, but he pro- 
claimed that. “Marmdta 
■ Monax, the illustrious prophet 
of the Slumbering Groundhog 
of Quarryville did hot see his 
shadow, thus predicting an 
early spring.”
In Kelowna, if any ground­
hogs survived the winter, they 
were nowhere to be seen.
Reserves






Jasper Meeting Hopeful 
Of Beating Winter's Crisis
*
•, Look who came to dinner 
/. . right through the double- 
paned bedroom window of 
Mrs. W. N. Wolfe, Caramillo 
Road, Kelowna, today. The 
pheasant, apparently frighten-
ed while feeding nearby, 
crashed through the window 
about 10:30 a.m. Mrs. Wolfe 
said she heard an “explosion" 
and found the dead bird across 
the room in front of closed
Increase
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s 
foreign exchange reserves rose 
■ I $86.9 million last month to reach 
$5.65 billion bn. Jan. 31, the fi­
nance department reported 
| Wednesday.
••Tho room The chanSe included the addl- wardrobe doors. The room tion of $116.6 miltion in Interna- 
wl~ glass, she tional Monetary Fund special 
■added. This is the first tune drawing rights, and a reduction 
its ever happened and she of $14.7 million in holdings of 
says she s not going to put United States dollars. There 
the intruder.on the। family was also, a reduction of $13.3 
menu.—(Courier Photo) I million in Canada’s reserve nos- 
“ ~ — ition in the IMF.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi­
dent Nixon said Wednesday the 
117-day West Coast dock strike 
has “thrust a spike into bur 
progress toward economic re­
covery." He urged Congress to 
halt it and to enact permanent 
legislation limiting all crippling 
transportation strikes.
Nixon, in a message to Con­
gress, said he has exhausted all 
legal weapons against the dock 
strike which he estimated had 
caused the loss of more than 
$600 million in stranded exports 
of farm products ands other 
goods.
Nixon urged swift passage of 
his legislative proposal to order 
the dock strike ended and a 
birding settlement imposed by a 
three-member arbitration board 
for a period of 18 to 24 months.
He also urged early action on 
his bill to limit all strikes in the 
rail, airline, shipping, longshore 
■ and trucking industries.
A proposal for permanent leg­
islation languished in Congress 
last year. In reintroducing it, 
Nixon renamed it The Crippling 
Strikes Prevention Act.
It would give »■ president 
three major options for dealing 
with emergency labor disputes 
in transportation.
The president could extend 
the 80-day “cooling-off”, injunc­
tion provided by the current 
Taft-Hartley Act for an addi­
tional 30 days;’ Or he could 
name a special board to decide 
whether to permit a partial 
strike in an essential transpor­
tation industry , and assure par­
tial operation at the same time 
for up to 180 days.
Or, in the third option, the 
president could appoint a neu­
tral commission to accept either 
a union’s or industry’s last con­
tract offer as a final and bind­
ing settlement.
JASPER, Alta. (CP) — Prov- : 
incial finance ministers ap- 
peared generally satisfied that : 
they had taken an important : 
step Tuesday in the battle 
against future winter unemploy­
ment.
The ministers, wrapping up a ' 
two-day meeting with federal fi­
nance officials, agreed to set up 
a. contingency plan to deal with 
unemployment next winter.
The plan calls for a special 
federal-provincial committee to 
review current federal winter 
works programs and to submit 
a report by the beginning of 
May. The idea is to allow Otta­
wa and the provinces plenty of 
time to study the problem and 
revise programs long before the 
snow flies again.
Crash winter works programs 
may not be necessary in the 
fall, federal treasury board 
president C. M. Drury told re­
porters after the private talks. 
But if they were, the two levels 
of government would, be pre­
pared “in a more coherent way 
than this winter.” 
COMPLAINTS VOICED
The chief purpose of the meet­
ing was for Ottawa and the 
provinces to exchange notes on 
the economic outlook for 1972.
From the outset, there were 
complaints about high unem­
ployment and the possibility of 
renewed inflation.
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 
both with New. Democratic 
Party governments, predicted 
high unemployment would 
continue for another 12 months 
or more.
Allan Blakeney, Saskatche­
wan’s premier and provincial 
treasurer, and Manitoba Fi­
nance Minister-Saul Cherniack 
accused the federal government 
of acting too late to stem rising - 
unemployment this winter.
Mr. Cherniack said both lev­
els of government should be bet­
ter prepared by summer for the 
coming winter. Mr. Blakeney 
said he hoped Ottawa wasn’t 
going to start planning its at­
tack nine months from now.
British Columbia and New­
foundland were not represented 
by their ministers.
Quebec’s Raymond Garneau 
said now there would be time to 
discover the good and bad 
points of the current program 
and to make provisions.
“It will give much more time 
। for provincial governments and 
. municipalities to prepare suita­
ble programs," he said.
U.K. Embassy Set Afire 
fey Raging Dublin Mob
The finance department does 
not explain its daily or-monthly 
transactions in foreign ex­
change, but the reduction in 
U.S. dollar holdings to $4.04 bil- 
lion appeared to be the net re­
sult of"lhe- government's inter­
vention in foreign exchange 
markets to smooth out day-to- 
Iday fluctuations.
At the end of January, Can­
ada’s official international re­
serves included $11.9 million in
PM Of New Zealand Quits 
To Let Younger Man Reign
Serious Loan-Grant Delays
DUBLIN (AP) — Thousands [ of Bloody Sunday.
of demonstrators set the British A mob of about 25,000, their 
Embassy ablaze in this Irish leaders hurling gasoline bombs, 
i Republic capital today in. a fu- stormed the embassy in down-
f rious aftermath to the funerals town M e r r i o n Square after
| in Londonderry of the 13 victims'brushing aside a police cordon.
Conservationists And Costs 
'May Bar Needed Arctic Fuel
OTTAWA (CP) — D. G. Wal- 
r don, president of Intetprovincial 
Pipe Line Co., said today that 
r Arctic oil.and gas will not be 
I developed if too many demands
| are made by conservationists.
| M' Speaking at the opening of a 
I ^northern pipeline research con-
| ference, Mr. Waldon said high 
I costs of developing Arctic min- 
I crals already are forecast by 
| research.
I “As much as the oil and gas 
I in the Arctic are heeded, and
I contrary to what a surprising
t number of people think, It will
I not be produced If the cost is 
I -too high or too many demands 
I jj|)re made of the pipelines by 
I those Interested only in the en-
I vlronment.”
I Alternate sources would be
I used and he suggested these
I could include the Alberta oil
I sands and the Colorado oil
I. ehales.
I Mr. Waldon said the .Arctic
I environment and wildlife must
protected “but man and his
needs'must also be considered 
—and one of man’s greatest 
needs is reasonably-priced en­
ergy.”
The pipeline industry shared 
the concern of others about the 
environment. A pipeline in the 
Arctic “would change the land­
scape somewhat . . . but I am 
confident that the scars can be 
healed."
. No company Is going to 
construct a pipeline through or 
over permafrost In such a way 
to disturb it unduly. Because It 
they do, they will lose their 
pipeline and therefore their 
money,'*
Mr. Waldon said he is con­
vinced more good than bad 
would result from development 
of Arctic oil and gas. But costs 
would be a deciding factor.
If development d 1 d n’t go 
ahead “a tot of jobs and devel­
opment would be lost . . . and 
that would be a shame," he 
said.
Within seconds of their ar-foreign currencies other than 
rival, gasoline bombs crashed U.S. dollars,'down $1.7 million 
against the walls of the stone for the month, 
building already scarred from .The IMF .special drawing 
previous assaults by demonstra-rights—so-called paper, gold— 
tors protesting Sunday’s Lon- are allocated by the world mon- 
donderry killings in the North, etary authority on the basis of 
The embassy building was e a c h ; country’s participatipn. 
soon a mass of flames. . They are credits on the books of
Three youths with sledgeham- the IMF which can be converted 
mers clambered bn to balconies to^ currencies when needed for 
and smashed windows. settling International exchange 
FLY IRISH FLAG I accounts between countries.
Within minutes, ah Irish tri­
color was fluttering from the |A I a l 
embassy flag staff where it I 0^31) II) IIIV Afi 
was hoisted by q youth. 1*1(111 lllllll Vil
The demonstrators burned * ,,
three effigies of British Prime ■ ill ■ 
Minister Heath. Im
Gasoline bombs exploded ||| |*||\||f|ll 
against the grey stone walls of *
Hop Howard Hughes Aides 
May Be Served Subpeonas
Anew yohk (ap) - top 
Wittes to Howard Hughes may be 
Issued subpoenas In the hopes 
that .they can sh«xl light on the 
whereabouts of the secretive bil­
lionaire on the days when au­
thor Clifford Irving says the two 
were working together on nn au­
tobiography.
A former Hughes scientific 
Adviser, John Meter, is reported 
to have received a subpoena to 
>jtl|fy, possibly with Irving, be- 
we a grand jury Thursday,
Irving says he mef with 
Hughes on more thnn 100 occa­
sions last year in different parts 
ol the Western Hemisphere to 
compile Information for the 
book and personally gave him 
royalty cheques from tho pub­
lisher totalling $335,000.
Irving. 41, also said In an affi­
davit that he gave a third 
cheque from McGraw-Hill Pub­
lishing Co., for $325,000, to a 
“trusted and bona fide” Hughes
t associate named “George Gor­
don Holmes." *
Authorities have compiled a 
picture portfolio of present ami 
past Hughes aides anti it Is be- 
wvod they will ask Irving to
try to pick out “Holmes,”
Hobart Mahcu, who was dis­
missed in December, 1070, as 
head of Hughes* Nevada opera­
tions; says he never heard of a 
George Gordon Holmes during 
his years with Hughes.
'Afayfio /ts Howard 
ifash&sl'
the embassy at the rate of one a A Kelowna - area man was 
ui > _ . reported in serious condition InA human chain was formed to I Royal Inland Hospltni in Kam. 
pass garbage cans slopping with ]00pS morning following a 
gasoline from the back of toeLwo _ car craSh near that city1 
crowd to men making gasoline I Tnpsdnv nfeht ■rAlded KamlooKcMP said a car 
nrMM driven by Walter Stewart Davisthe suonlv of bottlesto P UP wa8‘ ln <»Uto|on with another 
There WMbo»ly ’n skeleton «»
caretaklhg .t.« Inside the em- j§elU1y.
other car nor his passenger wer?
-------- , hurt in the mishap. Mr. Davis 
BELFAST (Reuter) — Four was the lone occupant of his 
booby-trapped cars exploded, in vehicle. . .
Belfast today, one of them out-l~~----- ——------ —-------------
side a shop which defied a call m ii ■
for a general strike;,, Tajllre P|aHnaf|An army spokesman. said It 1 HcllllltJU 
was believed there were casual- m c A. • <
ties from the biggest blast, in (111 SllfiZ OheiHhCI 
Victoria Street, but there were .**■
no immediate details. . JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel 
A shop which stayed open In bas Agreed to hold indirect talks 
spite of a call forv a general with Egypt on the reopening of 
strike to protest the deaths of J31 the Suez canal, Foreign Mlnis- 
persons In Londonderry Sunday ter Abba Eban said today, 
wus damaged by a bomb which The United States would be 
exploded in a parked car. • the go-between in the talks, but 
Hundreds of workers were Washington has not yet up­
held up on the r way Into Bel- proached the Egyptians, 
fast today when two main Fh„_ „nM _ _■ .. routes into the city were aealed 'uefjSrarii 
while army bomb experts checM two parted em.______ {J-‘
U.S. goveteitnent’s role in the
II If DorAnniTAC proposed negotiations.
jn Cairo,!an official Egyptian
__ III spokesman bald any Israeli de-
KAIlfllSInACll cislon would have to be relayed
U(IIIB|iaUw3ll 10 United Nations mediator
LONDON (AP), — Britain has Gunnar Jarring before the 
arranged formally to recognize Egyptian government would 
tho new state of Bangladesh comment on it. Although Presl- 
Frldny, government officials re- dent Ahwar Sadat has rejected 
ixtrtcd today. U.S. participation because of
On that day Sir Alee Douglas- Washington’s decision to supply 
Home files to India for the more walrplanes to Israel, he 
start of a short swing through | ba» repeatedly left the door 
Asia. The foreign secretary open for UN mediation.
hopes British recognition of Egypt refused previously to 
Bangladesh will eweeten the at- go anead with an agreement to 
mosphere for the Stalks he and reopen the canal because the 
other officials will have with the I3r0c11 government would not 
gqvcrnmcnt of Prime Minister]make an advance commitment 
Indira Gandhi on regional andl to withdraw eventually from the 
world affairs. ‘ | entire Sinai desert.
as
WELLINGTON (AP) - New 
Zealand’s prime minister, Sir 
Keith Holyoake, resigned today 
so that a younger man could 
lead his National party in the 
general election in November.
Deputy Prime Minister John 
Marshall succeeded him.
Sir Keith, who will be 68 on 
Feb. 11, has been prime minis­
ter since November, 1960, and a 
member of Parliament for 34 
years. Marshall is 59.
Holyoake stepped down after 
a party caucus, meeting to se­
lect leaders for the November 
election, elected Marshall party 
leader and Finance Minister 
Robert Muldoon to be deputy 
party leader.
Marshall has been deputy 
prime minister for the last 11 
years and has long been regard­
ed as Sir Keith’s successor. He 
has been in Parliament 25 
years, 19 of them as a cabinet 
minister.
CALLS FOR CHANGE
Marshall had called for a 
change in leadership to bolster 
the party’s image, but he is ex­
pected to continue Sir Keith’s 
middle-of-the-road domestic pol­
icies and with little or no 
change In foreign affairs.
As minister of overseas trade, 
Marshall was New Zealand’s 
chief negotiator in dealings per­
taining to Britain’s entry into 
the European- Common Market. 
He set up a “battle headquar­
ters" in a Luxembourg hotel 
during! the' negotiations last 
June and directed a campaign 
against cuts that other countries 
wanted made in New Zealand’s 
butter and cheese sales to Brit­
ain. A compromise was 
reached, ' .
KEITH HOLYOAKE 
... 68 too old
The British move is likely tor 
be accompanied by similar acta I DOLLAR UP 
of recognition on the part of I NEW YORK (CP) — Cana- 
some member countries of the dian dollar up 3-64 at 99 7-lfl in 
E u r o pc an Common Market,] terms of U.S. fundi. Pound ster- 
tourccs said. | ling up 41-64 at $2.603941, ,
■ I < ■ ' 'I r ।
WALL STREET UP
. NEW YORK (AP) - Stock 
market prices advanced today 
as selective buying Interest 
buoyed the market.
The noon DoW Jones average 
of 30 industrial stocks was up 
3.24 at 905.03.
Mr. Blakeney and New Bruns­
wick Finance, Minister Jean- 
Maurice Simard had said pro­
cessing of applications for feder­
al loans and grants to . create 
winter works had caused seri­
ous delays. '
They told the meeting that it 
takes as long as six weeks to 
get applications processed.
But Mr. Simard said after the 
meeting that the over-all con­
cept of winter works programs 
was good and he felt that-with 
revisions, they could be of real 
benefit next winter.
Although unemployment and 
inflation dominated discussion 
at the meeting, the ministers 
also devoted considerable time 
to tax- and cost-sharing.
The provinces said they defi-
Marshall was a practising 
lawyer before entering Parlia­
ment. In the Second World War, 
he commanded an infantry bat­
talion in the Pacific and a caval­
ry squadron in Italy.
Hydro Workers 
Stay Off Jobs
VANCOUVER (CP) - Office 
workers employed by British 
Columbia Hydro and Power 
Authority remained off the job 
for tho third consecutive day 
today in a dispute over an ef­
ficiency survey.
Information pickets again ap­
peared outside Hydro's down­
town head office and at various 
bus ..depots in the Lower B.C. 
Mainland.
A Hydro Spokesman said bus 
services had not been affected 
by the plckcters.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Hospital Troubles Erupt In Quebec
MONTREAL (CP) — Emergency personnel and depart- , 
ment directors nt 45 Quebec hospitals continued today to fill 
in for physiotherapists, occupational therapists and dtetlcluns 
who have vowed to prolong their walkout indefinitely,*
Japanese Fishing Vessel In Danger
BOSTON (AP) - The U.S. Coast Guard said today the 
Japanese fishing vessel Taiyo Maru No. 77 was afire and In 
danger of sinking some 10 miles southeast of Nantucket 
Island. , ■
Detroit Robbers Kill Bank Manager
DETROIT (AP) — Two men Invaded a bank today, shot- 
the manager to death and escaped with a woman hostage. 
Police said the robbers wore black masks. One carried A .38- 
calibre revolver. ,
Egyptian President Goes To Moscow
CAIRO (Reuter) — President Anwar Sadat flew to Mos-' 
cow today for important talks with Soviet leaders on the 
, Middle East crisis. Egypt’s Internal situation, and his plans 
for war with Israel.
nitely need more money. Al­
berta said that It would opt out 
of shared-cost agreements if the . 
provinces could get 50 per cent 
of income tax revenues.
Ontario suggested a similar 
plan, which called for the prov­
inces to get 40.5 per cent of in­
come taxes by 1976. They now 
receive 28 per cent and the fed­
eral government the rest.
John Turner, the newly-ap­
pointed federal finance minister 
who took over the portfolio Fri­
day, was non-committal. He 
promised to keep an open mind 
when considering whether the 
provinces should be given more 
funds.
Mr. Turner attended Mon­
day’s session and returned to 
Ottawa Tuesday morning. ,
La Paz Businessman Accused 
Of Being Ex-Gestapo Leader
LA PAZ, Bolivia (Reuter) - 
A businessman alleged to be 
former Gestapo chief Klaus 
Barbie was in a secluded villa 
in a La Paz suburb today pro­
tected by secret servicemen as 
International pressure mounted 
for his extradition' to France to 
face war-crime charges.
The French ambassador to 
Bolivia, Jean Louis Manderau, 
formally asked the foreign min­
istry Tuesday night for the ex­
tradition of 56-year-old Bolivian 
national Klaus Altmann, who 
settled In this Latin American 
republic In 1951 and took out 
citizenship five years later.
French authorities say that 
Altmann, really Barbie, was Ge­
stapo chief in Lyon during the 
Second World War and was re­
sponsible for the torture and ex­
ecution of hundreds of French 
antl-Nazi resistance fighters.
Burble was condemned to 
death in absentia by a French 
military tribunal after the war.
Altmann has vlrogously de­
nied he is Barbie. He admits he 
was a lieutenant In the SS dur.
Ing the war, but says he was not 
involved in war crimes.
The French request for extra­
dition was made despite the fact 
that there is no extradition 
treaty between France and Bo­
livia.
Altmann came to La Paz last 
week from Lima, Peru, hotly 
Sirsued by German-bom Nazi- , 
untcr Beate Klarsfeld, who 
works for the International 
League Against Anti-Semitism.
She was sent to Peru to check 
unsourced reports by the Paris 





LONDON (CP) — Bowater’s 
decision to withdraw from Brit­
ish Columbia is based largely 
on doubts over the future of the 
entire North American West 
Coast for the company’s prod­
ucts, a spokesman said today.
While the company Is a world 
supplier of pulp and paper, the 
spokesman said it had been 
keenly Interested In the possibil­
ities of shipping lumber and 
paper from British Columbia 
Into the western half of the 
United States and more particu­
larly to the American West 
Const.
But the slump of 1070-71 
raised doubts about Immediate 
prospects and further reviews 
brought the conclusion tout even 
the long-term future of the West 
Coast «tors not appear pfofltabic 
for Bowater exports^ ,
Adjourned
VIENNA (Reuter) - The So­
viet Union and the United States 
adjourn their efforts for a curb 
on nuclear missile arsenals'this 
week without indicating whether 
this means Imminent agreement 
or merely another pause In tho 
two-year-old arms negotiations.
The sixth round of the slrate- ' 
glc arms limitation talks which 
opened In Vienna Nov. 15, last 
year will adjourn Friday, tho 
two sides announced Tuesday.
In tho absence so far of an of­
ficial statement it Is assumed 
they ’ will reopen in Helsinki, 
Finland, perhaps In the spring.
Over tii® U-8- n®R«ltoting 
team at SALT now, looms tho 
date in late May when Presi­
dent Nixon Is to visit Moscow 
for talks with tho Soviet leader­
ship on world affairs, Including 
strategic arms.
The president Is likely to feel 
some compulsion, especially In 
an clectoral ycnr, fo achieve a 
partial SALT agreement on or 
around too time of his Moscow 
summit, many observers be­
lieve.
This being so, tho resumption 
of SALT—perhaps In Helsinki— 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS Heroin Treatment Centres
U.S. Cargo Boycott Stirs Vancouver Vital To B.C. Claims MLA
land now is deliberately creating 
'disorder and turmoil in an effort 
to win another election before 
the inevitable crisis comes.
Mr. Strachan attacked tlAr' 
government for its "give-awaysT 
policies in the resources field, 
which he said will lead to
The Vancouver waterfront | 
was embroiled in argument to-: 
day over the potential effects on 
Canadian importers and export­
ers of a longshoremen’s boycott 
of United States cargo diverted, 
from strikebound U.S. ports. An’ 
application by the British Co-| 
lumbia Maritime Employers' j 
Association for a court injunc­
tion to halt the boycott was to 
be heard later today by Mrl 
Justice Peter Seaton of the B.C. 
Supreme .Court. A hearing on 
the injunction request was ad­
journed Tuesday to give Donald 
Garcia, Canadian-arca president 
of the International Longshore­
men’s and Warehousemen's un­
ion, an opportunity to present 
the union's side.
Arnold- Smith, the usually; 
soft-spoken secretary-general of 
the Commonwealth, had some 
harsh words Tuesday for Paki­
stan's decision to quit the or­
ganization. Terming it illogical, 
Smith told a news conference 
that "no multilatei'al move had 
been made to justify such a re­
action from Pakistan,” The Ca­
nadian-born diplomat said Pres­
ident Bhutto of Pakistan had
ARNOLD SMITH 
... it’s illogical
Wells Crawford, 15, was found 
dead Tuesday in a frozen ra­
vine on Burke Mountain, six 
miles northcast of Coquitlam. 
He died after plunging 200 feet 
into the ravine Monday while 
hiking with a companion.
Until Canada begins tapping 
its vast oil reserves in the Arc­
tic the price of petroleum pro­
ducts will continue to, creep up­
wards, A. F. Campeau, presi­
dent of Petrofina Canada Ltd., 
said .Tuesday. Mr. Campeau 
said Quebec refineries are at 
the mercy of South American 
and Middle East nations who 
are continually demanding an 
ever-greatcr tax share on their 
crude oil exports.
A bomb threat directed 
against the British government 
offices in Vancouver in connec­
tion with weekend violence in 
Northern Ireland caused the
partial evacuation Tuesday , of 
an eight-storey downtown office 
building. It was the second bomb
Ontario Supreme Court, Ottawa, 
by Matrai’s lawyer Jett C. Barn- 
abe, claims Matrai was libelled 
in a story appearing in the Oct. 
29 issue of the newspaper.
Erik Nielsen, Conservative 
MP for the Yukon, Tuesday 
criticized gasoline price in­
creases announced Monday by 
Shell Canada Ltd. He said in 
Toronto the increases show a 
need for a review of national oil 
policies i that split Canada into 
two zones, one served with 
Western Canadian oil, the other 
with imported oil;
Gen. William C. Westmoreland 
said in Saigon North Vietnam 
may launch a multi-phase mili­
tary campaign in South Viet­
nam next month, aiming for%he 
kind of political, impact created 
by the 1968 Tet (lunar new year) 
offensive when he was com­
mander of United States forces 
in the South.
VICTORIA (CP) — A New 
Democratic member of the Bri­
tish Columbia legislature-Tues­
day called for the establishment 
of treatment clinics for heroin 
addicts so that the government 
can detect hard drug addicts, 
isolate and then treat them.
Gordon H. Dowding (NDP— 
Burnaby-Edmonds) told the 
house that as long as an addic' 
Is at large, society pays "a fan­
tastic price for that addiction.” 
* He said B.C. doctors estimate 
there exist 7,000 to 15,000 addicts 
in the province and the income 
required to feed the hard drug 
habit tor just 7,000 addicts "far 
exceeds S100. million per year."
The NDP MLA said studies 
show this drug money is raised 
by the commission of such 
crimes as trafficking, breaking
problem is a national one and 
should be, handled by the federal 
government, he said- 
ANTI-LITTER WEEK
Education Minister Donald 
Brothers announced in the legis­
lature the government will kick 
off anti-litter week. May 1-7, 
with Environment Day on Mon­
day, May 1.
Mr. Brothers reiterated the 
government's intention -to em­
phasize environmental excel­
lence throughout the province.
He expressed the hope that 
schools throughout the province 
would spend the morning of 
Environment Day discussing 
the importance of keeping the 
province beautiful.
many people seem to think.
He said the department 
education Intends to open
of 
a
studio at the British Columbia 
Institute of Technology where 
television video tapes will be 
produced’ for,use of school auth­
orities across the province.
WANTS TRUST FUND
Earlier Tuesday, a tax free 
provincial trust fund for pre­
serving British Columbia's open 
spaces was advocated by Grace
bankruptcy.
He said Social Credit, policies 
are dividing this province into 
“insiders and outsiders,” the 
have and the have-nots. "British 
Columbians deserve and must 
have something better.'*
He, also said the premier’s 
pro-American statements,during 
the imposition by the U.S. lasta 
year of the 10 per cent supple^ 
mentary duty on imports served 
ohly to weaken the hand ot 
Ottawa in bargaining with the 
U.S. .
..., . .. „ , i m o o
mplSnBind*«h "im “Th?S threat in two days against the 
corning Bangladesh, British government offices. Al-
- P e a 1®! most all employees of firms with
the Commonwealth? said
Smith, just back from talks with
stressed “his annoyance over a1 Bhutto in Pakistan.
Toronto Professor Opposes 
Some Rights Given Unions
TORONTO (CP) — Professor! The change provision is under 
John Crispo, newly-appointed! heavy fire from the Canadian 
director of the University of To- Manufacturers’ Association and
ronto’s school of business, has 
expressed opposition to giving 
unions the right .to negotiate and 
strike on the issue of technologi­
cal change during the life of a 
collective agreement.
His position, outlined in an in­
terview Tuesday, marks a de­
parture from recommendations 
of a federal task force report on 
labor relations of which he was 
the co-author. The report was 
used as a starting point in draft­
ing a bill to amend the federal 
Labor Code which is to be intro- 
dued during the next session of 
Parliament.
Prof. Crispo said he hopes the 
new labor minister, Martin 
O’Connell, will reappraise the 
bill. It provides for the Canada 
Labor Relations Board to au­
thorize a union to reopen a 
collective agreement and -to 
strike if a significant number of 
employees, are affected by a 
technological change. It would 
not apply! if the agreement in­




Prof. Crispo said to orovide 
wider protection for workers af­
fected by change, the emphasis 
in legislation should be on ade­
quate advance notice, income 
maintenance separate from un­
employment insurance, and up­
grading and retraining.
Prof. Crispo was sharply criti­
cal of the omission from the bill 
of a comprehensive bill of rights 
for union members and a code 
TO govern picketing and boy­
colts.
“I don’t understand how a 
government and a prime minis­
ter priding themselves as they 
do on their endorsement of civil 
liberties could countenance a 
major overhaul of the labor act 
without providing for a . bill of 
rights.”
However he gave the govern­
ment. credit for a proposal to 
extend bargaining rights to pro- 
f es s i o n a 1 employees, junior 
management and contractors 
dependent on prime employers.
ON THE PRAIRIES
offices in the Bank of Nova 
Scotia Building were asked to 
leave the premises at about 
1:05 p.m. Police were called to 
investigate. No bomb was 
found and employees began re- 
tumifig at about 1:25 p.m. Cleve 
Clemens,. British trade commis- 
siqper, said a member of his 
staff received a telephone call 
in-which the caller said a bomb 
had been planted in the build­
ing.
In addition to an industrial 
strategy and a labor strategy 
Canada needs a leisure strategy. 
Opposition Leader Robert Stan­
field said Tuesday in Montreal. 
Mr. Stanfield, speaking to the 
Canadian Sporting Goods Asso­
ciation, said the next decade 
could see dramatic progress to­
wards a leisure society if tech­
nological change continues at 
its current rate. .
Governor - General Roland 
Michener in Ottawa sent greet­
ings to Louis St. Laurent Tues­
day, the former prime minis­
ter’s 90th birthday. Mr. St. 
Laurent was first elected to the 
Commons in 1942, beedme exter­
nal affairs minister in 1946 and 
served as Liberal prime minis­
ter from 1948 to 1957.
Geza Matrai, the 27-year-old 
Toronto man now serving a 
three-month sentence for as­
saulting Soviet Premier Alexei 
Kosygin last October, h a s 
initiated libel action against the 
French-language Ottawa daily 




Max Frigon, 33, a rifle-toting 
protester against delays in rec­
eiving unemployment insurance 
benefits, was released from cus­
tody Tuesday. after pleading 
guilty to pointing a firearm. He 
was charged after entering an 
Unemployment Insurance Com­
mission office last week with a 
rifle. He was sentenced to time
already spent in jail.
MUST CONSOLIDATE 
SASKATOON (CP) - R. H.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis St.
' TORONTO (CP) — Gold is­
sues on the Toronto stock mar­
ket soared sharply higher as 
prices in most major sectors 
recorded advances in active 
mid-morning trading today.
The gold index jumped 6.94 to 
188.39 in the wake of heavy buy­
ing and higher prices for gold 
on European bullion markets.
. VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were up with active trading at 
the opening of the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange today on vol­
ume of 1,518,012..
In the industrials, Imperial 
Marine was down .05 at $3.20 on 
volume of 11,100.
In the oils, Allied Roxanna 








Great Nor. Pete. .70
In the mines, Cambridge was 
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and entering, burglary, robbery, 
theft, shoplifting and prostitu­
tion.
He said that while health 
laws provide the means to 
identify, isolate and treat; car­
riers of typhoid or tuberculosis, 
no such safeguards exist for 
the carriers of heroin addiction.
He said the provincial govern­
ment is "not prone” to treat a 
drug addict because it fears it 
would have to foot the bill. The
For thp. afternoon of May 1, 
he suggested outdoor projects 
be planned which would be 
designed to improve the appear­
ance of schools, their surround­
ing areas, their cities and high­
ways.
On educational television in 
public schools, Mr. Brothers said 
an experiment carried out in 
co-operation with the Penticton 
school board demonstrated that 
the establishment of an ETV 
system for school use is not 
simply a matter of buying some 
equipment and hiring people, as
McCarthy, minister without 
portfolio.
She said persons having land, 
lake frontage or an island they 
were contemplating leaving to 
the province on their death,) 
could turn the property over to 
the provincial government to be 
put in trust, tax free until their 
death.
Dr. Howard McDiarmid (SC— 
Albcrni) told the house tlie 
Nitinat triangle on Vancouver; 
, Island, if it is not logged, will 
. serve the recreation needs of 





Day Of Mourning In Ulster 
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Boyes, president of Federated' 
Co-operatives Ltd., said Tuesday 
Western Canada’s 450 retail, 
consumer and farm supply co­
operatives must consolidate the 
operatipns : into a single opera­
tion because of rising costs,, in­
tense comnetition and reduced 
incomes for existing co-opera­
tives.
FIGHT CLOSING
EDMONTON (CP) — Mer­
chants from The Boardwalk, a 
downtown specialty shopping 
development, apolied in Alberta 
Supreme Court Tuesday to have 
the Lord’s Day Act declared 
unconstitutional. The merchants 








LONDONDERRY (C P) — 
Thousands of grieving Irish 
gathered in .this sombre, silent 
Northern Ireland city today to 
honor the dead of Londonderry’s 
Bloody Sunday. It was a day of 
mourning for Roman Catholics 
throughout divided Ireland.
Threats of fresh violence 
prompted tight'security in. Lon­
don, Dublin and. in the embat­
tled. communities of British- 
ruled Northern Ireland.
Thirteen coffins, each.lit by a 
•single candle, provided' a focus 
of grief at St. Mary’s Church in 
the Catholic Creggan district of 
Londonderry, where a mass fu­
neral was being held. ;
St. Mary’s overlooks, the Bog­
side quarter where the 13 were 
killed Sunday in a battle with 
British paratroops.
Revenge-seeking gunmen of 
the Irish Republican Army, 
campaigning to end British rule 
of Northern Ireland, struck 
back Tuesday night and killed 
an army sentry in Belfast, the 
Ulster capital.
TOLL NOW 233
The soldier’s death raised the 
fatality toll to 233 since commu­
nal violence erupted in Ulster
DETROIT (AP) — Eula Lee 
Warner, who waited six years to
| begin serving . time for a 1964
narcotics conviction, has been
“We’ve .living in ghost
towns,’.’ said a local priest. ■ 
An official day of mourning 
was declared in the republic.
More than 2.000, demoristra-
2% years ago.
Roman. Catholics were on 
strike everywhere in the North.
Shops were, shuttered, facto­
ries closed and streets were 











The Social Credit MLA said 
the recreational potential for 
the Nitinat area, which conser­
vationists want included in the 
West Coast Trail section of the 
Pacific Rim National Park, is 
“about zero,"
“Let’s, not kid ourselves. The 
only way to get in there (the 
Nitinat triangle) is with a power 
saw or an axe," he said.
Bob Strachan (NDP-Cowi- 
chan-Malahat) said the Social 
Credit government of Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett has been 
“selling out” the province’s 
economy for the past 20 years
tors besieged the fire-blackened 
British embassy in Dublin late |- 
Tue^day for the second straight 
day. A gelignite bomb shattered 
its windows and partly smashed 
the main door. One policeman 
was injured.
WON’T SERVICE PLANES
Airport workers at Dublin, 
Shannon and Cork refused to 
service British planes. No Brit­
ish'newspapers were distribu­
ted. Movie theatres featuring t 
British films received tele- i 
phoned warnings to stop the I 
showings or risk being blown 
up.
M a i 1 b 0 a t sailings between 
Dublin and the British mainland 
were halted.
In Ulster, a woman was shot 
and seriously hurt in the door- 
wry of her own home during , an 
exchange of fire between troops | 
and gunmen in the Mount Pot-1 
linger area of Belfast. ' I 
An army'spokesman said the: 
woman had been struck by a' 
bullet meant for British sol­
diers.
Scores of cars, buses and a 
trucks were reported stolen or 
hijacked throughout Northern
Ireland. Many of these were
used to form 
city streets.
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granted her freedom by a fed­
eral judge.
U.S. District Court Judge Cor­
nelia Kennedy said the delay 
was unreasonable and to en­
force the sentence now would be 
a "denial of due process,”
Miss Warner, 37, was con­
victed in 1964 of possessing her­
oin, She was sentenced to five 
years In prison.'The conviction 
was appealed to the U.S. Su­
preme Court and upheld in 1965.
She waited for federal offi­
cials to take her to prison, 
working at several Jobs, curing 
herself of her narcotic addiction 
and staying out of trouble with 
the law, her lawyer Richard 
Zipster,..said,
It wasn't until January, 1971 
Zipstcr said, when "somebody 
shuffled some papers In the jus­
tice department and discovered 
Miss Warner,” that she began 
serving her sentence , at a fed^ 
oral women’s reformatory in 
West Virginia.
Once in jail, she wrote a let­
ter to Judge Kennedy explaining 
her plight and askipg for court 
assistance. The judge appointed 
Zipstcr her counse).
"No one can account for the 
delay in placing her In custody,” 
Zipstcr said. "But there was a 
mistake and II was.the mistake 

























THIS CGE 30" AUTOMATIC RANGE
' ’'Special Valuo" appllanctx Iha) will ba olfaiad In 1872. 
1, Porcalaln anamal canxola Inoludaa • Automatic; ovan Umar, clock and mlnuta 
mlndar • Inllnlla haal autlac* unit awllchaa • Ona normal and on* llm«d 
appliance oullai Ih'ai woika with Iha automatic Umar. 2. Ea*y to clean cooking 



















































































BURNABY (CP) — Drug 
nrrests In Burnaby rose by 47 
per cent In 1971, $upt. W. G. 
Lambert, officer In' charge of 
Burnaby RCMP, said lier”. 
There were 239 charges la>.i 
under the Narcotics Control Ad 
In 1971 compared with 160 in 
197ft. He said violence Is being 
increasingly associated with 
drug activity mh users turn to 

























.. 11:30 ii.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m, - 10:00 p.m.
.......9 p.m. - 2:00 n.m
ENTERTAINMI'-NF , 
Tuesday to Saturday inclusive
210 BERNARD AVE.
76.M120
SEA FOOD AND ST EARS
Illi up-aiay-up calrod alamanta • Porcelain drip tray*, 3. Illg W maalor 
cyan with O Ovlll-tn rollaaarla • '3000 wait Inhered raflaclor type btoller with 
deep porcelain brat lor pan
MATCHING U-COfllC-FOOT "NO FROST" REFRIGERATOR 
hat room lor 100 Iba/of Iroren food aa wall aa a convenient eegmenled 
Ireah food aecllon. 1. Freer** eecilon • Ice tray reck and Iwa lea cube 
traya • Juice cen and package etorage on the door, 2. Freeh food com* 
parlment • Freeh moat drawer, vegetable diaper end fruit crlaper 
• Two ad|ualal>le anti ana fixed chroma oholvoa wl|h oovoro over 
drawer* tor exiro apoco a Buller keeper, chooeo,keeper, llft-oul egg 
Ireyo plue Iwo fixed ahehea provide utable and efficient door otordge,
. • n«c«»«d own lamp 




3. 30’,$ '- wld. by 62'* 
high and ha* a 




( BARR & ANDKSON ]
594 Bernard Ave. OPI-N I RIDAYS UNTIL 9:00 P.M. Phone; 762«303? ^
A xD RATE MUST ASK FOR TEST
Unemployment Benefit Not Consistent-Claimants
Although the maximum tin- 
■ employment insurance benefits 
.. are almost double what, they 
- used to be, not all people are 
receiving the higher rates.
In reply to a complaint from 
a Westbank carpenter, Angus 
Thomas, manager .of the Un- 
; employment Insurance Commis­
sion office in Kelowna, said 
<A, people who have unexpired 
benefit periods under the act 
> which ended last year must pass 
, a test before they are eligible 
for the increased benefits.
They must ask for the test 
themselves and they apparently 
aren’t informed of this- unless 
spccificaUy asking to be placed 
on the new plan.
Under the old act, maximum 
benefit was $53 a week. The 
new act pays up to $100 a week, 
or two-thirds of the weekly pay.
Claims last for varying times 
depending on how long the per­
son has paid unemployment in­
surance, and tne economic cli­
mate. They are good for a year.
If a person with an unexpired 
claim under the old act wishes 
to get on the new benefits, they 
must take a test to be sure they 
have the necessary qualifica­
tions. This is not an intelligence 
test. Mr. Thomas emphasized.
When results are known, in 
about six weeks, the person chn 
decide whether or not they wish 
to go under the new system. If
so. a new claim is made, and 
they must wait two weeks until
benefits are paid. -
Bill Kuyvenhoven said he filed 
a claim in 1969 Or 1970, and re­
ceived benefits for two or three 
weeks. He filed again last De­
cember. and was paid $58 a 
week. On Jan. 2 this was raised 
to $70, but some weeks he got 
less because he worked. .
Mr. Kuyvenhoven said the 
commission said he was being 
kept on the old rate because his 
former claim had not expired. 
He was told that, if he could 
pass a test, he could get on the 
new rate. He has applied to the 
UIC office, in Vancouver to have 
the test, but understands that
it may take six weeks to know 
the results, a.
Mr. Kuyvenhoven said he 
earned about $160 a week dur­
ing his employment by Parkside 
Developments, who -mainly 
build apartment blocks.
“We can manage, but it 
doesn’t seemreasonable that 
some people get the bld rate, 
others the new," he said.
Natives of Holland, Mr. and 
Mrs. Kuyvenhoven came to Vic­
toria 17 years ago. and to this 
area in June, 1970. They have 
two children.
"From my standpoint, the 
whole UIC' system appears to 
be haywire,” said another car-
penter. BUT Manton, 786 Suther­
land Ave,
A former employee of Mission 
Holdings. Mr. Manton was get­
ting $58 a week when he filed 
his claim In November, with 
deductions for weeks in which 
he worked. This month his rate 
was jumped to $83 a week minus 
income tax.-
“Once I sent, in my card for 
two weeks, but they, only gave 
roe $76 for one week. I sent in 
the next bard, and they paid 
me $154 for two weeks, or $77 
a week. I > have had dozens of 
letters from them.” ’
Mr. Manton is married, but
vember, 1970, to February, 1971, 
except for'periods during which 
he worked.
• A condition of people continu­
ing to receive benefits is that 
they must register with the Can­
ada Manpower Centre for a job. 
The centre is on the floor above 
the UIC office in the Federal 
Building on Queensway Avenue.
mission gets written proof of 
visits to manpower centres. The
tor claims for about half a
has no children. He was on un­







COOL CONDITIONS — AT CENTRE (ABOVE) AND PAVILION (LEFT)
Officials of the Penticton 
4 Peach Festival have informed
FILING TIPS
in "
Delayed City Projects 
May Push Costs Higher
If three community building 
projects are not ready by the 
time specified by the federal 
government, the city may have 
to make a special loan, it was 
announced today.
, Aid. Alan, MosS, chairman of
the city building committee, 
and city finance director H. K. 
'Hall said they could not esti­
mate yet how much the loan 
might have to be.
A community centre and 
swimming pools on Spall Road,
Peach festival Won't Change 
But May Be Limited In Scope
You And Your Taxes
It’s that time of year again, 
M and to help local resident with
income tax woes the Pontic- । 
ton branch of National Ilcv- 
- enue has prepared answers
to most asked questions.
The following sets of ques­
tions, and answers to begin 
the series covers the general 
field on Income tax Informa­
tion. Readers arc reminded 
the deadline for filing is April 
■kao.
Question—What are' the rc- 
qulrements regarding keeping 
my business records after I 
have filed my income tax re­
turn?
, Answer—Records must be 
kept until written permission to 
destroy them la received from 
a, tho Taxation Department. This 
W would involve writing to the 
. District Taxation Office staling 
what records you wish to des­
troy, the years Involved, and 
your; reason for wishing to des­
troy theta,
' 1 \
Question—Why can’t ihe In­
come tax office In my city fill 
out iny tax return?
Answer—The self-assessment 
jb-system requires that each per- 
• son takes the responsibility for 
i rc|x>rtlng his income from all 
sources. With available person­
nel and limited space, It would
Impossible for the staff in 
the district offices to prepare 
returns. ;
nwstton—My son Is a unlvcr- 
student and his.Income Inst 
, ...r, after he had deducted his 
tuition fees, came to $985,00. I
I understand that 1 apply what la 
i called tho N«teh Provision by 
adding the diffcrenre between
Answer—Yes, It would be nec­
essary for you to use the de­
tailed fox calculation. You add 
the difference between $950 
and your son’s net Income in 
the section B marked "tax ad­
justments,” and specify that 
this is your son’s income over 
and above tho $950 allowance. 
Then on tho front of the; tux 
form to the section marked 
”tax adjustment" you again en­
ter this same sum of money.
the Kelowna Regatta Associa­
tion that the dates of this year’s 
festival—August 2-6—will not be 
changed, even though they coin­
cide with those of the Regatta.
At a directors’ meeting Tues­
day night, Regatta manager 
Glen Carleton said the associa­
tion has received a letter indi­
cating the Peach Bowl in Pen­
ticton has long been booked for 
events during • the festival, 
which also coincides with a 
popular square dancing event.
The future of the Peach Fes­
tival still remains in doubt, 
however, as last year it lost 
over $7,000. Festival president 
Phil Locke told the, event's an­
nual meeting Jan. 20 that limit­
ation of activities this year 
would have to be seriously con­
sidered;
The festival dates also con­
flicted with those of Regatta 
last year. . . .
Regatta directors have decid­
ed to go ahead with a present­
ation, In collaboration with ra­
dio station CKIQ, of folk singer 
Glenn Yarbrough on March 5.
Tho move comes despite a 
bad experience with Stratus 
Faction, a Calgary group, which 
lost the Regatta Association
Question—My wife has a 
small Income In the form of 
dividends from a Canadian tax­
able corporation. As her in­
come la less than $1,100, she 
does not file an Income tax re­
turn, May I claim the 20 per 
cent tax credit on the amount 
of dividends my.wife received?
Answer—If you bought the 
shares for your wife and arc re­
porting tho dividends as your 
Income, you are entitled to 
claim the 20 per cent divident 
tax credit. If your wife bought 
the shares from her own earn­
ings or they were inherited by 
her, you will not have to report 
the dividends as your income 
and will not bo allowed the fox 
credit.
his net income mid $950 to my 
income tax return. Do i\mld
Mr. Manton said he reported 
to the centre, then got a letter 
’from the commision saying he 
had not*.
Mr. Thomas explained the 
difference in pay by saying Mr. 
Manton could have had separa­
tion or holiday pay after he was 
discharged. ■
I The manager said the com-
letter from the centre probably 
crossed jvith the letter to Mr.
Manton.
Art Bothe, Gordon Hoad, said 
he started a claftn in September, 
but was1 employed before the 
two-week waiting period ended, 
so\dropped it' He "reopened, it 
Dec. 13, so should have had no 
waiting-period. By Tuesday, he 
had received nothing. . : 4
Mr. Bothe said a, commis­
sion employee told him • he 
would get $83 a week, because 
his claim was under the old 
system. He got $40 holiday pay 
on discharge from DoulDard 
Construction, which accounts
week.'.'1
Mr. and Mrs. Bothe have 
three children. They have exist­
ed on borrowed money? Peopto 
who have filed unemployment 
insurance claims may gto 
money from welfare offices un­
til they get their first cheques, 
but file money is deductc ' 
from their cheques.
“I went to the provincial we'- 
fare office last week,” Mr, 
Bothe said. “They told me that, 
if-I did not get unemploymen . 
insurance by this Friday, thej 
would help.
"It’s partly my fault,” he ad ­
mitted. “I should have save 




‘‘Even a referendum on the 
salaries of MLAs and civic 
workers would be as sensible 
as a referendum on teachers’ 
salaries.”
The statement was made to­
day by Kenneth Sessford, chair­
man of the salary agreement 
committee of School District 23 
(Central Okanagan) teachers.
He was alluding to amend­
ments in the Public Schools Act 
announced last week by Educa­
tion Minister, Donald Brothers.
The major change in the act
set level starting next year.
“I regard the proposed legis­
lation as highly discriminatory," 
Mr. Sessford declared, adding 
while teachers are "not op­
posed” to the setting of prices 
and wages by the government, 
"we are opposed to being 
singled out.” He said carried 
out to a logical conclusion, "one 
may ask why not' impose' re­
straints or limits on other in­
dustries.”
Meanwhile, teachers in the 
Kamloops and District Teach-
would subject teacher salaries ers’ Association have been des- 
to approval by taxpayers if the cribed as “calm but angry.” 
salaries exceeded a provincially Association president, Neil Mac­
CITY PAGE
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Seco nd I n Co m ma nd
Donald, has referred to the pre 
posed legislation as "skuldu- 
gery of the highest order" am 
accused Mr. Brothers an 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett t- 
using "anti-teacher feelings < 
the people” to slow inflate 
provincially by “nailing tear.. 
ers.”
He added tae provincial gov­
ernment could not halt infla­
tion by reducing spending in on. 
group, and warned of “serio; . 
ramifications” to the changes 
The government, he said, was 
“effectively destroying" nego­
tiations between teachers an:- 
school boards by "that type o; 
legislation” and wondered whs 
would happen if the same pra< 
tice were applied to the busing, 
world.
Mr. McDonald suggested 
was possible in the future th a ? 
teachers may "not be hired for 
their professional abilities alon ., 
but for their political accep t 
bility.” He also described tnm 
government move as "autocratic 
in its wildest form."
pavilioh in City Park, and sen­
ior citizens’ activity centre on 
the Kelowna Yacht Club park­
ing lot are being erected at a 
cost of more than $1 million.
Money for the projects is 
coming from various sources.
The city is borrowing $850,- 
000 from a special federal-pro­
vincial fund, insurance money 
from the Aquatic building which 
burned in 1969 is being used for 
the community centre and pavi­
lion, the pools are being con­
structed as centennial projects
close to $400 after an appear­
ance last, month. Much of the 
blame for that situation, how­
ever, appears to lie with the 
fact that little time remained 
for promotion after the assoc­
iation had agreed to co-sponsor 
the group.
Chairman Ev McKee told dir­
ectors he has since learned 
from a number of former Cal­
gary residents that the group 
was very, popular in that city 
when they were'known aS the 
Stratus Singers. The show’s 
failure, he said, might have 
been due in part to confusion 
over the name.
A decision was made to bring 
the group back late In April, 
only this time on a percentage 
basis.
In other Regatta business, 
directors have decided to invite 
a representative from Kelowna 
Teen Town to attend their meet­
ings, in an attempt to smooth 
relations between the two and 
find ways where Teen Town 
participation in Regatta events 
can benefit both groups.
Recent discussions between 
Teen Town and Regatta direct­
ors have shown that the former 
are somewhat disenchanted over 
their involvement In past Re­
gattas.
of the city and two areas in the 
regional, district, and there will 
be a provincial grant for the 
activity centre.
Under the federal-provincial 
fund, projects must be finished 
by March 31.
Winter conditions have made 
it impossible to meet this dead­
line, so an extension has been 
requested.
Aid, Moss said Dan Campbell; 
provincial minister of munici­
pal affairs, has asked tho fed­
eral government to make it 
May 31. But Aid. Moss said it 
may be difficult to meet this 
date. ?
If buildings were, not finished 
in tipie, Mr. Hall said govern­
ment contributions would pro­
bably be based on what per­
centage of them was complete. 
. The community centre and 
swimming pools were the first 
to get started in October, fol­
lowed by the pavilion. The ac­
tivity centre did not get startec 
until January.
The first project was delayed 
last year by an "information 
picket Une" because some 
workers were not union mem­
bers.
Tenders were opened for the 
activity centre in December. 
. Hpwevcr, council delayed lot- 
■ ting a contract until January 
■ because original prices cxpecd- 
. cd, estimates.
SEEN and HEARD
Mark Rose, NDP member of 
parliament for Fraser Valley, 
will address a public meeting 
8 p.m. Saturday in the Women’s 
Institute Hall, Lawrence Avenue 
near Richter Street. A former 
Kelowna high school teacher 
and musician, ho will also meet 
civic, Industrial and fruit offi­
cials. Mr. Rose is NDP special­
ist in the House of Commons on 
agriculture, land uso and con­
servation.
cun bring his "travelling sand­
wich shop” to the extravaganza 
this summer. "Why'not?" was 
the initial reaction nt Tuesday 
night's directors' meeting.
Named For Dragoons
Major J. W. Taylor, CD, of 
Vernon, has- been appointed 
deputy commanding officer of 
the B.C. Dragoons.
Major Taylor relinquishes 
command of A Squadron, which 
trains in Vernon. The position 
of deputy commanding officer 
has been vacant since the re­
tirement of Major J. H. Hayes 
about a year ago.
Major. Taylor is a career of­
ficer with a wide and colorful 
background which began with 
his enlistment with the Calgary 
Highlanders in September of 
1939;
In August of 1943 he was 
commissioned, seconded on 
CANLOAN to the British Army 
and posted to the King’s Own 
Scottish Borders, 1st Airborne 
Division. He was wounded and 
taken prisoner in 1944.
Major Taylor rejoined the 
Canadian Army regular force 
in July of 1947 and was posted 
to Princess Patricia’s Cana­
dian Light Infantry.
During his service , career 
Major Taylor served as opera­
tions officer with Headquarters, 
Western Command; was in­
structional director and in com-
mand of the officers training 
and senior non-commissioned 
officers’ school at Camp Bor­
den; was a member of the sup­
ervisory commission in Viet­
nam from 1954 to 1955 and was 
staff officer of logistics and ad­
ministration with the Canadian 
Army Militia in Calgary.
For three years he served 
wtth the Queen’s Own Rifles of 
Canada, as adjutant and com­
pany commander. .
Following retirement from 
the regular force as a major, 
he joined the British Columbia 
Dragoons in April of 1969 as 
Officer Commanding, A Squa­
dron. -
Captain H. B. Smerchynski, 
of Vernon, a young officer who 
received all his training while 
serving with the B.C. Dragoons, 
replaces Major Taylor as of­
ficer commanding A Squadron.
He enrolled as a trooper in 
January of 1966, waS commis­
sioned a second lieutenant in 
April of 1967, promoted to lieut­
enant in October of 1968 and 
captain in November of 1971. 
Until his' appointment, Captain 
Smerchynski served as second- 
in-command of A Squadron.
Sunnyvale Trainees Dorm 
Out To Tender By March
Question—I know I should 
have received a personalized 
income tax return because I 
have filed a return for tho past 
years. However, either I hav 
not received It or I have lost It 
What do I do now?
Answer—You should obtain n 
T1 form either from a Post Of­
fice or your District Taxation 
Office, and complete and filo 
It. Be pure you obtain and file 
the proper form*-Tl short, for
this num of fowicy nn the de-1 tho majority nt Canadians, or 
tailed tax calculation? 1 TL General
Ten Kelowna hockey fans, 
five of them youngsters playing 
In the Kelowna and District 
Minor Hockey Association, had 
a bonus on a trip to Vancouver 
last Saturday to watch an NHL 
game between Vancouver Ca­
nucks nnd Toronto Maple Leafs. 
The youngsters, four of Whom 
were sent to the game because 
of their efforts in theiskate- 
nthan, got to meht and talk to 
Muhammad AU as well. The 
youngsters were Dave Griff, 
Leroy Woodford, Mitch Wilson, 
Carmen Nyuli and, Gordon St. 
George.
It’s been quite a week for 
letteta addressed to the Re. 
gattr Association. A fellow In 
Edmonton wants to know if he
Kelowna Roys’ Club has re­
ceived $17,000 from the federal 
government Local Initiatives 
Program for an arts and crafts 
and youth outreach project. It 
is expected eight jobs will be 
created. No further details were 
available today.
RCMP CpI. Dave McLay, the 
only hospitalized casualty of the 
Schmockey classic on Jan, 22, 
was released over the weekend 
and is presently , convalescing 
at home—with a cast from the 
top of his thigh to the bottom of 
his ankle. Ho suffered torn lig­
aments and cartilage, during 
the cPic battle nrtd likely won’t 
bo back to work for a month.
Highway 
Report
Winfor conditions continued to 
be normal on all B.C. roads 
listed by the B.C. Department 
of Highways release to 8:30 
a.m. today,
Fraser Canyon — sanding 
where necessary, men nnd 













Tenders for a home for rc-1 
forded adults should be called 
about March 1, with construc­
tion to start a month later, it 
was announced Tuesday night.
D. A. Chapman, project chair­
man for Kelowna and District 
Society fob the Mentally Retard­
ed, , told the annual meeting 
architect J. W. Woodworth is 
preparing detailed plans and 
specifications.
Tho residence will be erect­
ed on land where the Bijou 
Theatre once stood, near Sunny­
vale school and workshop, oper­
ated by the society, Land is be­
ing given by the city.
Mr. Chapman said that, when 
building has started, a fund will 
bo started to buy furnishings. 
The federal government has 
loaned $85,000, tho provincial 
government has given $45,000,
Sales of goods made in the
president. E. D. Anthony re­
placed Fred Behrner as first 
vice-president. Mr, Chapman 
replaced Mrs. Gertrude Ritchie 
as second vice-president, W. B 
Brown takes the place of Ralp' 
Nolan las treasurer. Mrs. R. J. 




An estimated $250 damm’ 
and no injuries resulted from 
motor vehicle accident Tuesd 
morning bn Hollywood Road b 
tween vehicles driven by Ru 
Botterill and Marvin Find-, 
soth of Kelowna.
About $400 damage was cav 
ed in an accident Tuescto. 
night on Doyle Avenue betwee 
cars driven by David Grant, < ' 
Kelowna; and Lena Ehlers, o' 
Peachland. There were no F 
juries.
About $650 damage was cav 
ed in a mishap Monday nig 
at* the corner of Sutherlar, 
Avenue and Richter Street. Tr 
cars involved were driven b 
Alphonse Schrader and Gordo 
Ritchie, both of Kelowna.
Monday afternoon, cars dri 
en by Art Higgs, of Rutland, ao 
Dennis Hosty, of Winfield, co 
lided at the corner of Highw. 
97 and Leathead Road, resultii ' 
in about $575 damage, Ther 
were no injuries.
In another mishap Mondn / 
afternoon at the corner of Be 
nard Avenue and Water Strct;. 
about $350 damage was done to 
cars driven by. Dave Veller, </' 
Kelowna, and Olga Hamilton, < ' 
Lac La Blche, Alberta,
An accident in the Orchnu 
Park Shopping Centre betwe 
cars driven by. Roscmn 
Brownfc, of Kelowna, and Ari 
Caroline Baker, of Edmonton, 
resulted in about $250 damag 
There were no injuries.
Cars driven by William Whit 
head, of Rutland, and Hep 
Person; of Kelowna, collided r 
Burtch Road late Monday nft< 





Funeral service will be held
The name of the'third on the 
Fred Harris foursome bound for 
Interior Seagram Stone curling 
championships in Kamloops 
next weekend came out ns How­
ard Laing in the paper Tues­
day. The third on the rmk is 
Harold I^ongv
Andrew James Crowthers, of 
Kelowna, wag Remanded to 
March 31 for trial on an Impair­
ed driving charge.
Anthony Wljlck, of .Kelowna, 
was fined $200 gnd prohibited 
from driving for one month, 
after he pleaded guilty tp a 
charge of driving With a blood- 
alcohol level .W pcr
cent. ,
workshop last year were 20 
times the 1970 sales, reported 
president W. A, Lcggat—$10,000 
compared to $500. Last year 
there was an average of 32 
trainees, nine more than In 
1970.
School District 23 (Central 
Okanagan) will take over oper­
ating the school in September. 
Two naw classrooms were added 
last year. There nowi are 30 
pupils in four classrooms. Four 
children and two chaperons 
went to Toronto In June, where 
the children took part In the 
special Olymojcs.
Mr. Leggat expressed n, de­
sire for more children to nttciK 
pre-school classes. •
The society Is n mcmbenoi 
the Cenlrnl Okanagan Commun­
ity Chest, which Increased the 
grant for this year from 11,000 
to$6,000.
Mr. Lcggat was returned as
from the Garden; Chapel, Thurs­
day, at 2 p.ta,1, for Harold 
Lindsay, 57, of Kelowna, who 
died Monday.
Mr. Lindsay was born In Sas­
katchewan itad was employed 
as a shop foreman for a nation­
al farm machinery firm in Re­
gina for several years, Ho 
moved to British Columbia In 
1047 and worked for S. M, Simp­
son as a shop foreman prior to 
taking’ over n service station in 
1953. He went into the trucking 
business in 1957 and later was 
involved In general construction,
Surviving members of the 
family include his wife,, Jenn, 
of Rclowna, two daughter^ Mrs. 
Joan Elvcdahl of Kelowna and 
Mrs. E. (Janice) Llpscty of 
Bquamlsh, one sister, Mrs. Olive 
Smith of Pitt Meadows, h s 
mother, Mrs. Susan Lindsay o: 
Kelowna, and five grandchi 
dren,
Funeral services will be con­
ducted by Rev. Robert Stable, 
with Interment at Kelowna 
cemetery,;
If desired, donations may be 
made to Ihe Purple Cross fund, 
rare of thh* Ketownt Order of 
the Royal Pufplc. ;
Mrs. Annie Berard 
Funeral Thursday
Funeral services will be ho 
from the Alliance Chun 
Thursday, at 11 a.m. for Mi 
Annie Nell (Nan) Berard of K ■ 
owna. ’
Surviving , members of t: 
family Include her husbai 
Henry, one son, William, a tv, 
sister, Louise Hamill all of K 
owha, ano stepson, Leonard, m 
two stepdaughters, Mary And' 
son and Mrs. John (Edith) A. 
Comber.
Funeral services will be cc> 
ducted by Rev. J. M, Schroed' 
with interment at Kelowv 
cemetery*1 *
Friends wishing to rememta 
Mrs. Berard are asked to d<v 
onto to the Canadian Caner । 
fund. , „ , ,
Day's Funeral Home Is I 
charge of arrangements.
...Sunny
Runny sides, with a fow. clo- 
patches, are predicted 1, 
Thursday and high tempcratut 
should bo between 15 and I 
degrees. Tuesday In the city 
was 17 and eight degrees, wi. 
n trace of snow, while out at tl, 
airport, it was 14 nnd eight be­
low zeta, also with a trace <>/ 
snow. Overnight lows should bo 
from zero to fiva above.
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
WIHKM ACWHOFA RARE 
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GREEK REVIVAL STYLE POMUR. t
Howard Hughes/ Producer
The 'Noisy' Motorcycle 
Soon A Thing Of The Past
It has been all quiet on the local 
motorcycle scene during the winter 
but when the snow and ice melts and 
the roads are bare those noisy two- 
wheelers will be back roaring around 
the city.
Have fun fellows at least until 
Sept. 1 of this year. New regulations 
are expected to be put in force that 
will control the noise emitted from • 
motorcycles as well as other vehicles.
The Canadian government plans to . 
control noise emissions from motor-
types and sizes of motorcycles.
• The proposed regulations were pub­
lished in the Dec. 4 edition of the 
Canpda Gazette.
The federal department of trans- 
' port in Ottawa is interested in receiv­
ing comments, opinions and recom­
mendations regarding the proposed 
noise limits by March 1.
In California, a maximum noise 
level of 88 decibels has been in effect
To many old time movie 
goers, such films as Sear- 
face and The Front Page 
are cinematic classics. Few 
people recall they'were pro­
duced by Howard Hughes. 
But at one time the billion­
aire industrialist, now a re­
cluse, was a power in the 
land of the movies^ Thia is 
the second of four articles 
on the many faces of How­
ard Hughes.
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — “I
came In, and Hughes had tq 
- reshcot much of the picture,' 
He replaced the Swedish-ac­
cented Greta Nissen with new- 
' comcr Jean Harlow as leading 
. .-lady.
, The critics scoffed, at some 
. of the over-ripe dramatics, 










cycles to eliminate what it considers 
a ‘health hazard.’ The proposed fed­
eral regulations will require motor­
cycles imported into Canada to emit 
no more than 86 decibels after Sept.
1. No exceptions are proposed for 
competition motorcycles.
Decibels measure intensity ■ of 
sound; 85 decibels is the sound pro­
duced by rush hour traffic. A whisper 
produces 20 decibels, a pop musical 
group at close range, 105.
The proposed amendments to the 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Act 
make use of already established stan­
dards to set noise limits for all types 
of motor vehicles, including motor­
cycles.
Embracing the standards establish­
ed by the Economic Committee for 
Europe, the proposals set maximum 
noise emission' levels for different
since Jan. 1, 1970 and it is to be re­
duced to 86 Jan. 1, 1973.
The ' proposed Canadian—ECE 
standard is based on noise readings 
at a distance of 23 feet. The Califor­
nia noise levels are based 50 feet 
from the motorcycles.
In Ontario provincial regulations 
are being drafted to set noise limits 
for motorcycles, snowmobiles, lawn 
mowers, outboard motors and other 
machinery.
The Canadian Standards Associa­
tion, is considering existing noise 





By BOB BOWMAN persued it aggressively, but the
only wish I was still, in the 
movie business because I 
.don’t remember any script as 
wild or as stretching the im­
agination as this year has 
turned out to be."
The disembodied voice 
added: “I have always 
thought that in the later years 
of my life, I would like very, 
very much to make motion 
pictures that would be worth- 
/whUe." <
Associates of Howard 
Hughes identified the man 
speaking as the billionaire in­
dustrialist-recluse. The occa­
sion was a long distance tele­
phone news conference called 
recently to deny the authentic­
ity of an alleged autobiogra­
phy. Reporters at the confer­
ence, said they were convinced 
the voice was Hughes’s.
The incident and the con­
tinuing controversy over the 
book brought back memories
Hughes himself, but Hell’s An­
gels was a popular success. 
The first-rate Front Page and 
Scarfac^ followed, as well as 
a couple of minor films star­
ring Hughes’s romantic inter­
est, Billie Dove.
During most of the 1930s, 
Hughes abandoned films for 
another passion, aviation. But 
he remained on the Hollywood 
scene as escort of many of the 
most glamorous .stars of the 
day: Nancy Carroll, Ginger 
Rogers, Katharine Hepburn,. 
• Ida Lupino,- Olivia de Havil­
land.
MARRIED JEAN PETERS
Hughes, who was married 
' briefly in the 1920s to Ella 
Rice, a Houston, Tex., heir-
ess, often was rumored en­
gaged the glamorous" stars 
he dated. But he didn’t marry 
again until 1957, when he se­
cretly wed Jean Peters, star 
of Captain from Castile and
Two of tiie most competitive honor went to Edmonton.
Later in the year, Edmontoncities in Canada are Calgary
CSA noise standard.
The federal proposals are aimed at 
reducing noise emissions from all 
sources which the government feels 
contribute to ‘noise pollution, a health 
hazard.’
Repeat—Have fun boys the noisy 
motorcycle will soon be dead.
and Edmonton. Their rivalry got its second big break. Can- 
..................1 ada’s second continental, the
Discrepancy In The Act
(Victoria Times)
According to the Motor Vehicle 
Act a police car being used in dis­
charge of official duties may be 
classed’as an emergency vehicle if 
it is showing its red flasher and using 
a siren. Under such circumstances its 
driver may run through red traffic 
lights or stop signs and disregard other 
traffic rules. But he must also “drive 
with due regard for safety.”
In a recent Victoria street accident
extends far beyond football ____
fields and never fails to bring ■ Canadian Northern, reached • 
enjoyment to all of Canada, there, and Edmonton now had 
However, they have their crit- its own railway connection from 
les. A Saskatchewan writer has coast-to-coast. It was also, linked 
described Calgary as an outpost to Calgary by a branch line of 
of Texas, and Edmonton as the CPR. By this time the popu- 
"striving frantically to become lation of Edmonton had grown 
an outpost of Dawson City”. to 10,000 and the race with Cal­
in recent years Calgary and gary was on again. .• 
Edmonton have been two of OTHER Feb. 2 EVENTS: 
Canada’s fastest growing cities, 1628—King Charles gave Wil-
but . their rivalry, began in 1875 liam Alexander islands in St. 
when Calgary was founded as a Lawrence.
NWMP post. Edmonton was . 1800—P hi 1 e m on Wright 
founded in 1795 as a fur-trading brought first settlers to Ottawa- 
post of the Hudson's Bay Co.
Calgary got the first break ___
when it was decided-that the first Liberal government in
of the time when Hughes, 66, 
was a figure who cast a long 
shadow over the movie indus­
try. ■
Manjrin the ailing film in­
dustry hope* that Howard 
Hughes will return to movie 
making. The business could 
use an infusion of the Hughes 
millions. Also, Hughes had a 
Clever sense of exploitation, 
and his movies generated con­
troversy and excitement—ele­
ments which. are lacking in 
the film world today.
COULD HE PRODUCE?
As to whether he could pro­
duce ' films that would be
.Three Coins in the Fountain. 
They were divorced in 1971 
and she m a r r J e d Stanley 
Hough, production executive 
of 20th Century-Fox.
Hughes went back to film 
making in 1940 with The Out­
law, with a bosomy beauty lie 
had discovered in a dentist's 
office, Jane Russell. .Racy dia­
logue and ample display of 
Miss Russell's chest brought 
down the wrath of the cen­
sors, and Hughes engaged 
them in well-publicized^ bat­
tles. He had’done the same in 
1932, when Scarface—based
Hull area,cent of careless driving, and in view 
of the fact that he was conforming 
with established police practice his 
personal defence against wrongdoing 
appeared adequate. .. there in 1883 and the population
But there appears to be a discrep- quickly jumped to 428 from 75. Red Ensign for Canadian mer-
ancy between the actual terms of the Many people thought Edmonton chant ships.
Mntnr Vehicle Act and accented no- was ruined and would become a 1915—German saboteur tried -oto i l t pt p -
1848—J. B. Uniacke formed
CPR transcontinental would go ______
through there rather than Ed- _ 1869—Lord L i s g a_r became




worthwhile, the matter is de­
batable. Says Noah Dietrich, 
. whose 32 years as Hughes’s
No. 1 aide spanned the Tex­
an’s film-making career:
“Howard did all right when 
he hired a strong director and 
let the man make his picture 
without interference. That 
was true with Lewis Milestone 
and The Front Page, as well
a police car was in collision with a 
privately operated automobile when 
the latter, showing its proper turn 
signal, made a left turn while the pa­
trol car was coming up on the left 
side of the street to avoid a traffic
' to blow^'p St CroiY bridge, in £ Howard Hawks and Scar- 
The citizens of Edmonton did New Brunswick.
non give up nope ana iney got 1926—H. H. Stevens charged t ke ®„nd
two big breaks in 1905. Thanks customs graft in House of Com- ?fnd t£ P ®
............ ..._____ _ _____ to the great immigration drive mons.
"Jas'mn hart nnt hparrl organized by Sir Clifford Sifton 1928—Imperial Privy CouncilCitizen driver said he had not heard in 1896i ^/settlers from many .Tpwr in Mont. Outlaw, the result was pretty
the horn, he might weU have inter- parts of the world, got free land 
preted it, if heard, as a signal to hurry on the Prairies. The population 
■ '■ . . had increased so much by 1905
that it was possible to create
ghost town.lice practice inasmuch as the regular U1U
auto horn is not legally an alternative t i h d th  
to the siren, bell or whistle which is 
specified in the Act. Although the
congestion.
The police car, responding to a 
bank burglary alarm sign/., showed 
its red flashing light but was sounding 
its regular auto horn instead of the 
siren. The reason given was that it 
was standard police practice not to 
sound sirens while proceeding to the 
scene of a possible crime, for fear of • 
warning the criminals.
On the basis of the evidence, the 
police driver was judged to be inno-
M o r g a n's Creek—to make 
Mad Wednesday, starring co­
median Harold Lloyd, and 
Vendetta, with a young 
Hughes protegee, Faith Do- 
mergue. Both were failures.
.Hughes plunged into the 
movie business in a big way 
in 1948, -when he assumed con­
trol of RKO. He was now a re- 
cluse and never visited the W,, 
studio, controlling operations 
from an office at Goldwyn 
Studio two miles away.
“He kept a close eye on ev­
erything that went on at 
RKO," recalls a former em­
ployee. ‘He. had to read every ’ 
•script, approve every cos­
tume. Thavs why so little got 
done.”
Production' wound slowly 
down, but the Hughes pen- _ 
chant for exploitation re- bm 
mained active. He staged Uv-w 
Ish premiers for Hard, Fast 
and Beautiful in San Fran­
cisco and The Las Vegas 
Story in Las Vegas. He sent a
large party of reporters to 
Florida to premiere Underwa­
ter beneath the clear lakes of 
Crystal Springs. Again he.
tilted with the censors. Mi 
The film industry’s produc-«H 
tion code denied a seal of ap- 
proval to French Line because 
of a Jane Russell costume and 
dance number.
Hughes released the film 
anyway. An archbishop warn­
ed Roman Catholics not to at­
tend the St. Louis ' premiere 
under a penalty of moral sin." '.7*' 
Critics found French Line 
neither sinful nor entertain­
ing.
During 1954. RKO made 
only one film. The Conqueror, 
a $4-million oriental epic star­
ring John Wayne as Genghis ' 
Khan. The following year, 
Hughes sold RKO to General
on the career of Al Capone— _ _
was attacked for brutality. tained affection for The Con-
Hughes premiered The Out-
Tire interests. But he sUil re-
law in San Francisco in 1943, 
, then withdrew it under a; cen­
sorial storm. He became ab­
sorbed in his airplane enter­
prise during and after the 
war,' finally released The Out­
law in 1947 to good business 
and bad reviews. ,
In 1946 Hughes formed a 
company with film-maker 
Preston Sturges—Miracle of
queror and Jet Pilot, another W 
John Wayne film which had ” 
required three years to com­
plete.'
Hughes bought the two films 
back for $12 million. A trade 
paper called the transaction 
“one of the most fantastic" in 
film industry history. ■
The sale of RKO marked 
the end of Hughes’ movie ac­
tivities—so far.
Elite Undercover New York Team 
'Get People' Who Push Narcotics '
f
f
NEW YORK (AP) — "I'm an e x -m a r i n e and “knock 
looking for coke. I’m looking for around guy;” and J. D., another 
coke,” said the sliin, long- former marine who is studying 
; haired young man in silver-stud- for his PhD in criminology, 
ded bluejeans, to anyone in the These are not their real names, 
crowded discotheque who could MAKE MANY ARRESTSmade decision on Jews in Mont- yreal being Protestants. . 8 whiu w.ishnc
1945—Mine accident at Tim- advanced the filS ar? h ? an- 
mins, Ont., killed 16 men. advanced the film art, he an-
1947—Canada's lowest temper-• vfe.WaS re?iSteed “ • eutts eiS”‘"aig
1861—China bought M0 million X
hear him above the blaring rock The job took them to a disco- 
auva..^ uuu «... w au- music. . theque west of Times Square,
ticipated the current attitude • A mod, hippie type sidled up where. Sachson. said at least 18
to him at the bar. “Hey, man, arrests on drug charges we",'. 
I’ve got some smokin’ coke," he made by the undercover unit h 
said. !/.
The two settled on $20 for a
up and make his turn, whereas the
siren would have been a si^al to stop. provinces- of Alberta and 
It is understandable that the police Saskatchewan.
do not wish to warn criminals of their Once again rivalry flamed be-
' jv tween Calgary and Edmonton in wheat from Canada. ”i.;eZ. as both sought to be the capital. 1963-P r e mie r. Stanfield of throughout hls movie 
The citizens of Calgary held a Nova Scotia turned first sod for Huehes’i interMf iti mnviP« 
mass meeting Feb. 2, 1905, to Fathers of Confederation Build-
Texan was attending Thacher . 
School in Ojai, Calif., he 
sometimes spent his weekends 
in Los Angeles with his uncle 
Rupert. A successful novelist, 
Rupert Hughes had come to 
Hollywood to write movies.
FIRST WAS POOR
Howard accompanied his 
uncle to movie sets and was
approach by using tho siren, but they 
should interpret “due regard for saf­
ety” as including the recognition that 
other drivers may not respond to a 
horn as they would to a siren. A slight 
touch of the siren while still a mile
plan their campaign and they ing, Charlottetown, P.E.I.
two-month period. •
In the team’s most reeew 
“spoon” pf 10 grains of high- foray; drugs exchanged hands 
quality cocaine, the so-called . in the stairwells, near the horse- 
rich man’s high. They went to a shoe-shaped bar and in rest 
stall in the,men’s roon^ where rooms. One team member 
the seller produced a neatly watched two persons shooting 
wrapped aluminum foil packet heroin in the men’s room.
, containing the white finely-pow- The undercover cops notified 
dered drug. .. ‘ ‘ ‘ * ’
The seller left the discothequeStudents No Longer Crusaders 
World's 'Chief Lost Cause' 
would Wish to delay. HALIFAX (CP) — The presi­
dent of Mount St. Vincent’s stu­
dent council says students are 
“no longer the moral crusaders 
of the world,” but are “its chief 
lost cause."
from the emergency call, or a few 
seconds lost at an intersection, might
Strong e r G r o wt h Rate
The Canadian economy likely will The bank says a “modest improve­
experience a stronger growth rate this ment is expected in the unemployment 
year than in 1971; the Toronto Dom- ‘ u“'i '
inion Bank forecasts. The bank also
“First, we look at ourselves 
and realize we are not the self- 
appointed saviours of mankind.
“We must be idealistic only in 
terms of what is possible. We 
have a duty to ourselves and to ,
says prices are expected to increase 
at a slightly higher rate than last year.
In its quarterly publication, Can­
ada’s Business Climate, the bank says 
the removal of most of the restrictive 
United States trade measures and the 
settlement of international exchange 
rates have greatly improved the pros­
pects for Canadian businesses during 
the next several years.
Gross national product, the total 
Value of goods and services produced 
by the economy, “now is expected to 
rise by well over 10 per cent to about 
$102 billion, a moderately stronger 
pcrformnnce than last year’s good 
9j4-PcF<cnt gain.”
rate throughout the year,” and prices 
likely will rise by about four per 
cent, “a somewhat higher rate than
in 1971.”
“Consumer spending is expected to
increase 9 per cent in 1972, com­
pared to last year’s 8/;-pcr-ccnt ad- 
vuncc ” — - ,
ti. ' :-♦» cm, i„.„ if change was for the better.The bank s economists say low in- she qUesuoned whether stu- 
tcrnational interest rates, especially m dents were really qualified to 
the U.S. will exert “a powerful re- lead crusades. “Have we not be­
straining influence on Canadian inter- cotne so complacent about our 
- ■ - , morals that we have begun to
believe that, because we are 
students, we are different?"
She said students should seri­
ously question their ability to 
decide “great moral questions,”
est rates this year.” ■ ,
Overall government spending pro­
bably will increase at about last year’s 
rate, although federal spending prob­
ably will grow more rapidly than pro­




10 YEARS AGO 
February 1962
A apeclnl City Council meeting ap­
proved immediate construction of a 
civic auditorium in Kelowna by award­
ing a contract of $73,457 to the Busch 
Construction Co., Kelowna. Their bid 
was the lowest of four presented to city 
hall. Formol sod turning ceremony is 
expected to take place Monday morn­
ing. , '
search Council, was In Vancouver last 
week to attend the opening of the new 
research building at UBC.
30 YEARS AGO 
February 1912
A new fruit office opened in Kelowna 
this week when the Okanagan Federated 
Shippers and the B.C. Tariff Committee 
opened a joint office In the Buckland 
Block. In charge of the office is Fred 
Lewis, chairman of the BCFGA tariff
Margaret During of Halifax, ajj wfo0 come after. We can no 
who plans to study law, said m longer be satisfied with seeing 
the last decade students have what is wrong; we must know 
fought “beyond the. bounds of whnt ls wrong. 
reason” for a better system, 
and now must seriously question 
the value of things they de­
manded a few short years ago.
Writjng in the university’s, 
new publication Insight, Miss 
During said students demanded
..We have to carry our 
concern further than our gradu-
changc but did not always know
because they were not educated 
enough to do this. 1 ‘
Miss During; a member of the 
university’s board of governors, 
believes that students still have 
a rolo to play as crusaders, pac­
ifists, Idealists and political ac­
tivists, but these roles must be 
superseded by n search for 
themselves,
the five-man team of plain- 
, clothes patrolmen waiting ''Out- 
three hours later. But he was side after each buy. The field 
arrested when he hit the street teijm made the arrests so the 
because the young man in the undercover squad would not 
silver-studded jeans was- an un- lose its cover, or “take a burn,”
dercover cop, one of four work- jn police parlance.
„lu. u.c uumuv the discotheque that V?hile the assignment to#,
dustrv. In 1925 at the aee of nigllt. . hours of planning, the team con-
- - - ............. Three other young fnen were sidered it far less dangerous
arrested for selling marijuana, -than its usual tasks. Ordinarily, 
barbiturates and amphetam- .'transactions are made on the 
Ines. All were later indicted by
fascinated with the infant in-
19, he produced his first pic­
ture, Swell Hogan. It was so 
poor that he never released it.
Next he. hired a competent 
director, Marshall Neilan, for 
Everybody’s Acting, a suc­
cess. Hughes’ third film, Two 
Arabian Nights, won an Oscar 
for Lewis Milestone’s direc­
tion in the first Academyating years and to do that our
knowledge must be expanded, Awards, 1928. ,
deepened and more firmly T rs^ World
embedded in our lives." War flying extravaganza,
Miss During, who is active in 
student affairs, said people re­
gard students with a feeling
"that runs somewhere between 
scorn and hate.",
The reason was because stu­
dents had enjoyed their “holier- 
than-thou attitude.’’
“We’ve looked down on and 
tried to intimidate at system 
that has made us what we are.”’
Students could prove them­
selves by ceasing to be stereo­
types of the student activist and 
becoming real people.
“We must touch those tilings 
in our world that we dislike the 
most. We must inake an at-
Hell’s Angels.
A plane enthusiast, 
Hughes set out to make the 
ultimate air picture. Hell’s 
Angels took three years and 
nearly $4 million to complete. 
Midway in filming, talkies
A Lot Of Moons 
For Young Earth 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) - 
Two scientists say the earth
t
a grand jury on charges ol pos­
session and . sale . of drugs— 
thanks to the New York police 
department's ‘ undercover nar­
cotics unit.
LOOK FOR JUNKIES
streets, with the arresting offi-
. cers disguised as 
workers, milkmen 






But sometimes, the seller pre­
fers to deal behind locked doorsThe elite team of 40 men and 
women in their 20s and early —in alleys, apartments or base 
■ ment “shooting galleries'30s buys drugs in ghetto flats 
and East Side penthouses, disco­
theques and high school cam­
puses, city parks and street cor­
ners. Their job Is to look like 
Junkies, talk like Junkies and 
act like junkies in an effort to 
curb the flow, of narcotics In the 
city.
Between them, they were re­
sponsible for more than 2,500 
arrests on drug charges in 1071, 
said the commanding officer of 
the narcotics division, Deputy 
Chief Inspector Jules Sachson.
"They take t r e ni c n d o u s 
risks," Sachson said, "If some 
of the mothers knew the areas 
our girls go Into, they’d have a
29 YEARS AGO 
February 1952
R. p. “Tiny" Wnlrod la attending the 
Canadian wholesalers convention in 
Victoria. ‘Tiny,” who was recently ap. 
pointed a member of the National Re-
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committee, and secretary of the Okana­
gan Federated Shippers. Miss Joan 
Perry la also employed in the office.
40 YEARS AGO 
February 1932
whcrc the backup team can't 
protect the undercover cop from 
mugging, robbery or worse.
"It's the dirtiest, rottenest job 
In the whole department,” said 
a seasoned homicide detective 
who looked on as the under­
cover team was' being briefed 
for an assignment.
"The only thing certain about 
undercover is that it's' uncer- 
tain," said Lieut. William,Ball- r 
ner, the roughshod but fatherly 
boss of the,team. Ballner said 
he was constantly looking for 
new recruits, particularly 
women. But' not women with 
children.
"Wc can't have women with 
children because wc never know 
when one , of our girls will get 
raped or killed," he said,
may once have had five to 10 T 41 „ 
small moons that were de- ' conniption.
tempt to align ourselves with stroyed after the current moon . f"1?®”
the raw reality nnd dissociate was formed in space and was ” J™' -in“nn'"
- ................. drawn into orbit of the earth. her as he turne In an envelope
containing his “buys" to Ilie po­
lice department’s laboratory for 
examination,
The Job took O'/i hours, count­
ing two hours of paper work 
which entailed logging the ns- 
slgnment In small black note­
books and filling out arrest 
forintl. It was (1:30 a.m, when
ourselves -from the idealistic 
image we‘have drawn."
New System Translates English 
In Braille At Computer Speeds
“The only likely possibility Is 
that the moon swept out the 
space occupied by these original 
satellites,' either colliding with 
them or forcing them from their 
normal orbits;" they said. “In 
the latter case, the satellites 
would either have collided with
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. CAP) - 
The Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology has developed a 
computer system that can turn 
out 20 to 30 pages of braille
printing a minute for use by the 
blind. \
The system translates English 
aa it Is typed on a teletypewrl-
Okanogan Mission Notes; The Farm- tor Into clusters of raised dots 
ers’ and Taxpayers’ Association elected which blind persons finger-tough 
to rend. .officers ns follows—President, W. D. 
Walker: Vice-president, II. McDonald; 
Secretary, J. Ivcns; Committee—G. B. 
, Ford, T. Rainsey and G. R. Hall. C. E.
Atkins. Glcnmorc, spoke on’ the 
BiC.F.G.A, convention nt Vernon. The 
meeting resolved to form a local of the
Fruit Growers’ Association. ' I
50 YEARS AGO 
February 1922 
Mimi Isolde Menges (Mrs. H. Tod
Boyd) formerly of Kelowna, is giving a 
scries of concerts in England, Including 
recitals at Wigmore Hall and Black- 
heath Concert Hall. A London paper 
soya “To those few people who do not 
know ■ Miss Menges we may add that 
she |s well known hi the principal Euro- 
prnn cities, and halted tn America as 
the world's greatest lady violinist.”
In the past, a skilled operator 
using a hand embossing ma- 
chine ter transfer, written mate­
rial Into braille \iccded six to 
seven minutes to press one page 
of raised dots.
MIT calls its new system, un­
veiled Monday, Bralllembbss.
National Braille Presse Inc,, a 
Boston firm which supplies 
braille material to the blind In 
51 countries, said It Is testing 
the M1T system and is enthu­
siastic. ' ,
FORECASTS USES
Lnuls L, Dennis, executive 
director of Braille Press, says 
the computer Bysietn han far-
“A blind person calls us and 
says he’s finally got n job,", 
Dennis said, “He tells us he 
nceda Witten material'for the 
job and we can get it to him In 
two or three days, instead of 
weeks.”
Dennis say the computer sys­
tem Is particularly suited for 
quickly making small quantities 
of specialized material. Mass- 
produced items arc best pro­
duced by making metal plales 
and running off hundreds of 
copies nt a time op special 
presses, he said. ’
reaching Implications. •
BIBLE BRIEF
“But seek ye first the king­
dom of Gqd, and Illa righteous­
ness; and all these things shall 
be added unto you." Matthew 
6:33.
If wc want God to fulfill Ilia 
promise, it in quite obvious, wc 
are going to have to get the
priorities of our life in order.
earth or been ejected into re­
mote space." ,
The theory was advance by 
Dr. Hannes Alfven, a Nobel 
Prize physicist, and Dr. Gustaf 
Arrhenius, both of the Univer­
sity of California at San Diego. 
They are consultants to the Na­
tional Aeronautics and Space 
Administration on apace re­
search.
The scientists aald they'based 
their theory on a study of Ilie 
evolution of other planets and 
their satellites, ,
Saturn, Jupiter and Uranus 
followed a “normal" pattern o: 
development, they। aald.
“Each of these han five, or 
more secondary bodies, or sat­
ellites," Alfven said.
Earth and Neptune did not 
follow the normal evolutionary 
pattern, they said.’
“The it it.son, in both cases, 
scorns straightforward," the 
two professors said. "Earth and 
Neptune might well have pro- 
duccd normal satellite systems 
cailji In their development, but 
1hcsc have been destroyed by n 
huge nnlcllite which was, In 
boih eases, captured by the 
planet."
they finally finished,
The assignment, the loam’s 
503rd In 11)71, involved three 
men and one woman—Gulueppc, 
once an aspiring symphony or­
chestra conductor; Mary Ann, a 
former bank secretary! Rufus,
SHUNNED BY OTHERS
"It can get to you physically 
and mentally," said Mary Ann. 
“I’ve had to protend I'm a les­
bian and a prostitute ns well as 
a Junkie, You learn, though, 
when you're on the set at work 
that you arc acting a role, even 
though H'h such a big part of 
your life,
“The hardest part is working 
will) misfits all the time."
Team members said they ma 
shunned by almost everyone be­
cause so few, people know what 
they do.
TODAY in HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Feb, 2, 1972 . . .
The Canadian govciiiim nl 
proclaimed western Blillsh 
Columbia a "p ro tact e d 
area" 30 years ago today— 
In 1042—and begun deporta­
tion of Japanese. Even Ca­
nadian citizens of genera­
tions' reside n c c were 
treated as aliens, deprived 
of properly and moved cast. 
At the end of the Second
' 1915—Sixteen haidi'oek
miners died when a shaft 
cage fell more than 1,'iOD 
feet after a ( able broke nt 
Paymaster Mines near Tim­
mins, Ont.
, 1«!)2 - The Canadian Red 
Ensign was authorized by 
admiralty warrant to ba 
, flown by Cnmidlnn-reg'n- 
tcred merchant ships.
World War a numlxir <»f 
Japanese were ahlpped to 
Japan and war rnnnntin*H 
were upheld liy the Supreme 
Court of Canada and the 
British Privy Count'll,
1848—M c x 1 c o peded 
Texas, Arizona and Califor­
nia to the United States,
1053—The Dutch incorpo­
rated New Arnsterihm.
, |535-/rhe Argentine city 
of Buenos Aires was incor- 
piratcd. * ,
I




OTTAWA (CP) — A star-stud­
ded national la v conference 
began Tuesday eight with 
Prime Minister Trudeau taking 
a whack at the worth of the ad­
versary system In law and poli­
tics.' ■ i
Mr. Trudeau suggested that 
the time-honored method of re­
isolving issues through legal; 
J9combat may be “inducing wider 
social conflict.”
“Perhaps in some Instances 
the adversary system is a 
counter-productive element In 
the political process—in rela­
tions between various levels of 
government.” he suggested.
Was it desirable to demand a 
winner and loser in every legal 
dispute , when “In some cases 
Jhe biggest loser of all—the 
■public interest—is not even re- 
"presented?"
He favored the "consensual 
form of political decision-mak­
ing," adding that this doesn’t
constituUonal reform, protection 
of arctic waters and fighting 
terrorism.
He tied the issue of abortion, 
"one of the most perplexing 
moral issues of our times,” to 
J the problems government faces 
; in a pluralistic society in which 
■ values have been split by tech-
oology.-
The government had decided 
not to use criminal law to con­
trol or dictate matters of taste 
or private relationships. But 
even so there were “borderline” 
areas in which the principle was
mean he is against opposition. 
But persuasion, not coercion, 
led to change in a democratic 
society.
K The main challenge - to law 
■yd government was to over- 
■ome the “idea gap” in a soci­
ety where ideas changed faster 
than legislatures were able to 
act
UPDATED PARLIAMENT
His government had stream- 
lined some parliamentary
hard to apply. ■ .
“Yesterday it was sexual re- 
, a t i o n s between consenting 
adults, today it is abortion and 
drugs, tomorrow it may well be 
genetic engineering or euthana­
sia.” he said. ' • . .
The 1969 Criminal Code 
amendments allowing therapeu­
tic abortion were “a rational re­
sponse" to a difficult issue—"a 
response that recognizes the 
sanctity of human life and that 
places on those who would take 
it away the onus of justifying 
such action.”
Mr. Trudeau said decentral­
ized decision-making might help 
in the resolution of difficult is­
sues. Any improvement in the 
technique of resolving legal and 
political differences of opinion 
would be welcome.
procedures two years ago fo: 
-0-xnake Parliament more capable । 
,„of meeting the country’s needs 
"adequately and in time.”
“Much remains to be done,” 
he added.
Mr. Trudeau spoke to an invi­
tation audience of about 2,000 in 
the Opera .of the National Arts 
Centre.
The conference, which ends 
Friday, was organized by Fi­
nance Minister John Turner, 
■who was justice minister until 
F last Friday.
Mr. Turner told the confer­
ence a fundamental questioning 
of society and its institutions is 
"abroad in the land.”
He urged delegates to concen­
trate on asking intelligent ques­
tions. This would help law-mak­
ers come to grips with the prob­
lems.
CITES EXAMPLE
The constitutional conferences 
since 1967 were a good example 
of the benefits of consensual 
rather than adversary politics. 
As a result of the conferences, 
“the concept of two nations in a 
united Canada is no longer 
given serious consideration 
. . .” The concept, he said, 
would have had “a single out­
come: the separation of Quebec 
from Canada.”
The government’s use of the 
War Measures Act in 1970 to 
fight terrorism had been a case 
in which traditional law played 
a dominant role.
“During that awesome month 
the government had a critical 
and delicate task—to measure 
the balance between the rights 
■ of the individual and the activi-
The conference had been de­
signed to include views from 
practically every segment of 
Canadian-society.
Not only judges and lawyer? 
* but other professionals, plus mi­
nority group. leaders and com- 
■munity crusaders hhd been in- 
-vited.
SPEECH PHILOSOPHICAL
Mr. Trudeau’s speech, philo­
sophical in tone, touched his 
government’s record on parlia­
mentary change, abortion law.
ties of public agencies,” he 
said. “It also had to demon­
strate to citizen and revolution­
ary alike that it was capable of 
governing, that it was not will­
ing to be cowed by persons act­
ing in concert and attempting to 
coerce society for their own 
aims.
“And the burden was greater. 
It was to protect innocents 
against the wholly immoral and 
merciless activities of self- 
styled patriots."
There could be “no question 
of the duty" of government to 
protect society against anarchy, 
tribalism and lawlessness.
CRYONIC SUSPENSION
♦ Father Hopes Dead Daughter 
Will 'Return' Alive, Unchanged
MONTREAL (CP) — One 
day, says Guy de la Poterie, he ( 
may see his dead daughter 
again—alive and unchanged. J 
That was his hope when he i 
had eight-year-old Genevieve । 
preserved after death by the 
freezing process of cryonlc sus­
pension in Los Angeles last 
£eek.
Genevieve died of a kidney 
cancer in a private Lbs Angeles 
hospital and then experts of the 
Cryonics Society of. California 
packed her body in ice.
Her blood was replaced with 
dimethyl sulphoxide, a biologi­
cal preservative, and her body 
now is being preserved in a 
block of dry ice at 79 degrees 
' below zero.
Mr. de la Poterie, 38, a phar- 
»' maceuticals salesman In Mont- 
’ real, said in an interview Tues­
day he is convinced science one 
day will develop a technique of 
reviving his daughter and cur­
ing her illness.
She'll be just, as brilliant as 
she was in school near her 
home in suburban St- Leonard, 
he said. She’ll ski, run, jump, 
resume her piano and ballet les-
“Yes, I believe they can bring 
Genevieve back.”
, Without brain damage? With­
out damage caused in the act of 
dying when the blood supply is 
cut off to the brain?
“Yes, I believe so. There will 
be no brain damage ' what­
soever. I’ve read books on this; 
... In Japan, for instance, they 
froze a cat's brain at a low tem­
perature, then they thawed it 
out and found it was in perfect 
condition.”
The couple also considered 
the religious aspect of their de­
cision. Friends and relatives ap­
proved, they said, and have tel­
ephoned to say so.
“I’m a Catholic by birth,” 
Mr. de la Poterie explained, 
“but not a practising one. So 
tlie soul aspect doesn’t bother 
• me at all.
• “The soul is in the brain cells. 
■ And if these cells are brought 
■ back to life, the body will live 
as it did before.”
sons-
s” “I never wanted my daughter 
to die because I loved her and 
she was very, very beautiful. 
Now I’m living with the tiny 
hope that I shall see her before 
I die. Let's not kill that hope."
KIDNEY REMOVED
Cancer caused Genevieve to 
have one kidney removed In 
April. 1970, and ,the second re- 
■^Dmoved in August, 1971. There- 
■■Titter she went twice weekly to 
■pFSt. Justine Hospital in Montreal 
to be placed on an artificial kid­
ney.
Her parents knew there was 
little hope for her by mld-Nov- 
ember and early In January 
they flew her to Los Angeles; 
i : Genevieve lived two more 
.&) weeks. , 
p Mr. de la Poterie and.hla wife 
(Pierrette, 29, have two other 
children—Marie-Claude, 7, and
FIRST CASE KNOWN
Genevieve is the first known 
child to be cryonlcally suspend­
ed. Eventually, her father said, 
he would like to have her body 
taken from the dry ice block 
and placed in a special capsule, 
frozen in liquid nitrogen.
That should be done' within 
two months, he has been told, to 
increase the child’s chances of 
being brought back to, life un­
harmed. But It would mean an 
initial outlay of between $4,000 
and $5,000 in addition to the 
$15,000 to $20,000 he's commit­
ted to pay in installments over 
an indefinite period for the 
freezing, storage space and gen­
eral maintenance.
Eric, 5. He came from France 
14 years ago and met his wife In 
Quebec City.
"I tiiougnt quite a bit about 
what we've done with Gene­
vieve" ho aald.
“Two years ago, after her dis­
ease was diagnosed and the 
(kflrat kidney was removed, 1 
<*read a documentary on cryonlc 
suspension. I also saw a pro­
gram about it on television and 
the children Saw It too,
“After that I began .thinking 
things over. If' Genevieve’s ill­
ness was to be terminal, then 
we'd preserve her until a cure 
camo along,"
PREDICTS CURE
Within 10 years, Mr. de la Po- 
terio predicts, a cure tor cancer 
will do found, And he's sure of 
.hl* predictions, as sure as he 
^was 20 years ago in his native 
France when he predicted that 
man would walk on the moon 
and his friends laughed. |
LEGISLATURE
AT A GLANCE
TUESDAY. Feb. 1. 1972
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Grace McCarthy, minister 
without portfolio, suggested 
province set up a trust for 
the receipt of property or 
money to, be used for recrea­
tional land.
Robert Strachan (NDP - 
Cowlchan - Malahat) accused 
Premier W. A, C. Bennett of 
weakening Canada's position 
in bargaining with the U.S. 
over Its natural resources.
Bert Price ( SC—Vnncouvcr- 
Burrard) said the Lower B.C. 
Mainland should be subsidized 
by the rest of the province.
Dr. Howard McDiarmid 
(SC—Alberni) argued that the 
preservation of qpturc for its 
own sake is not a worthy 
objective.
Education Minister Donald 
Brother* announced that en­
vironment day on May 1 will 
kick-off antl-littcr week.
Gordon Dowdtag (NDP — 
Bumaby-Btlmonda) called for 



















Complete with Spring-Filled Mattress. 
Reg. Retail Price 249.95. 
Now for the Low Price ............. ..........
Reg.
2.99 .




















60 and 100 watt
and
ALL 1971 RANGES, REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS, WASHERS, DRYERS, TELEVISIONS, STEREOS, SOFAS, BED
DING AND DINEDES MUST BE SOLD OUT AT DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES 10 MAKE ROOM FOR ALL









































13 cu. ff. Frost Free.
I. 379.95 . Now Only 298-88 SEWING
All Refrigerators have a one and five year compressor warranty
ZENITH ELECTRIC RANGES,
yr. warranty O OO 
on elements. Reg. 319.95 ........ Now AJO*
30 Fully Automatic, 3
All 1971 Zeiiith and Tappan Ranges Reduced to Clear —
Help We Need Room
BROOMS
ALL OIL HEATERS REDUCED IN PRICE!
19" G.E COLOR TV Reg 529 95 








Limited Quantity, Don't Miss This One.
Dresser with Mirror, 4-drawer Chest, 
54" bed, Reg. 149.95 ........
MOLDS




2-pce. Sofa and Choir, 4 Cushion 
Highback. Reg. 269.95 ....... ........
SOFAS AND CHAIRS
REDUCED TO CLEAR
ARMLESS LOUNGES Assorted colors ..............
2-PCE. HIGH BACK SECTIONAL SUITE




THE ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE ITEMS WE HAVE ON SALE. WHY BE LAST, 




















FAMILIAR FIGURE on Radiology Clinic on Lawrence about a month ago, after his 
Avenue. Here he trys out his old one gave: out, with somestreets is David Whyte 
delivers X-rays for the new three wheeler purchased
30,000 miles on it.
—(Courier Photo)
40,000 Miles On City Streets 
Is Record Of Cyclist Envoy
David Whyte of Kelowna has 
probably set something of a 
record. He has pedalled more 
than 30,000 miles on his three 
wheel vehicle in the past 14
years on Kelowna city streets. 
A little more than- a month 
ago, he purchased a new vehi­
cle to continue hjs job of de­
livering X-rays for the clinic on
ANN LANDERS
' Blame Former Mate 
Not The New Pastor
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MBS. H. R. GREER
PAGE < KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., FEB. 2,1»72
I Blue Velvet Theme^!
f, 11 ' 1 * ' , ] Y \ ‘
At Coast Wedding? I
HITHER and YON
Jack Hambleton has return- Other new members of the 
.................... I Kelowna Golf and Country Club 
are James Eccott. Dr. James
ed from a three-week sketching 
and painting trip to Mexico. He 
worked in the area around
Guadalajara visiting Morelia, 
Santa Maria, Lake Patzcuaro, 
Guanajuato, Ajijic and San 
Miguel de allende. An interest­
ing sidelight of the trip was 
meeting Rita Hsyworth and 
Robert Mitchum and visiting 
the location where they are film­
ing.* movie.
Away to Vancouver is Mrs. 
Bethel Steele who is looking 
forward to a musical feast. 
Thursday night she is attending 
Ashkanzy, the Russian pianist’s 
concert and on Friday has tic­
kets for Crabdance at the play­
house theatre with Beverly Sim­
mons and Sunday afternoon will 
enjoy the performance of the 
Vancouver Symphony Orches­
tra. with guest artist Rostropo­
vich, the great Russian cellist.
Blue velvet was the theme 
for the bridal attire when Shir- 
ley Diane Fillmore, daughter ot 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Fill­
more of Poplar Point, Kelowna, 
exchanged marriage vows with 
Peter William Harold Myers of 
Vancouver and formerly of Aus­
tralia. The groom is the son of
dresses. They carried whit*
baskets ot white and pink dais­
ies. . >
Rollo Myers of Toronto ser­
ved as best man and Thomas A. 
Weddell of Vancouver and John 
Myers of Port Moody wer* 
ushers.
Dear An* Landers: After 23 
years of marriage my husband 
and I were divorced. He wanted 
a new life.' That was seven 
months ago.,
Last week I learned he is en­
gaged to marry a girl young 
enough to be his daughter. I 
was not surprised because I 
knew he had been seeing some 
young girls. What bothers me is 
that they plan to be married in 
the same church, at the same 
altar where we were married. 
Our children were christened in 
that church, attended Sunday 
school and were confirmed 
there. We had our first date at
own husband can’t carry a note 
with a co-signer, but he loves to 
sing loud and it’s OK with me. 
One of th'e secrets of a decent 
marriage is to save the criti­
cism for something. that mat­
ters.
Dear Ann: Recently, you had 
a chance to give a really meaty 
answer to an important question 
and you wiggled your way out. 
Will you try it again?
A distressed woman wrote for
Lawrence Avenue to various 
doctors’ offices in the city.
Last year he did a few by 
car, but for the most part his 
delivering duties have been car­
ried'out with this familiar look­
ing three wheeler with trailer. 
Handicapped since birth by the 
lack of muscular development 
in his right arm, and leg, he 
has nevertheless supported 
himself in a number of ways in 
addition to his delivery duties. 
In the summer he also mows 
lawns and does orchard work. 
He operates a tractor hauling 
bins during the fruit season.
The 43-year-old man came to 
Kelowna from Manitoba with 
his parents. 23 years ago. His 
father, David Whyte Senior is 
a patient in the extended care 
unit of the Kelowna General 
Hospital and David has moved 
to a rooming house. His mother 
died some years ago.




A meeting was held at the 
Okanagan Mission .Community 
hall to form a women’s auxil- 
iary for the hall. It was at­
tended by 15 women. Elected to 
office were: president, Mrs.
McCormick and Andrew Craig. !
Keri and Dorie Olmsted have 
returned to their parent*, Mr? 
and Mrs. Robert Olmsted of 
Vancouver after enjoying six 
weeks here With their grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford 
Appleton of Barkley Road. The 
Olmsteds moved from Victoria 
to Vancouver during that time,
Mrs. William. Auty of Pentic­
ton will be spending the week­
end with her son and daughter^ 
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
Auty of Glenwood Avenue. Mrs. 
Auty will enjoy the company of 
her grandchildren while their 
parents take part in the Second 
annual firemen’s bonspiel which 
gets underway in the Kelowna 
Curling Rink on Friday night. 
The mixed ’spiel includes some 
socials such as a banquet and
Dr. and Mrs. David .Myers of 
Melbourne, Australia. -
Rev. Desmond Kimmltt con­
ducted the 4 p.m. ceremony, in 
St. Anselm’s Anglican Church, 
Vancouver, on Jan. 29.
The bride, given in marriage 
by her father, was charming 
in a floor-length gown of sap­
phire blue velvet fashioned on 
princess Unes. She -carried a 
bouquet of white freeslas and 
gardenias. ’
Keeping the traditional sen­
timent, for something old-some­
thing blue, she wore her mat­
ernal grandmother's gold locket 
and her, aunt's blue handker­
chief completed the rhyme.
The bride's nieces, Coryell 
and Sarah-Jo Weddell of Van­
couver were her only attend­
ants. ■
They were clad in long blue 
velvet peasant styled dresses 
with eyelet embroidered white 
kerchiefs forming their head-
For th* reception at th* homo 
of the bride’s aunt and unde* 
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Arthur, tbjfe < 
bride’s mother received thip 
guests in a floor-length gown of 
pink silk velvet, accented with 
a corsage of gardenias.
Pink tapers were used 
throughout the rooms with 
floral arrangements of pink 
roses, Freesias, blu* and whit* 
daisies adding color and frag­
rance to th* happy scene. 
Toasts were proposed by B. W. 
Johnston of Kelowna.
For her going-away outfit (M 
bride chose a navy blue jachpr 
dress with paisley trim and 
blue accessories. Following a 
honeymoon to Orcas Island, 
Wash., th* young couple will 
make their home at Apt. 201- 
1265 West 10th Ave., Vancou­
ver. :
Among the out-of-town gue^TX 
w*re Nancy Gale and Mr. fl I . 1 
Mrs. B.'W. Johnston of KI J 
■ bwna.
Frank Booth of Stockwell 
Avenue has returned from a six 
week visit to Sydney, New South 
Wales, Australia, where he visit, 
ed his grandson, David, Winter. 
Mr. Booth enjoyed the summer 
temperatures of 85 degrees dur­
ing his holiday and found 'the 
Canadian winter quite ,a con­
trast on his return.
dance Saturday evening and a 
uncheoh at Sunday noon at the 
fire hall. Participants are ex­
pected from all parts of the 
Valley. .
Senior Citizens See Selves
In Slides Of Orange Groves
New members welcomed to 
the golf section of the Kelowna 
Golf and Country Club are: 
Kathleen Trusdale, Ruth 01- 
daker Louise Kendra and Miss 
B. Johnston. Miss M. Lennie 
has been accepted into mem­
bership in the tennis section of 
the club.
Ray Bostock; secretary, Mrs. 
R. H. Bazett and treasurer, 
Mrs. Clifford Thomson.
The immediate aim of the 
auxiliary is to encourage the 
use of the hall for recreation 
and, to help raise money to wipe 
out the debt of $3,500 incurred 
while renovating and extending 
the hall.
Several money raising activ­
ities were discussed such as 
bingo, a spring auction, cater­
ing and a fashion show. Com­
mittees were formed to look 
into the feasibility of these pro­
jects. .■■■’ ■ ■
the youth fellowship dance in 
the social hall.
Some of my relatives have 
made a formal protest to the 
pastor. (He is new to the com­
munity and rather young.) The 
pastor has indicated that he 
does not feet it would be appro­
priate for him to take sides, and 
that his duty is to perform the 
ceremony at the place selected 
by the bride and groom. Please 
understand that I am not at­
tempting to prevent the mar­
riage, Ann. I object only to hav­
ing it take place In the church 
that holds such meaningful 
memories for me.
- Do. you feel the pastor Is con­
ducting himself in a Christian 
manner? I do not believe he is, 
nor does my family.—Hcartbro, 
ken Former Wife.
Dear Former Wife: Three dis­
tinguished Protestant clergy­
men support the new pastor, 
They say it is his responsibility 
to remain neutral and to per­
form his duties.
advice on how to live with a 
man who is. a rion-talker. You 
said: “Accept the fact that after 
22 years the guy is not going to 
change.”
I’m 25 and have been married 
for four years to a man who is 
not only a non-talker but he is 
also a non-listener. My husband 
has absolutely no interest in 
anything 1 have to say. When I 
hear him talk to friends tor 
hours on end about hockey and 
football and baseball I get de­
pressed. We have three pre­
school children arid there are 
plenty of things we could talk 
about, but he has told me flat 
out that he is bored by these 
topics. Must 1 accept the fact 
that my husband, like the hus­
band of the woman who wrote 
to you, will never change? I feel 
as if I am living with a stran­
ger. Try again, Ann.—Minot
Dear Min: Since you and the 
“stranger" have' had three chil­
dren in four years my hunch is 
that he is a non-verbal comma-
: Your former husband ob­
viously feels warmly about his 
church but In a strange and sick 
way he has blocked you out of 
Ills memory insofar as the 
church Is concerned. This may 
be difficult to Scccpt, but accept 
it you must, My own opinion Is 
that he is grossly insensitive 
and Inconsiderate but you must 
not condemn the pastor for your 
former husband’s inadequacies,
Dear Ann Landers: 1 am hav­
ing a big argument with my 
mother. Twill be 15 in May and 
I want to let my girl friend 
pierce my curs. My mother’ 
promised me last year that 1 
could get iny cars pierced for 
... my 15th birthday but she wants 
a doctor to do It, 1 say it is not 
■ a medical thing, It's a beauty 
thing. My girl friend uses ice 
cubes and a needle and it's a lot 
easier than making a major op­
eration out of it. My friend has 
done her own ears ns well as 
(her sister’s, and nobody had 
hny trouble. Please say yes. 
Thank you.—New Haven.
Dear New Haven: I'm saying 
Ito. Too many things can go
nicator where you are con­
cerned. If you consider this an­
swer “wiggling out" a second 
time, I apologize, but I don’t 
think you two ever talked much 
and furthermore it is my hunch 
that your guy is not going to 
change, either.
the city traffic he recalls a few 
close calls—one a few years 
ago', when a speeding motorist 
doing about 70 mph struck a 
little girl a block and a half 
past the cyclist. “There are lots 
Of weird drivers around,” he 
says.' , ■ ■ ■ 1 '
For those who like to holler 
cheeky remarks, and call him 
Speedy in sarcastic tones,' he 
replies, “You should do more 
with your hands and less with 
your mouth."
CAT'S LIFE
The former Manitoba farmer 
however says his closest calls 
were back on the prairies, when 
he went through a one-way 
disc in a farm accident and he 
adds, “I guess I have lived a 
cat's life.” In that accident he 
had both jaws broken and a 
collar bone. A second accident 
happened while he was hauling 
wood for his brother and the 
tractor tipped. He escaped with 
bruises in that mishap. He likes 
to go back for visits with his 
■ brother, and. a sister living at
Brandon, Man.' ,
In his 23 years here he says 
■ “I've never seen so much snow
A coffee party sponsored by 
the auxiliary and. convened by 
Mrs. George Wambeke was held 
on Thursday. In spite of the 
below zero temperature the af­
fair was a success with a good 
turnout of both men and wom­
en. Since this was a hall shower, 
many tea towels and other kit­
chen articles were received. 
Door prizes added to the fun.
It was felt'by all who attend­
ed that an effort must be made 
to enlarge the membership to 
ensure the success of some of 
the larger, projects.
Monthly meetings will be held 
at 8 p.m. on the first Thursday 
of every month. The next meet­
ing is on tjiis Thursday. <
Wild Flowers 
Will Be Shown
The Kelowna Garden Club 
will meet on Friday in the Mar­
tin Elementary school at 7:30 
p.m. Mrs. Ernest Worman will 
speak on and show slides o 
wild flowers.
Parlor show classes will be: 
1. African violet; 2. Other flow­






Attention clubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your 
cooperation in presenting up* ’ 
to-date accounts ot. your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be 
submitted fo the women’s edi­
tor immediately.
The same rule applies for 
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to the wedding and sub­
mitted immediately following 
the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted more than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
If a picture is submitted with 
a write-up it must be black 
and white. Color pictures will 
not be accepted.
An interested crowd attended 
the Senior Citizens' Association, 
Club 17, Saturday afternoon 
during which Alfred Clive show­
ed slides of the trip the Senior 
Citizens took to San Francisco, 
Disneyland, Tijuana, Las 
Vegas, Reno and places along 
the way.
The pictures of San Francisco 
taken at night were beautiful 
and the thirsty desert scenes 
were different from anything in 
Canada, ike orange groves, 
with green and ripe fruit oh the 
trees at the same time were of 
great interest. The owners of 
the grove gave a box for the 
gang to eat and Mr. Clive 
caught pictures of them enjoy­
ing the treat.
Mr. Clive is janitor at Club 
17. He came to Canada from 
England as a young man and 
served in two world wars.
He enlisted in the Strathconas 
on Aug. 16, 1914 when the first 
world war was declared and 
served until the end in 1918. He 
was with Lieut. Flowerdo when, 
he won the Victoria Cross at the 
Memorial Woods in Amiens, 
France and also in the regiment 
with Mr. Clive was G. W.
' Strang of Kelowna.
When the second world
broke out in 1939, Mr. Clive 
enlisted again, serving in the 
Veterans' Guard till the end of 
that war.
He and Mrs. Clive were mar­
ried in England on Jan. 30, 54 
years ago. Sunday was their 
wedding anniversary.
Following the slides, cards 
were played to the end of the 
afternoon. l
Ed Hicks, president of CW- 
17 announced that Mr- and Mrs. , 
Ernie Spurway will show pic­
tures of Mrs. Spurway’s recent 
trip to Africa on Feb. 5, after 








Next to Strohm’s Barber 
and Beauty Shop
E SIMPSONS-SEARS
MAX FACTOR BEAUTY FACTORS!
, Easy Does It
with WIN PACKER
Dear Win: I would like to
pass on a hint to housewives 
who use various methods ol 
closing fowl after dressing, I 
realize different methods suit 
different people . . , sewing 
, . . skewers . . . lacing, etc.,
in the Okanagan as this year. 
Back in 1049 we had a bad win­
ter, but not this much snow.”
Dr. J. S. Campbell, a Kelowna 
radiologist, who has been a cus­
tomer for some 13 years, has 
praise for the quiet unobtrusive 
chap.
He says he is a steady reli­
able chap, who expects no sym­
pathy for his handicap condi­
tion. With a recommendation 
like that frqjn a long time cus­
tomer, who could want more?
hut my pc|. method is the good 1 
old safety pin, I .keep six or 
eight large and medium sized 
ones pinned’together In my kit- . 
ehen drawer. They arc always I 
handy to use to close the open- B
ing after drcasing and to pin
the akin on
o i  H 
the neck end, quite I 
icd and Dinned to- ■easily washe pi
gather again ready for the nextein o l m  ■ 
tasty bird that needs them.— I, 
J.R.L. ■
wrong when cnr-plcrbing is done 
by n friend. For example: infec­
tion, allergy to. the metal and 
keloid problems. Putting n nee­
dle through a part of your anat­
omy h n medical thing—not n 
beauty thing—and It should not 
be done by n friend, unless that 
friend Is a doctor.
Dear Ann Landers: Why Is It 
that tlio people who are tone 
deaf are always the ones whose 
voices can be heard above all 
the others when they are sing- 
ipg the national anthem al a 
public , g a t h c r I n g. hymns In 
church or last Me Call You 
Sweetheart at a Kiwanbt • meet- 
,ing? I have never been ahle to 
figure thia out. My husband Is 
one of the guilty parties and 
when 1 mention it to him he 
Stcta insulted and denies that he 
a off key. Please cxplaln.-Jull-
Dear fofle: Tone-deaf people 
*r* JuH that. Tone deaf. ,My
After struggling for years I 
with the small poultry skewers I 
which have to be laced, and ■ 
.always having trouble trying to | 
get the pesky things to hold 
securely In the soft akin, I’ve ■ 
tried yopr suggestion and think ■ 
It's marvellous. I'm sure other I 
women will be as, appreciative I 
as I am for your tip Mrs, 1,. <a
GERRY'S 
Sewing Machine 
SALES & SERVICE 
• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines 
• Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery 
• Prices to fit your bud­
get ................................
135 Retro Rd. 765-M59
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard ft. 
Milledge of Okanagan Mission 
are pleased to announce the en­
gagement of their eldest daugh­
ter, Katherine Andrea ' to Kas­
per Jacobus Walraven, eldest 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Willem 
Walraven of Kelowna. •




CUT YOUR MILK 1/ 
BILL IN ............72
12 qts> Skim Q no 










Visit our shop, where you will find 
aWide variety of knit fabrics.
New Shipments have arrived.
\iiury hall lid.
S-T-R-E T-C-H & SEW FABRICS
4638 lukrthorc Rd. ' . '• ' Hone, 764-4323
Open 10 a.m. to 5 pm. daily except Sunday














Clean, Clear, Soft, Moist and Totally Beautiful. THAT'S the way your skin is going to be, when 
you care for It with Max Factor skin beauty treatments. Now at Half Price!
Moisturising Cleansing Cream gently but 
thoroughly remove^ soil and A CA 
make-up. 9 oz, Reg. 5.00.......... Sale a*nvU
Activ* Moisturizer moisturizes, lubricates and 
protects against dryness. A A£
3 oz. Reg. 4.50. jk.................. Sale
Skin Freshener tones, refreshes skin. 0 Eft 
Splash It on! 12 oz. Reg. 5.00. .. Sale
Double Depth Cleansing Cream beauly-treafs
the skin as it cleans. 
12’/a oz. Reg. 5.00. 2*50
Cup Of Youth/ a rare (ilcnd of oils and mois­
turizer*. Smooths skin ti> a younger A £A 
look. 4 oz. Reg. 7.00. ................. Solo
Blmpsoas-Sean: Health and Beauty (8) Phen* Enquiries: Kelowna 763-58K.
Fork rre* Whiln You Shop Slmpsoni-Sean/Orchard Park, Kolowna.
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J HER RANK !S SHOWING
Credit And The Canadian Consumer 
Is Debt Making Lives Rewarding?
A) I am buying my car 
through a finance company but 
I would rather pay cash and 
not be in debt
B) Why?
A) I would like to have it 
paid off. I don’t like being in 
debt'
B) Don’t you have any debts?
A) No—well, perhaps I owe 
the dentist $80.
B) That’s a kind of debt—a 
debt for services—incurred lar­
gely for convenience. Are you 
in debt in any other way?
A) No.
B) Let’s look at -your situa­
tion and see. If you were rent­
ing your house would you be 
in debt?
A) No. .
B) If you were buying the 
- house on a mortgage would you
be in debt?
A) Yes.
B) If you leased the 
would you be in debt?
A) I’m not sure. ./
This conversation has 
recorded to demonstrate 





Canadian Consumer Loan As­
sociation and 'the Federated 
Council of Sales Finance Com­
panies points out the increase 
in debt of a number of sectors 
of Canada’s economy over toe' 
past decade. I
Between 1961 and 1967, mort­
gage debt in Canada more than 
doubled from $9.2 billion to 
$19.0 billion. Between 1961 and) 
1968 consumer credit increased' 
by 93 per cent from $4.3 bil-’ 
lion to 19.3 billion.
Figures from a rycent DBS, 
survey show, that mortgage ac-i 
counted for nearly three-quar­
ters of average family debt. 
Consumer debt (money owing 
for personal financing needs) 
amounted .to 20 per cent.
Says the Factbook: “The ra­
pid increases in personal in­
come along with large holdings 
of liquid savings and toe will­
ingness to incur debt have been 
the factors responsible for con­
tinued large rises in consumer 
expenditure."
It would appear, therefore,
what "debt” is. In the above 
case you could be paying ex- ' 
actly the same . amount per ! 
month and have the use of ex- ; 
actly the same house. Yet for 
all practical purposes, you are 
as much in “debt” when you 
lease or rent as when you buy 
using debt.
For example, the apartment­
dweller owes the apartment 
owner for the use of shelter and 
facilities just as much as the 
car-buyer owes money to the 
finance company which has 
advanced the money to facil­
itate the purchase.
A) Well, not exactly, because 
if I rent I’m not legally bound 
to pay.
B). Neither are you when you 
use recognized forms of debt. 
You have options you can take. 
For instance, the house you 
bought using mortgage debt 
can be sold and the mortgage 
retired or transferred to an­
other party. In the case of the 
car purchased on credit, you 
can sell the car and either re­
tire or transfer the debt.
The fact is, wherever we turn 
we are using our credit. We 
have learned to use it to advan­
tage and live in relative com­
fort because of it. Even if we 
fail to recognize the subtle 
forms credit may take it’s stil
that Canadians are willing to 
accept debt and are using it to j 
make, their lives more reward­
ing. |
I Flying officer Wendy Mac Barru Bullocke in , London. This outfit replaces the short- 
। George models the new worn- The dress brooch shows the er length dresses which wom- 
f en’s Royal Air Force mess stripes of her rank on the full en officers have worn for 
| dress for Squadron Leader, length of sapphire blue gown, mess functions since 1958.
there.
Returning to "A” in the op­
ening conversation! Let’s sup­
pose he has made his last pay-
Men's Fears
Cause Inequality
WINNIPEG (CP) — Equality 
between the sexes will come 
about only when men stop fear­
ing the feminine and acknowl­
edge that both sexes shnre simi­
lar characteristics.
That’s the opinion of Penelope 
Washbourn of Wooster College 
in Ohio who said: “We have 
split the human personality into 
two separate entities, labelling 
one masculine and the other 
feminine, attributing certain 
characteristics to each.”
She said the feminine is the 
irrational, that which cannot be 
controlled, a category into 
which both death and emotions 
also fall. '
“Our Western society fears 
both these because we are un­
able to control them. And so we 
suppress them,” a move that 
led to the suppression of the 
female.
■ “You see this in the lack of 
women as leaders in religious 
life.”
Prof. Washbourn said Western 
' civilization must change its atti- 
' tude towards the sexes in order
r’WW
BRITISH PARTY LEADER
ment on his car and the pur­
chase credit is wiped out. Will he 
now take out a credit card with 
an oil company? If so, he will 
be in debt for his gasoline pur­
chases. What about his car in­
surance? He will be billed for 
that. Don’t his payments re­
present the debt owed to his 
insurance company taking on 
his risk?
The Canadian Consumer Cre- 






NEW YORK (CP) - Polka 
dots and spring seem made 
for each other. Almost every 
spring a few designers at 
least include them but it isn't. 
often they dominate the print 
fashion scene. This spring 
they do.
They’re 20th-century prints 
whereas plaids and checks go 
far back in fashion history. 
This spring there ate plaids 
«nd checks, too, but with 
'polka dots leading the field. 
They’re all sizes and in every­
thing from a complete cos­
tume to a blouse or even a 
bow.
Pauline Trigere has always 
been “mad for polkas” as she 
confesses. One of her charm­
ing polka-dotted pouff blouses 
teamed up with a plain color 
sleeveless coatdress by Jerry
I Silverman in pink-and-white 
» pin dots, edged in white.
Y Oscar de la Renta, in his 
i. spring sports collection, coin- 
* bines a black-and-white pol- 
* ka-dotted silk blazer with 
| bright red jersey pants and a 
» red tissue-crepe shirt.
I USES SUEDE BELT
! One of the outstanding dot 
| dresses is by Geoffrey Beene, 
I a shirt style In brown-and-
^A NEW YOU
| A Ballerina's Beauty Secrets 
I Includes Lots Of Natural Food
beige taffeta with Renais- I scene was showing a vivid 
sance pouff sleeves, girdled I red-and-white polka-dotted 
by a wide suede belt. Jerry I satih blouse with leg-of-mut- 
Sllverman adds a polka-dotted I ton sleeves, worn with a grey 
pussy , bow to a costume , of I mix skirt and jacket. Elle 
brown checked skirt, brown Originals of Montreal com- 
top and brown jacket. The bined another spring interest, 
pussy bow, crisp or soft, is a I squares with dots, scattering 
spring favorite, as is the com- I red dots oyer tiny black-and- 
bination of polkas and checks white squares in a crimpeline, 
in one costume. I bias-cut skirt dress.
spSgkwas™lso2in aflurry8 of MADE FOR EVENINGS 
polka dots, in every size from" . ®ve" M^in
pinpoints to silver doUars. doto tome turned up, as in 
This was the first time in I J*}®
years that any prints had ^Js«®“ S'
made top fashion news. The 
polka interest continued for acouple of s pYi n g s. Then dots. °", ®__^ 
checks and plaids came in stroma. - an organza jacket featuring
Ten years ago toe famous I !“,fer
Spanish couturier Balanclaga I 
showed a ruffled taffeta in I ^® 
bold black dots in red in al toe bodice in a late-day dac 
short evening dress and I rQ” V®88'., . . „„ .started up polka-dot Interest | Naturally polksidots ajj&not
again. Since then they have I die prints. J?J®£®
appeared whenever prints I ar® a.A0}
were popular but not as a P^d8®!^ several de Sign- 
maior trend I era went whimsical. Suzy Fer-Now comes another flurry I ®.t£®
of polka dots. At toe Ontario I s^l^s4|,® 
garment salesmen’s market I 
in January, Toronto’s young I th®
---------------—------------ -— ------- Persepolis in Iran. Appliqued 
I flowers on a long white chino 
I skirt was Anile Fogarty's con- 
| tributlon to novelty. Anne Fo­
garty included a rooster print. 
This is fun but not fashion. 
It's polka dots for toe real 
spring-fresh look. ______
By EMILY WILKENS
kMIllicent Braverman, who 
hns an advertising and public 
relations agency In Los Angeles, 
i points out that spectacular car- 
i rings dan detract from spectac- 
i ular eyes and that beautiful 
j hands are masked when there Is 
I a ring on every finger.
; “You notice the rings or the 
j earrings, Instead of the hands 
Apr the eyes,” sho says.
T MIU ice n t feels that each 
I woman has something to offer
In terms of charm and beauty if 
only sho would learn how to cul- 
»tlvate assets Instead of worry- 
• Ing about liabilities. She firmly 
f believes that a woman, what- 
J ever hcr age, should develop 
"layers" of Interest and "peel" 
j them off one at a time in order 
•to build tf dynamic personality 
f«tat appeals to other women as 
»Well as to men.
‘ “So many people reveal them- 
’■elves completely on a first 
. meeting,” she observes. "It's 
a much more fascinating to keep 
i on discovering new facets about 
’ a person." \
, Grcto Garbo and Marilyn 
< Monroe are examples sho cites 
of women of mystery, women 
। ' v ho always preserve a few ape-
( , cial “layers” that no one can
ui cover. Mllllcent believes
work at being more than a 
clothesHorso or a model for the
latest hairstyle and makeup.*'
ACCENT INDIVIDUALITY
Mllllcent feels that the girl
Women's Lib 
On Wrong Track
MONTREAL (CP) - Mar-
who takes an individual ap- leno Dixon, sociology profes- 
proach to fashion, makeup and Bor at McGill University here 
hairstyling has an advantage. said Monday she is leaving
"As years pass,” ahe points I tho Women’s Lib movement 
out, “hcr look remains constant, after a year of soul-searching 
Consider Merle Oberon with her because "It ta going in toe 
sllckcd-back hair or Polly Ber- wrong direction.’ ■>
gon with her short, fluffy cut. During a panel discussion 
Those become trademarks and, on Women s Lib at McQUl. 
In both cases, the hairdos really Miss Dixon sharply criticised 
fit the face-no passing fad will the movement for its over-em- 
ever get these wise beauties tel phasls on abortion, maintain- 
change tho styling.” ing that it Is ignoring the un-
“Il’S clear that what really derlylng.political, social and 
makes a woman lastingly at- «c‘’"®tolc issues.
tractive is not just how she . Tl'e encmY l> not man, 
looks, but what she is all about • ml..If some housewives would only , Th® cnenJ;f?, ■c !f8 
realize this and renew their in-1 and the capitalists versua the 
tcrest In old hobbles or cultural .
diversions, they would keep the Class conflict Is the pn- 
sparkle of youth that they are "’“'Y *8aue nnd toe Women a 
frantically aearchlng'for. LI*1 movement must strive ita
“I wish I could take everywoman who is afraid of growing SJ? Pftncen^of^uTllberiJ! 
old and help her become a buff £ TAlaa Dbfil * 
on one subject—just one thing! I k’ anX<>Amerirnn
I’ve seen it work so often. The I f 
woman who la keenly interestedIn Bomethlng-ANYTHlNG-canl »»aM a
truly captivate an audience and f! radiate charm. There’s juat m> !,ace of reac'
excuse for letting yourself elide nSl ssM .he had .no- 
-Sicily on menw. k,T«K"“Xh"cE:
these “layers'' aro the only key 
1 Ao defeating nge, \ 
"Let's face it,” sho says, 
• "you can't preserve n young 
1 face forever, no . matter , how ____
‘hanl you try. But you can re- Image, make sure you don't ov-|
Uln an Intelcsthig aVid Intrlgu-,cicat. Such Is Ihq power of post-. 
png ambience so long •* you live thinking! 1
ada and the U.S. and "never
If y u arc I terested in y ur have X1 witnessed auch. rcac- 
I "Are we burying Women’s
NO ROUSE CALLS
STE. ANNE,' Man. (CP) — A 
27-year-dd mother o! two who 
wants to have her third child in 
tire comfort, of her own home 
was told by a Winnipeg obstetri­
cian that no reputable doctor in 
Manitoba will attend a home de­
livery? Mrs. William Neilson 
said her family doctor agreed to 
deliver the baby in a hospital 
and allow her to return home a 
few hours later but would not 





I CUSTOM MADE OR | 
I BUY THE YARD | 
Largest^elecuon’of fabric* 
in toe valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances





| || • OFFICE BLDGS.
• WAREHOUSES
• APARTMENTS
Mrs. Irene Swan is chair- of chairman of a 
man of the British Commun- party in England. The mem­
bership of the party has beenist party and as such is the 
first woman to hold the post
FILM CITES PROBLEMS
MONTREAL (CP) — The In­
ternational Civil Aviation Or­
ganization has released a film 
entitled Flight Plan, which 
draws the attention of world 
governments to two problems 
facing world aviation—mainte­
nance of safety by improved 
technology over the crowded 
North Atlantic, and develop­
ment through aviation of remote 
countries. In the film, ICAO, 
with 120 member countries, 
calls for greater financial aid 
by governments to such devel­
opments.. . ' ' , ■
to develop a more realistic con­
ception of religion, a step that is 
necessary for equality.
She said if religion is to be of 
any significance, the church 
must start accepting women as 
a full part of the religious life 
and must also accept the femi­
ninity of God.
"Not only will it allow man to 
accept death more gracefully 
and without fear, but it will also 





(Highway 97 North, 
Winfield, Telephone 7664170) 
RETAIL— Quality fresh and 
cured meats.
FREEZER BEEF — Custom 
. meat processing-
HOURS: 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Mon. - Sat.
national
slipping and it is hoped that 














TURVEY’S —- Your 
Downtown 
Furniture Headquarters









¥a PRICE $20 & $25
Regular 19.95 to 29.95
13-33 &16-63 Work Pants
Regular 3,98.
CHARGEX 1.99
► * * I ~ « K .. » • > t V tW *
Cotton drill. Green 
only. Sizes 30 to 42?
Young look hooded midis, talloreds, fur trims. Many 
fabrics, styles and colours. All must go!
y3 to % OFF
PANT COATS
Save and h^orc! Wide wale corduroys and A1| 
Wool Meltons. Quilt lined. Sizes 10 to 18.
i FINAL 10 DAYS
Lib here tonight?" sho asfced.
Everything Going 
in the Store at 
10% OFF OR MORE
Children's 
Ski Jackets 
Instructor style, pile 
lined, knit storm cuffs. 





Belted instructor style, 
pile lined, knit storm 
cuffs. Assorted colours. 




Medium wale cord, belt­
ed vest top with brass- 
button detail. Fly front 
flares. Assorted colours. 




Long sleeves, crew neck. Assorted 




Large clearance of quality jackets by 
“Utcx”. Most are pile lined. Tweed, 
Canvas and Cord. Many styles and 
colours.
Mfg. Orlg. List was $40 to $60
Doeskin 
Shirts
Work shirts in forgo 
plaid patterns.' Button 
pockets, long sleeves, 




Men's Tex Made |
Blankets |
Viscose - Rayon - Nylon H 
blend. Washable. Batin R? 
bound solid# or stripo g, 
trims with overenst L, 
edges. Assorted cokrs, p, 
72 x DO. . . ■
Regular 439. r)
2.99
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• ---------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- — | with an undetermined amount
AROUND B.C
Pusher Sentenced In Vernon
after a robbery Tuesday at the 
Baltic of Nova Scotia.
RAPS BROTHERS
FORT ST. JOHN (CP)-Pat 
Walsh, vice-president of the
attacked the city for siting a lion on development of over- 
garbage dump near the subdi- night camping parks in 1971 
vision, but Maydr Harold Mof- and received $479,757 In camp- 
* ers* fees. Recreation Minister
VERNON (CP)—Jeffrey Rob- 
ert Mitchell, 33. of Victoria was
sentenced Tuesday to two years 
in prison when he pleaded guilty 
' to charges of possession of mar­
ijuana for the purpose of traf-5 tick'ng and cultivation of mari­
juana.'
FIRE DEATH
VANCOUVER (CP) - Alva
McIntyre. 63. died Monday in
a fire that investigators said 
started in a mattress. She was 
the only person in the bouse at 
the time of the fire.
TWO ESCAPE
VANCOUVER (CP)-A man 
who said he had a bomb in a 
briefcase escaped Tuesday with 
about 12,500 in a holdup of a 
Vancouver branch of City Sav­
ings and Trust Co. Another man
British .Columbia School Trus­
tees Association, has criticized 
Education Minister Donald Bro­
thers* proposed amendments to 
the Public Schools Act, which 
call for a limit on teachers’ 
salaries. Mr. Walsh said the 
minister’s proposals will only 
succeed In creating militancy 
among the province's teachers.
SCALE OKAY
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) - 
Residents at a subdivision here
fat said the proposed Site of 
the dump had been laid out in 
land-scale maps, so property 
purchasers ishould have been 
aware of it
SNOW HIGH
VANCOUVER (CP) — More 
than 14 inches of snow fell in 
Vancouver during January, five 
inches more than normal. Total 
precipitation, however, water 
content of snow plus rain, was 
almost three inches less than 
the average.
CAMPING COSTLY
VICTORIA (CP)—The provin- 
: cial government spent $5.2 mil-
Ken Kiernan said Monday.
DRUG HEAD NAMED *
VICTORIA (CP)—The provin­
cial government Tuesday ap­
pointed Peter Battisson. a Saan­
ich policeman, as co-ordinator
bringing work to a halt One 
man said the picket Une was 
set up because welfare recipi­
ents were used on the project, 
while the ; five men laid oft 
should have been given prefer­
ence in getting a Job.
TOWER CHOPPED
VANCOUVER (CP) — City
council was told Tuesday the 
of the province’s drug educa- „ew IBM tower slated for coib 
tlon program. Mr. Battisson, 42, stmetion has beeh reduced from 
has been a member of the Saan- . —
ich police force since 1965.
FIVE PICKET
NORTH VANCOUVER (CPI- 
Five workers laid off by the 
North Vancouver district set up 
ai picket line Tuesday at a new 
park project in the district,
30 stories to 18. Floor space 
has been reduced from 547,000 
square feet to 261,000 square 
feet.
GOES TO TRIAL
i SURREY (CP)—Donald Ivan 
Greensides-of Delta was com- 
'mltted Monday ' for trial in a
higher court on a charge of' 
attempted murder after' a 
preliminary hearing. He was 
charged after the stabbing of 
Raymond Cummings of Surrey 
last November.
WOMAN CHARGED
VANCOUVER (CP) - Rena 
Catherine Goodrich, 22, was 
charged Tuesday with stealing 
$6,000 from thp Bank of Mont­
real. She was the supervisor of 
the Canada Savings Bond -sec­
tion of a branch of the bank 
and was arrested after account­
ants discovered a shortage of 
money in the section.
ALL RE-ELECTED
vw& 
District Labor Council were ■> 
re-elected by acclamation Tues­
day night’ Syd Thompson of the 
International Woodworkers of
VANCOUVER (CP)—All the 
officers of the Vancouver and
America is president. Jim Mal- 
ange first vice-president, opff I 
Rundgren second vice-president, 
Mike Stephens third vice-pre­
sident and Paddy Neale secrc- ; 
tary-trensurer. I
TEAM FORMED
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) — 
Eleven women who work at the 
B.C. Telephone Co. office here 
have formed the first ladies 
fitst-aid team in company his­
tory. Team members MBh . 
taken a course involving smffi 
skills as first'aid, water safety 
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B.(. Grown, 6 Io 10 lb. avg. Roasts
Cryovae 
Frozen































.. . . ib. 37C
Bologna
Maple Leal, by the piece
43c
Shop Easy
A CANADIAN WW hand COMPANY
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Police Horses 'Trampled Crowd'
। Mr. Kotowycz, a marshal dur* Judge Vannlnl questioned Mr. 
I ing the rally, told inquiry com­
missioner Judge Anthony Vanni-
Kotowycz closely after the wit*
TORONTO (CP) — Testimony (Committee demonstrators, 
that horses of Metropolitan To- across the street from the Ontar- 
ronto’s mounted police squad
trampled demonstrators, includ­
ing an elderly woman, at a pro­
test rally last Oct 25, was given 
Tuesday at a provincial inquiry.
The inquiry also heard that 
shortly before the crowd and 
the police clashed, members of 
J, the right-wing Edmund Burke 
Society were standing at the 
back of the Ukrainian-Canadian
io Science Centre.
The horsemen were brought 
in after a bulge was pushed into 
police lines between the demon­
strators and the centre, where 
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin 
was dining as a guest of the Ca­
nadian Manufacturers' Associa­
tion.
Earlier testimony indicated 
the clash came after the protes-
ters were shoved from Rebind 
into three Unes of police.
TELLS OF CLASH
Ihor Kotowycz, a graduate 
student in architecture at the 
University of Toronto, told 
Tuesday of the clash and of 
seeing the Burkers.
Mr. Kotowycz said that after 
■ mounted police came into the 
crowd, he saw three horses 
I trample an elderly woman dur­
ing the melee.
Another witness, Christine Ro 
manenchuk, an. attractive, 21- 
ycar-old blonde, said she was 
run down by a mounted poljee- 
man and left lying on the 
ground after the horse’s hooves 
came down on her, bruising her 
badly, tearing her clothes and 
leaving a hoofmark on her 
thigh.
T he Ukrainian-Canadians 
have charged police brutality at 
the scene.
ni he saw Burke society mem­
bers parading with banners and 
placards in an area behind the 
.thousands of demonstrators, 
lined 18 deep on the street
He said the Burkers were lo­
cated behind a group of Ukrain- 
ian-Canadiai) students who were 
demonstrating peacefolly by 
shouting slogans and singing 
songs in a “generally peaceful" 
atmosphere.
’ However, he was unable to
ness mentioned seeing members 
of the Jewish Defence League 
as well as the Burkers circulat­
ing through the crowd. Mr. Ko­
towycz said he didn't know 
whether the Jewish Defence 
League members were at the 
back of the demonstrators.
A dozen persons, including six 
policemen, were Injured and 20 
demonstrators arrested during 
the confrontation.
that were'being sold to demon­
strators by students. .
Globe and Mall photographer 
Hany McLorinan told the judge 
that "lots of candles" were 
being thrown before the arrival 
of the mounted unit. Twenty of 
his photographs were entered as 
evidence.
1 He said the crowd "started to 
! get violent" well before the ar- 
| rival of the horsemen.
H e contradicted testimony 
given Monday by Ni c hoi a a 
Kuspeta, a coordinator of the 
rally, that the shoving against 
the police Unes had been gentle.
It was "not a gentle pushing 
at aU," said Mp. Mclorinan.
The inquiry continues.
Rev. Joseph Denischuk of To-1 “I could see it was shaping up 
ronto's Holy Eucharist Ukrain-|for a riot before the police 
say who actually started the|ian Catholic Church told Mr.| horses arrived," said Mr. Me-
pushing and shoving at the back I McMurtry that after the horse-1 Lorinan, "They would have 
of the crowd that eventually led I men entered the crowd they I gone right through the police 
to a six-footrdeep bulge in police | were pelted with "a barrage ofl lines if the horses hadn’t come 
lines. lean die a and candleholders,"I in."
. HUI I ■—<■■—■1 , II——I. ■ I II     1,1 I,   I, 11 B.l IM ■ I I |l ■ I I I I     .......  . ............ ■
LUCKY BREAK
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) — A 
38-year-okl divorced woman 
whose neighbors said she had. 
been extremely depressed 
jumped but of a sixth-floor 
apartment crashed into an alu­
minum awning and tumbled to 
the sidewalk. Her only injury 
was a broken foot.
r ■ ■ FOR MAKING OUR CAPRI STORE S
GRAND OPENING A SUCCESS. £
Check These Specials.,.^









or SPAGHETTI ) 





or BARTLETT PEARS 








। MALKIN'S - 12 oz.
MALKIN'S Fey. Assld MALKIN'S (ul Wax Choice
Peas Beans
Green
14 oz. 14 oz.
Beans
MAIKIN'S Cut Choice, 14 oz.
Peas& 
Carrots
MALKIN'S Choice, 14 oz.





CALIF. IMPORTED CALIF. MEXICAN
Broccoli Spinach Celery Cucumbers
29c 10 oz.cello 33c 25c 2:35c
Mixed 
Vegetables 
WALKIN'! Choice, 14 oz.
Diced Beets

























SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND - SOUTH PANDOSY
f Opening Befits in Emperor 
Japan's Long Wait For Gaines
SAPPORO. Japan (CP) — 
The 11th Winter Olympic
r RUTLAND VOODOOS* Ken 
’ Angus is completely hidden by 
a pair of bodies and four 
. waving arms as Brad Eshle- 
i man (5) and WiUieJPolukoshko 
[ (20) of Penticton'Lakers try
to trap him with the ball in 
a senior boys AA basketball 
league contest Tuesday at 
Rutland. The ball is already 
airborne and headed for a 
teammate, getting Angus out
Voodoos Wanted First Place 
; Lakers Were Just In The Way
Rutland Voodoos wanted first 
4 place in the southern division 
of the Senior Boys’ AA Basket­
ball League, and Penticton Lak­
ers were, the unfortunates in 
their way of reaching that mark.
Voodoos dominated the scor­
ing in the first three quarters 
■ then kept pace in the fourth to 
j wallop Lakers by a 71-55 score, 
l' bringing their record to 4-1 for 
; the season and the best mark in 
j. the division. /
• . Lakers also have eight points
Co-Ed Player 
Is Wanted
• PUTNEY, Vt. (AP) r- Karen 
‘ Wise, 20, believed to be the first 
co-ed to play, previously male
■ collegiate basketball, said Tues­
day she would seek the aid of 
I the American Civil Liberties 
I Union to stay on the varsity 
squad at Windham College.
>, During two games, Karen was 
unable to score. But, her play 
earned her a letter from the 
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference, which told her she,was 
,v ineligible to participate in sane- 
’ tioned games.
J ‘T’ve thought it over," she 
■5 said, "the only thing to do is to
. fight.” ,
’ Windharij College was behind
J her.. ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ' . 1
(
Dr. Eugene C. Winslow, col­
lege president, said he has writ­
ten a letter to the chairman o| 
:) the committee to have the male-
■'
Bucks Win Exhibition Game 
Against Juveniie Packersteam for its fourth Olympic title in six tries, said Tuesday.
a . ’The difference in the Olym-
ment by the Japanese in their plcs this year and in other 
‘ 1 Games in which we have won is
Gaines, 5750 .million invest*
northland,> opens Thursday amid
pomp and splendor befitting an 1 
emperor.
Thirty-two . years ago Em- < 
peror Hirohito was on the 
throne when Japan was ; 
awarded its first Winter Gapies. 
The Second World War ended I 
Olympic competition until the 
1948 Games, but Japan as a de­
feated enemy power had to wait 
until the 1960s to,have its re­
newed Olympic bid accepted.
Today, Hirohito as patron of 
the Winter Games on Japan’s 
northernmost island of Hok­
kaido will open them in the 
modern Makomanai skating 
rink. Eight years ago, Japan 
staged the first Olympics in 
Asia, the 1964 Summer Games 
in Tokyo..
Japan completes the full 
Olympic circle when the Olym­
pic flame, 'car ried through 
Japan by relays involving sever­
al thousand runners, is brought 
into Sapporo, capital of Hokkai­
do, and Hirohito proclaims the 
Games officially open.
/ More than 1,500 athletes from 
33 countries • are- preparing to
the absence of Canada.”
The Canadians Insist they 
canhot send their best team to 
the Olympics unless profession­
als are included, but the Olym­
pic and world hockey governing 
bodies refuse to agree to the use 
of pros.
SKIER EXPELLED
The question of - professional­
ism already has affected- one 
top skier in these. Games-r-Karl
parade in the 75-minute opening 
ceremony scheduled to start at 
11 a.m. Thursday Japan time 
(9 p.m. EST tonight).
Kelowna Buckaroos were just 
there with the mostestthe often- 
est as they took a 6-2 decision 
from the Kelowna Packers juve­
nile club in a prove-nothin„ ex­
hibition game Tuesday night be­
fore a small crowd.
Bucks, using the game to 
warm up before a weekend stint 
against Chilliwack Bruins Fri­
day and Richmond Centennials 
Sunday, and prior to a postpon-
Schranz of 'Austria, expelled by 
the International Olympic Com- , 
mittee for cashing in on ski ad­
vertisements.
The Austrians threatened to 
withdraw their entire Alpine 
and Nordic ski team—21 com­
petitors in all—unless Schranz 
asked his team-mates to stay 
and compete.
This Schranz did Wednesday 
when he announced at a news 
conference:
“Knowing what, it means to 
participate in the Games, < I 
would not want to be responsi­
ble for seeing Austria, a great 
skiing nation, deprived of its op­
portunity in this event."'
He urged ’the Austrian Ski 
Federation, to rescind its deci­
TEAM UNTESTED
C a n a d a’s 50-athIete team, 
young but largely untested in 
Olympic competition, will com­
pete in five of the seven sports 
on the venue—Alpine and Nor­
dic skiing, figure skating, speed 
skating, bob sledding and the 
luges.
For the first time Canada is 
not competing in Olympic hock­
ey. The Canadians also did not 
enter the biathlon, an event 
combining cross-Country skiing 
and shooting.
Five hours after the opening 
ceremony—2 a.m. EST Thurs­
day—the eliminations- among 10 
countries begin in the hockey 
tournament, with defending 
champion Russia exempted. 
I The five winners will join the 
Russians in the championship 
round-robin tournament, with 
the losers playing in a consola- 
. tion tournament.
11 The absence of the Canadians 
of a tough jam. Voodoos won hockey was deplored by 
the game 71-55 (the Russians. Soviet coach Ar-
—(Courier Photo) kaday Chernyshev, gearing his
in the standings on four wins, 
but their loss to Voodoos was 
their second of the season' and 
left them behind the eight-ball 
in trying to catch up with Voo­
doos.
Voodor meet Salmon Arm 
Friday what is expected to 
be one of their easier oppon­
ents this season but follow by 
going against; the undefeated 
Revelstoke Mountaineers, lead­
ers of the northern division, Sat­
urday night.
Steals by speedy Voodoo play­
ers and turnovers, by Lakers 
got the visitors in trouble im­
mediately, as Rutland took 
command and never lost it. 
They established a seven-point 
16-9 first quarter lead and add­
ed to it the next two quarters.
Voodoos continued to take the 
play away from Lakers and 
climbed into a comfortable' 38- 
26 halftime lead. Lakers were 
. not able to get any successful 
1 advice during the halftime 
i break and fell another five 
' points behind in the third frame, 
going into the fourth on the 
। short end of a 53-36 score.
, Lakers stiffened their de- 
j fence in the final eight minutes 
' and added somewhat to their
only clause stricken from the 
conference rules.
He said the college would 
continue Ifo policy of allowing 
Keren to remain on the varsity 
, squad. Each opponent would ho 
' called in advance of the games. 
’ Winslow sold. If a team desired 
, not to play against Koren, she 
would refrain from joining in 
the game.
' ‘Ai
he kept Bucks to two first-pe-1 In a game with four brother* 
riod goals and blanked them in I sets facing each other, two oi 
the second to keep Packers in I the Packer brothers did the 
the game. ' {scoring for the juvenile team
His defence fractured in the I which finished in first place in 
third period and he was left un-the league. Gene Weninger,^ 
guarded. The next three Bucks brother of Ken’s, and DarrylK. 
goals against him couldn't be Fox, brother of Buck defence-^ 
blamed on him, with the fourth man Greg Fox, tallied for 
a hard shot that caught the Packers. <
ed game that will be made up 
tonight in Kamloops. ? .
One of the few players on 
either team with something to 
prove was Packer goaltender 
Ian MacCrimmon, who was 
regular goalie for Bucks last 
season and has been like an 
elevator operator with them this 
year, up one game and down 
with the Packers the next.
MacCrimmon was the out­
standing player in the game as
sion to boycott the skiing 
events, and Karl-Heinz Klee, 
federation president, agreed the 
Austrians would compete.
Avery Brundage, president of 
the IOC, had labelled Schranz 
“the most blatant and most ver­
bose” offender of all skiers 
practising commercialism. “He 
was worse than all the others 
put together," Brundage assert­
ed. '
OTHERS GUILTY
Schranz, who admitted he will 
be too old to challenge for a 
gold medal in the 1976 Games at 
Denver, Colo., answered Brund­
age’s charges in the news con­
ference, saying: “If the reasons 
for which I was disqualified are 
just, then every athlete should 
be disqualified—they are as 
guilty as I."
Schranz still remains a mem­
ber of the Austrian national 
team and will return home to 
train for the next World Cup 
races at Banff, Alta., Feb. 18-20. 
The Olympics end feb. 13.
Canada has entered eight 
skiers in the Alpine events, but 
i none has Olympic experience.
BOWLING NHL The Necessary Go-Between
Between Pros And Russian TeamMERIDIAN LANESMajor Mixed, Jan. 31. High 
single, women, Joyce Hayashi। n,r.KTmDT,.T *316, men, Larry Wright 354; MONTREAL (CP) — Any in- 
High triple, women, Terry Hine jlta^.lon^T Russians may ten- 
812, men, Bob Naka 856; Team ** to .National Hockey League 
high single, D.M.J. Construe- teams to take part nrexhibition 
tion 1271, triple, D.M.J. ton- games^ against the Soviet Un- 
struction 3537; High average, |lon’s■'01W® tea?JV111  have 
women, Lorraine „Schuck 235,P0; be made through the league, 
men, Rico Guidi 257; “300” not .$® M^ual clubs, NHL 
club, Larry Wright 354, Bob I prej^ent J Clarence Campbell 
Naka 323, Joyce Hayashi 316, saia Tuesday.
George Myhill 303, Dawn Stew- Campbell was commenting on 
art 300; Team standings, Mits repbrts from Sapporo, Japan, 
Koga 142%, D.M.J. Construe- toat quoted the Russians as say- 
tion 135, Don Chmilar 109%, ing they would welcome Mont- 
White and Peters 105%, Sings real Canadiens specifically, and 
Cafe 97%. all NHL teams generally, to the.
t . ... .. Soviet Union for exhibition con-'
Lawn Bowlers, Monday Night, fests.
Jan. 31. High single, women,!Alma Mitomsky 266, men, Fred L.
Bartlett 283; High triple, worn- s’ ampb
en, Fraser 594, men, Fred Hart. said- Any such invitations will
goalie unprepared. Gene Weninger put Packers
Bucks took, a 2-1 lead after into an early lead but Hanson 
the first period, following Pack- wiped that out as he scored both 
ers’ only lead of the game,, and his goals in a space of only two 
played through a scoreless sec* minutes midway-'‘ through the 
ond period, before breaking open period.-
iT ..u.-.n Sellnger and &ake teamed
Mui5ay UP with two qpick goals in the
proper‘y third period 'to ' establish -
^w^io^inl’toong Buckaltoo lead, and Mat?) 
and 13 assists in his last 10 crimmon prevented the score 
|anaes« ®.wed. .to® from being raised any more as
Ba^k Ihe blocked Hanson on a break*
added two more. Ken Weninger _wav 
and Ken Sellnger added singles. .1 Darryl Fox put Packers to 
within two goals at 8:06 but
Speth-
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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WCHL Rich Are Getting Richer 
With Poor Teams As Their Victims
be dealt with through the 
league."
“We would like the best play-
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The rich got richer at the ex­
pense of the poor in four West­
ern Canada Hockey League 
games Tuesday night.
Regina Pats retained their 
six-point grip on first place in 
the eastern division by dispos­
ing of .the fifth-place Winnipeg 
Jets 4-1 with three goals in the 
third period.
Saskatoon Blades tightened 
their hold on second place in the 
east by turning aside Vancouver 
Nats, last in the western divi­
sion, 3-2.
Blaine Stoughton’s three igoals 
gave Flin ‘Flon Bombers, fourth 
in the east, a 8-3 victory over 
Swift Current Broncos, who trai! 
the division with 14 wins in 4( 
games.
First-place Calgary Centenni­
als continued to pull away in 
the western division. They side­
tracked New Westminster 4-2 
and now are 11 points ahead of 
the second-place Bruins.
: ett 747; Team high single, 
Dodgers 1072, triple, Five Pins k 11^.1
2961; High average, women, IlFAPnC AFA HAI 
Lorrien Carter 189, men, Fred VI vvl 13 Fil V-11VI 
Bartlett 203; Team standing: 
Foxes 167%, Rangers 158, fl f 1ft 
Crackerjacks 143%, Five Pins llAlAAl KAVC 
142%, Dodgers 136%, Comets l/VlvUl IrUf3 
135%. ~ a
offensive attack, but couldn't 
bring the difference to any less 
than 14 points as Voodoos would 
rally, and put it out of reach 
again.
Darryl Weninger paced the 
Voodoo scoring attack with 21 
points while Ken Angus came 
up with 13 of his 17 points in 
the first half of play. Terry 
Reiger, with 11 • points; and 
Ken Bartel with 10 helped in 
the scoring. .
Willie Polukoshko led Lakers 
with 13 points, while Brad 
Eshleman hooped 11 in a los­
ing effort.
Friendship League, Jan. 31. Frontier Greens. ha,ve hit a 
High single, women, Alice Col- mln°r winn*ng streak after a 
Uns 279, men, Wilbert Meidin- mediocre start in 010 senior 
ger 261; . High triple, women, men’R basketba11 leae«e as they 
Alice Collins 711, men, Wilbert won their secopd straight game 
Meidinger 714; Team high sin- Monday nlght at Kelowna Sec- 
glc, Cliffhangers 1183,' triple, ondary School, handing Glden 
Beavers 3143; High average, Boys a 46'41 setback.
women, Alice Collins 199, men, Mike Roydell led the winners 
Joe Jalbert 195; Team standing: with 23 points while Ed Rich- 
Luckies 205, Odd Balls 203%, mond did the honors in leading 
Happy Gang 189, Jugglers 184, Boys, with 16 points.
lo^ lMVMEjmoZi?i^,RAm!J01 I Experience paid off In foil for 
145%, Larks 141%, Mie Macs Rutland’ as toey followed a 35- 
139, Mixers 137, Jokers 123, Cliff­
hangers 114%, Late Comers 
108%. 
’ ' s
ers of all countries to compete,” 
Arcadii Chernyshev, coach of 
the Russian hockey team said 
in Sapporo Monday. “We invite 
the Montreal Canadiens and the 
best teams of all nations to 
come to the Soviet Union." 
NO WORD RECEIVED
He said the Rusians, who 
have won the Olympic title 
three times and the world title 
11 times, also would be willing 
to play NHL teams on visits to 
Canada and the United States.
“I’ve never seen a line in a 
letter or telegram .from the 
Russians indicating they wanted 
to play," Campbell said.
Chernyshev first indicated an 
invitation had already been 
submitted to the Montreal NHL 
team, but later explained that 
Russia had not dealt directly 
with the NHL or an NHL team, 
but rather through the Interna­
tional Ice Hockey Federation 
and its president, John (Bunnyi 
Ahearne of London.
“The rules of the IIHF forblc 
us to contact the NHL directly, 
but Mr. Ahearne has good con- 
tacks with Clarence Campbell," 
Chernyshev is quoted as saying. 
“Mr. Ahearne has given us per­
mission to play agaipst the Ca­
nadian profc."
MOST PEOPLE
The developing countries ol 
Asia, Africa and Latin America 
have 61 per cent of the world’s 
population.
Maple Leafs—High single, 
women, Louise Mlddlemiss 275, 
men, George Myhill 345, new 
record: High triple, women, 
Louise Mlddlemiss 679, men, 
George Myhill 854, new record; 
Team high single, Hot Shots 
1203; Team high triple. Centen­
nials 3289; High average, wo­
men, Dora Myhill 208, men, 
George Myhill 231; “300” club, 
George Myhill 345, Frank Lang 
306; Team standings, Prairie 
Chickens, Hot. Shots, Centen­
nials, Lucky Strikes, Sour 
Doughs; Dropouts, Drifters.
point effort by classy Vince 
Jarvis to an effortless 77-38 
win over College. Rolf Lazzar- 
atto was tops for College with 
eight points.
Old Style Reds reached the 
winners circle in the third 
game of the night, as they nip­
ped Canadian Stars 58-56. Ber­
nie Monteleone, who topped 
Reds’ scoring with 17 points, 
sunk four foul shots in the dying 
seconds of the game to wrap 
up the win. Ferguson scored 18 
points for the losers.
College will go against Black­
board Jungle next Monday at 
7:30 p.m., while Reds meet 






ROADS AND STREETS, COMMERCIAL AREAS, 
INDUSTRIAL SITES . . .
. TOR ESTIMATES CAtL
762-4916 or 763-5221
Subdivisions, Sewer and 3 Modern Equipment and
Water Installations and Irrigation Systems Experienced Personnel
MIDVALLEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
907 Ethel SI. KEUIVVNA ' 762-4916—76.1-5221
Blake regained the three-goal* 
margin.? '
Packers’ Paul Jordan hadKI 
chance to move the juvenilWI 
back into contention as he. got 
a breakaway after Bucks' Brad 
I Robson broke his stick at the 
Packer blueline, but Jordan 
I blew his chance as he lost the 
puck between his legs .and didn’t
FEB. 2, 1972 a Sshot on the ”®\
Weninger wrapped it up fofF 
Bucks with the final goal of the
game with less than 20 seconds 
I left.
Ron Bdurcier, • Bucks start­
ling netminder, will have a new 
look this weekend. He wore an
Chuk and Al Barrett scored the pr?na^
- ■ - - s 26ih vic ers> and stoted that the face 
foc BC«uu. Jeff Hunt 
for the Jets, who
other goals in Regina’s 28th vic­
tory of the season.
scored iu uic ucio uv 
dropped nine points behind Fljn can’t feel that I’m really in it.”
Flon.
Stoughton’s tallies before 1,400 
fans in Swift Current made him 
the WCHL’s leading goal-scorer 
with 42. Ray Maluta, with two, 
Dave Shardlow, Wayne Bian- 
chin and Barry Chemos scored 
the other goals as the Bombers 
inched to within six points of 
the third-place Brandon Wheat 
Kings.
Bourcier will try a couple dk 
games without the mask. ”
Bucks , will be missing coach 
Don Culley for tonight’s game 
in Kamloops and the weekend 
stint. Culley, who took off afer 
Bucks first game on their week­
end trip to the coast, will re­
main on holidays in Hawaii for 
the present arid will return to 
the team in a short time.
BREAKS TIE
In Regina, Doug Marit’s un­
assisted goal early in the third 
period broke a 1-1 tie and led 
the Pats to victory before 1,329 
fans. Scott Smith, Dennis Sob-
AHL Powerhouses 
Show Off Strength
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Boston Braves and Nova Sco­
tia Voyageurs, Eastern Division 
leaders in the American Hockey 
League, showed their power 
Tuesday night, rolling to five- 
and six-goal victories respec­
tively.
. The Braves whipped Spring­
field Kings 8-3 to stay three 
points in.frontof the Voyageurs, 




The Okanagan Valley Obed­
ience Training Club will hold 
a demonstration at 7:15 Friday 
night in Orchard Park, where- 
they will show off the accomp­
lishments of their dogs. .
The demonstration will be In 
three divisions, companion, 
companion excellent and utility.
The club starts demonstra­
tion and registration Feb. 13 
at 7 p.m. at the Badminton Hall. 
Those attending are asked not 
to bring their dogs to the first 
night’s activities. The idea of 
the classes is to train people 
to train dogs.
The program is in conjunction 
with the Kelowna Recreation 
Department.
D; C. (Don) Johnston
3^/;
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future . -.. be sure your 







There have been more than 
7,500 kidney transplants a 
tempted throughout the world 
from 1953 to November; 1971: 
jr~-. .............. ‘ ----
Component Stereo 
Specialists
559 Groves Ave. 
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take Advantage of 
This Great Offer
Choose your own John Deere snowmobile suit 
valued at up to 889.95 . . . AT NO ADDITIONAL 
CHARGE!
Small Down Payment on the Snowmobile
No Installment Payments from May until 
November, 1972
No Finance Charges until November, 1072
Nothing Runs Like a Deere. And here's a great, 
special offer from your participating John Deere 
Dealer. Buy a new John Deere Snowmobile
1 anytime between now and April 1, 1972, and you'll 
also get a John Deere Snowmobile Sult at no 
additional charge. You select the suit your prefer 
from any of John Deere's handsome styles, But 
that's only half the deal. Your John Deere Dealer 
Is also making it easy for you to own either a now 
339CC or 430CC Snowmobile. You make only a 
minimum down payment. And there’ll be no 
Installment payments to make between May 1 and 
November 1, 1972, No finance charges Imposed 
until November. You get a beautiful now John 
Deere Snowmobile, a new snowmobile suit 
normally valued at up to 189,95 at no additional 
cost, and special financing. All to introduce you 
to the fun and excitement of John Deere Snow- 
y|noblling, Offer good until April 1, 1972. See your 





JOHN DEERE LIMITED - HAMILTON, ,ONT.
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Skepiics Of Easier Venture ' 
Missing For Proposed WHA
SANTA ANA. Calif. (AP) — 
There aren’t many folks who 
accuse Gary L. Davidson o’ 
dreaming these days.
Oh. there were skeptics galore 
in 1967-68 when Davidson was 
the first president of the Ameri* 
. can Basketball Association.
But with the ABA’s red. white 
•nd blue basketball bojneing 
J along nteely, Davidson, 37, at- 
terney-financler and self-ac­
claimed sports nut, is heading 
another professional sports 
lea gue-the embryo World 
’ Hockey Association.
The ABA venture paid off 
"reasonably Well," Davidson 
said, declining to Specify the 
earnings. Naturally, he’s ex­
tremely optimistic about the 
hockey league.
“The ABA was more of a fun 
jjf project,” he said. “The WHA is 









the NBA and the
National Hockey League is that 
the NHL is stronger over-all, 
but the need for another major 
hockey league is more evident,
Davidson said.
“Hockey butdraws basketball;
tremendously,** he said. "It’s a 
much more lucrative sport."
Only California Golden Seals
.. done.’*
ABA franchises at first went 
for about $500,000 and some are 
worth $5 million today as the 
ABA and the older National 
' Basketball! Association seek a 
__ merger.
WtAlSE $1 MILLION EACH
■HB Charter members of the WHA 
^HFeight groups in the United 
■••btates and four in Canada—put 
up 11 million each to join the 
league which is scheduled to
■ draft players Feb, 11-14 at 
■ nearby Anaheim and begin play 
.next October.
Davidson and Dennis Murphy, 
a founder of the ABA and exec- 
,*utive vice president of the 
^WHA, feel it’s easier the second 
. time around.
"Gary and I acquired a lot of 
contacts across the country," 
Murphy said. "It makes it a lot 
easier. We had a good track 
’ record with the ABA.”
Davidson, who still owns part 
' of the ABA Dallas franchise and' 
part of San Francisco in the 
WHA, said:
"Any new venture has prob- 
JMems but we feel our progress is 
way ahead of the ABA at the 
■' same juncture.
* "We’re working from a more 
knowledgeable financial base.
* We have more sound business­
men, much better balance.” 
■ The ABA lacked this balance 
in some areas, he said, citing 
the success of the not-so- 
wealthy Indiana Pacers and the 
, failure of the Houston franchise.
WOUND UP ON TOPb Davidson said he was initially 
asked : to do legal .work for the
and Los Angeles Kings of the 
NHL have trouble at the gate 
and "there’s a question of the 
product there." • 
PREDICTS FAST START
Davidson said the WHA will 
reach parity with the NHL West 
Division, which has all the 1967 
expansion teams, by the end of 
its first year or start of the 
second.
The player draft, Davidson 
said, "will involve every hockey 
player in existence who we feel 
can play aid who is eligible to 
play for us.” A
NHL players completing one. 
year contracts this season will 
be eligible for the draft because 
the WHA is not recognizing the 
option clauses which bind play­
ers to a team for another sea­
son.
One WHA spokesman has said 
each team will have about five 
ex-NHL players.
“Hockey players are not as 
well paid as basketball play­
ers,” Davidson said. “We’re 
going to open the ’market up a 
little. J think we have a good 
chance at the guys from the top 
five down, in the NHL. There 
will be some who will get a 
chance to star in another league 
and some who will get a chance 
to play."
He. doesn’t forecast a dollar 
war between the WHA and NHL 
of the NBA-ABA magnitude be­
cause, he said, hockey is not a 
super star’s game. Young 
hockey players don’t get as 
much notice as a college basket- 
bail or football star.
TAKES NHL TO COURT
The WHA also is taking the 
NHL to court. Besides a $33 mil­
lion anti-trust suit against the 
NHL for its expansion to Long 
Island and Atlanta, Davidson 
said another “multimillion dol- 
! lar suit is planned on the basis 
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What Happened To Leafs?
Wings Storm Past Losers
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Toronto Maple Leafs returned 
home today from a disastrous 
seven-game National Hockey 
League road trip but there were 
more hard knocks yet to come 
before they could stop to lick 
their wounds.
The Leafs were bombed 4-0 by 
Detroit Red Wings Tuesday 
night and, as a result, dropned 
into fifth spot in the East Divi­
sion behind the Red Wings.
Tonight, the Leafs are back 
on .home ice but they face the 
rugged Minnesota North Stars 
who helped put the skids under 
the Leafs with a 4-1 victory the 
last time the clubs met less
ronto suffered in their seven­
game road trip.
, Other' shutouts in Montreal 
Chicago ana California helped 
hold .Toronto to an -output of 
only six goals in the last seven 
games.
A sellout crowd of 15,922 saw 
veteran centre Alex Delvecchio 
beat Toronto . goalie Jacques 
Plante for the only goal Detroit 
needed early in the second pe­
riod. It marked the first time 
the Red Wings launched them­
selves higher than fifth place 
since early last season.
Mickey Redmond collected his
than two weeks ago.
Elsewhere Tuesday night, Los 
Angeles Kings moved put of the, 
West Division cellar with a 7-4 
victory ove? the division-leading 
Chicago Black Hawks while 
Montreal Canadians downed St.
Lou’s Blues 3-1.
In oth,er games tonight, Bos­
ton Bruins visit New York
Rangers and Vancouver Can­
ucks are at Oakland to meet
28th goal of the season, for De­
troit early in the third period 
and Red Berenson completed 
the Leafs* humiliation with two 
goals in the last 30 seconds.
NET EMPTY
Berenson’s first goal went into 
an empty net with Plante oft in 
favor of an extra attacker, but 
seconds later he skated unmo­
lested around the Leaf defence 
to beat the Toronto goalie wih 
an easy backhand shot
California Golden Seals. , 
LOST 8 STRAIGHT
The Leafs' defeat Tuesday 
gave them an eight-game losing 
streak that started with a 
home-ice loss to St. Louis Jan. 
16.
The shutout, administered in 
Detroit by former Leaf goalie

















ABA but wound up as its presi­
dent to fill the need for an expe- 
wjienced businessman at the top. 
W "The WHA," Davidson said, ■ •• U—- • ' « a a _ « 4 ■■ ."was Murphy's idea.- He came 




league hockey needed * more cit­
ies and exposure.’’.
And in this -area, Davidson 
said, "we figure we have more 
experience than anybody in the 
world.’’
The WHA has 12 franchises 
with s e v e r a lj other groups 
knocking on the door, Davidson
i said; The charter members: 
? ISSiami. Long Island, N.Y., Day- 
f wn,' Ohio, Chicago, St. Paul, 
i Minn., New England, San Fran-
president, "told me he’d always 
welcome competition but the 
NHL announced expansion to 
Long Island and Atlanta.”
"I don’t mind competition but 
I don't like monopolies,’* David­
son said. ■
Davidson, who graduated 
from UCLA and its law school, 
is a partner in the law firm of 
Nagel, Regan and Davidson. 
However, he rarely practices 
law anymore, regarding himself 
as a financial manager.
He’s board chairman of Gen­
eral Residential Corp., a firm 
building retirement homes, and 
president of Mammoth , Sports, 
Inc.; which develops real estate 
and ski resorts. -
Clark Graebner of, New tournament at the Royal Al- him, while the crowd stood 
York City, left, corifronts bert Hall in London. The in- an<i booed. Graebner was 
Ilia Nastase with a finger- cident came at the end of the awanje(i the match by de­
fault.
-
wagging lecture just before first set, which Graebner won 
the Romanian walked off the 6-3. Nastase, white and shak- 
court during the semi-final of ing walked off the court and 
the Rothmans International s a i d Graebner threatened
Well-Guarded Women's Village 






T F A Pt
8 199 108 76
8 211 109 70
8 189 134 64
8 160 161 52
20 21 10 134 144 50
14 28 5 117 158 33
10 29 12 131 192 32
A Lof More Guys Named 'Who?1 
Up For Grabs In Pro Draft
SAPPORO (AP) — The 
women’s Olympic village is 
about as easy to .invade, and 
as inviting, as a secret gov­
ernment installation.
In the true sense, it's not a 
village at all but a compound 
behind barbed wire, its 
entrance blocked by gray-clad 
Japariese guards. From a tiny 
. yellow booth that protects 
them from the elements, they,
are off-limits to the men, the
dining room across the 
international and co-ed 
open from dawn until 
midnight.





better to do, there is a movie a 
day/ But the Olympic commit­
tee must have selected the films
I NEW YORK (AP) — A lot of 
guys named "Who?” are up for 
grabs today as the National 
football League completes its 
. 1972 collegiate draft from a field 
generally considered mediocre 
oy recent standards.
One of the few big names 
available when Monday’s pro­
ceedings beghn was Walt Patul- 
' ski and, as expected, Notre 
Dame's enormous defensive end
was the No. 1 selection, going to 
Buffalo Bills.
f Golfing Game 
Has New Twist
I PORTSMOUTH England (AP) 
- ~Welcome to the world of HMS
Albion, where golf balls are 
square, clubs are hockey sticks 
and bunkers are machines.
"It all started with charity," 
said Cmdr. A. S. Watt, the 
Royal Navy Commando car­
rier's public relations officer. 
“We decided, to hold a tourna­
ment on the flight deck and 
charge a 10-pence (26 cents) 
greens fee to go Io charity,
"The only trouble was that 
round , golf balls roll off the 
kdcck, So we evolved square 
malls, IMi-Inch cubes cut from a 
rpiccc of timber."
Watt said the championship 
tournament aboard the Albion, 
which carries 006 marines, cov­
ered 10 holes, averaging about 
40 yards in length, The maxi- 
nium was 80 yards.
Ac Elags were placed in square 
™ holes. Stray machinery around 
the deck became bunkers,
There were other stars too— 
Heisman Trophy-winning quar­
terback Pat Sullivan of Auburn 
and running back Ed Mariaro 
of Corell, to name two.
But in a field of candidates 
devoid of superstars, many of 
Saturday’s heroes had to wait a 
surprisingly long time before 
being chosen.
Atlanta Falcons finally select­
ed Sullivan as the 14th pick in 
the second round after 39 other 
players had been called.
FOLLOWS PATTERN
That at least, followed last 
year’s pattern, when Heisman 
Trophy winner Joe Theismann 
of Notre Dame didn’t hear his 
name until the fourth round, 
when Miami Dblphins called it 
out, 99 names down the list. 
Theismann eventually signed 
with Toronto Argonauts of the 
Canadian Football League.
Marinaro also had to wait for 
the second round, bolng chosen 
24th by Minnesota Vikings.
Marinaro expressed disap­
pointment nt not being a first- 
round choice "but if I have to 
be picked in the second round, 
well, I feel good to te with a 
contender," he said of the Vik­
ings, Central Division cham­
pions in the National Conference 
the last four years.
Palulski, a 6-foot-6; 260-noud- 
er, was happy with being No. 1 
■ among some 442 players who 
. will eventually be dratted,
What kind of contract would
protect some 300 female ath- I 
letes from intruders.
Their only weapon, which 
they wield effectively,' is po­
lite firmness. While an open- 
door policy exists in the men’s 
village, even a competitor’s 
mother and women reporters 
with the proper credentials 
are barred from the women's 
quarters unless escorted by a 
resident athlete. And there is 
still endless waiting and 
checking and rechecking by 
the ever-smiling, cver-polite,: 
ever-iron willed guards.
No men are allowed to 
tread the hallowed halls of the 
two forbidding brown struc­
tures that tower 11 stories 
over the Olympic village. But 
the girls, in an age of co-edu- 
cational college dormitories 
and free love, profess no 
anger.
ALWAYS THE SAME
“It’s like this wherever we 
go," said Jojo Starbuck, 22- 
year-old distaff member of the 
U.S. national figure skating 
champion pair from Downey, 
Cajif,
"Wo can go into the men’s 
quarters but they can't come in 
here. 1 guess that moans we're 
the ones who can be selective,” 
she said laughing.
Past the green barbed wire Is 
another warning to outsiders. A 
huge sign on the outer door pro­
claims in Japanese, English and 
French:
"To q 11 pressmen: You arc 
not allowed to enter the dormi­
tory without the permission by 
the chief of, mission, bedauso it 
is off limits."
3 SII4W SUITES
But bnce Inside, the warmth
with the same protective mind 
that conceived the women’s 
compound. The most exciting 
fare, other than The Four Sea­
sons of Japan, was 101 Dalma­
tians.
fiendishly placed so no hole was 
unobstructed from the chalked 
tees. ,
It you hit your square-* golf 
ball Into some round hole in a 
machine and couldn't hook It 
out with your hockey stick, you 
'dropped the ball with penalty, 
,,:ulf-you banged your cube over- 
» board It cost you five pence for 
a new square ball,
he be seeking from Buffalo? "A 
big one!" |je said. Hla lawyer, 
Bob Woolf, said he was thinking 
along the Unes of the fdur-year, 
$300,000 nact signed four years 
ago by O. J. Simpson whan ho 
was the Bills’ No. 1-choice,'
No. 2 on Monday was another 
defensive end, Sherman White 
of California, who was chosen 
by Cincinnati Bengali.
Another lineman, offensive 
tackle Lionel Atnolne of South­
er Illinois, was third to go as 
Chicago Hearn grabbed him on 
their first-round pick acquired 
from New York Giants.
of international friendship the 
winter Games are meant to fos-. 
ter pervades and the girls, three 
to a suite, live and laugh, com­
ing and going between practice 
sess)ons and sightseeing trips,
Each of the girls’ rooms con­
tains a single bed and night 
labte, a small wardrobe and the 
usual clutter of a college dorm. 
Three girls share a Single hath 
and a kitphon-sittlng room,-
Although the girls' quarters
Team Success 
Brings Cash
TORONTO (CP) - The gold 
medal successes of Canada's 
equestrian team in 1971 have re­
sulted in an expanded training 
program this year, team chair­
man Denis Whitaker announced 
Monday.
The team last year received 
$150,000 from Rothmans of Pall 
Mall Canada Ltd. for a cross­
country program of jumping, 
dressage and three-day event 
competitions. Whitaker said the 
cigarette company’s sponsor­
ship this year is being increased 
to $185,000.
Last year was the first time 
the cross-country competition, 
schedule was tried 'and the ex­
perience riders gained paid oft 
with team gold medals in all 
thrdc disciplines at the Pan- 
American Games last August in 
Colombo.
"Last ycarls program was di­
rectly responsible for the gold 
medal sweep at the Pan-Ameri­
can Games," Whitaker said.
"In addition, the search for 
depth, which we are expanding 
this year, produced at least one 
rider who competed internation­
ally for the first time.
"Eleanor MacGowan of Ed­
monton, who was discovered 
when she competed in the West­
ern series last, spring, came to 
Ontarjo as the first Rothmans 
scholarship winner. She was 
chosen in the point race to rep­
resent us on the international 
fall circuit team, and did ex­
tremely well on the circuit.”
The sponsor's grant this year 
Includes $10,000 for the scholar- 
■ ship plan which will bring seven 
rookie riders from across the 
i country to Ontario to participate 
in the Olympic selection series 
i In June..
"On the whole." said Walt, 
"Vie bull flew Ynlrly straight! 
until it hit a ring-bolt or some­
thing like that." j
World chimplon of square 
ball, golf Is Leading Airman 
Fred Ryan, who clattered 
around the 10 holes tn 42 strokes.
A/L's RADIO & 
TV SERVICE
1393 Ellin SI. 763-5032
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
N’ORIIAN IMPORT 
292 Bernard Are. 7*34ftlft
«sr
Service to all color and RAW 
TV, Phonos, Stereos ami 
Radios.
Serving Kelowna, Rutland, 
Westbank,
Open Mon. through Sat., 




Special Frames (or 
a Fashionable Miss , 
Just as you, choose make-up, 
clothes to complement your 
own fashion look . . . we 
choose eyewear to flatter 4* 
your featured, accent your 
> peiuonqllty. >. \




At St. Louis, Frank Mahovlich 
scored his 27th goal of the sea­
son in the first period and,set 
up brother Pete in the third pe­
riod to help Montreal to the vic­
tory.
Los Angeles newcomers Jim 
Johnson, Serge Bernier and BUI 
Lesuk, acquired from Philadelp­
hia Flyers in a trade last week, 
paid dividends for the Kings.
Johnson scored twice and 
Lesuk once while Bernier 
helped set up goals by Johnson 
and Ralph Backstrom. :
The victory pushed the Kings* 
unbeaten string to four’games
and pulled them out of last 
place in the West Division for 
the first time since last October. 
They moved one point ahead of 
the idle Pittsburgh Penguins.
Mahovlich
On The Move
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Frank Mahovlich of Montreal 
Canadiens moved into 7th place 
in the National Hockey League 
scoring race Tuesday with a 
goal and assist in Canadiens’ 3-1 
victory over St. Louis Blues.
Mahovlich has 57 points one 
ahead of Rick Martin of Buffalo 
Sabres. Boston’s Phil Esposito 
continues to lead the league in 
scoring, with 87 points six aheac
West Division , .
34 11 5 168 96 73
27 15 8 135 108 62
17 25 10 147 190 44
17 27 7 138 168 41
14 26 8 115 152 36
Los Angeles 14 33 6 127 206 34
Pittsburgh 12 29 9 115 160 33
Results Tuesday
Montreal 3 St. Louis 1
Detroit 4 Toronto 0
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George has been with Jacob­
sen Pontiac-Buick Ltd. since 
December 7th; 1971, as a 
new and used car represen­
tative. George extends a cor­
dial welcome to all his 
friends and former custom­
ers to see him for all their 
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Nabob's flavor message comes on strong, tells you why Nabob, In Western
t* .k ’ * • • a a 1 ■■■■ a ■ f . . a jm! I ■k tCanada, outsells all other ground coffees combined. Its famous quality biona 
never varies. And freshness Is sealed in by an airtight poly liner. Buy Nabob,
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Spring Into Action Early - Cash Awaits You When You Sell Your Don't Wants With a Classified Ad
' OUR AD-V1SERS WILL ASSIST YOU —PHONE 763-3228. 7
Kelowna and District 14. ANNOUNCEMENT







INCOME TAX AND 
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 
Ste. 2 - 268 Bernard Ave. 
Ph. 763-7781 or 763-7882 
M, w, Ftf
CONSTRUCTION—£»■■■■! I    I —
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
RbD KING 
763-6648 days, 763-6688 eves.
M. W. F tf
APPRAISALS,
Bus. 7&M343 1561 Pandosy St
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna. B.C.
P, F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
- Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant
Certified Municipal Assessor 





350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270
tf









15. HOUSES FOR RENT
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
of Kelowna
Fast, efficient service on 
makes of vacuums and
polishers.
502 Groves Ave. 763-3270 
tf
CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
U DIRECT 763-3228
1. BIRTHS
PROUD FATHERS! WHEN THAT new 
■on or daughter to born, let The Kel­
owna Dally Courier assist you in tell­
ing the good news. Our friendly ad- 
writer* will assist you in wording a 
Birth Notice for as low as $2.50. The day 
of birth, dial 763-3228. ask, for an xd- 
writer. ‘
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN ROT- 
load are*. Telepbon* 76MM3 after 6:00 
p.m. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. Ca£ 
peted throughout, carport. Available 
February 15. Telephone 765-7848. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BAS& 
ment duple* on creek. $150 monthly- 
Call 763-7105, evening* 763-7451. tf
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite in RuUand; tafl basement, 
close to schools. Telephone 763-5013. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX CLOSE IN 
$150 monthly- Can 762-5030. Hoover 
Realty Ltd. 153. 155, 156
16. AkTS. FOR RENT
ROTH TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
th* nicest aad safest apartment No 
children, no pets. Telephone 783-3641.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplex: wxll to wan earpet Immediate 
occupancy. Ttlephao* 765-9071. after 6:90 
pjn. , tl
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN, RUT- 
load fourplex- Carpeted living room. 1\5 
baths. Available February 15. Telephone
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
"SELL HALF OR WHOLE"
A 42 acre holding now for sale or vendor will subdivide and sell the acreage plus 
house arid barn. Land is fully irrigated and priced at just above $2000 an acre. Ideal




AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1ST. ONE 
bedroom fully furnished-suite. Separate 
entrance, wall to waR carpets, utilities
paid. Telephone 763-3633. tf
x A ROOMY HOME!
Located. close to school and shopping in Lakeview Heights. 5 
home. Complete in every detail, large lot. This is a good buy.
2-6656. '
Bedrooms, well built 
Excl. Art MacKcnzie
16. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO ROOM SUITE FOR RENT ON 
Lawson Avenue. Non-smokers. abstain­
ers. No children. Available March 1st.
LOMBARDY PARK APTS.
Offers large, comfortable, air 
I conditioned suites. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, stoves and 
refrigerators, plus free laun­
dry facilities, utilities and cov­
ered parking. Lovely spacious 
grounds. No children, no pets.




Telephone 762-6236. 12-5 p.m. 156
MODERN GROUND LEVEL TWO 
room furnished xulte. Private entrance 
and bath. Scenic view. Working couple.
Total abitalners. No pets. 7844933. :154
ONE BEDROOM SUITE WITH PRI- 
vate entrance. $100 per month. Tile- 
phone 763-6176. 154
SINGLE PERSON TO SHARE TWO 
bedroom apartment by February 2. 
941 Bernard. $50 per month. Aik before
5:00 p.m. 154
NEW SELF CONTAINED BACHELOR 
suite, available February. 15th. Tele­
phone after 6:00 p.m., 765-6308. 157
TWO BEDROOM SUITE LAKE-




* This nearly new 3 Bdrm full basement home must be sold. Almost 1200 sq. ft. living 
space on main, floor. Large, bright, step-saving kitchen. Only .$1500.00.down if B.C. 
2nd mtg. uSed. Call Bren Witt 3-6300. MLS.
Apple Valley Realty ™ 4
1451 Pandosy St. ♦** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144
$135.00 PER MONTH
Includes fridge, stove, drapes
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suites. Adults only. ,Apply
“VILLA APTS.” 
IMS PANDOSY ST.
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. U
8. COMING EVENTS
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY PUBLIC 
Meeting. Saturday, February 5th. at 
8 p.m.. Women’* Institute Hall. Lawren­
ce Avenue. Guest speaker: Mark Rose, 
MP for Fraser Valley West. Parliament­
ary specialist in land use. conservation, 
and agriculture. Everyone welcome.
• 155
and wall-to-wall carpeting in I For rent, one bedroom suite, 
new 2 bedroom duplex. including range, refrigerator, 
r-AT T -JAO nd/ci w/w carpeting, drapes, air-
CALL /oZ-U4ol conditioner, cable TV, laundry
_ _________________ W, tf. facilities, elevator, parking. All
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY id? tadStatf
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex. by landlord. Adult building. 
MacKenzle Road. RuUand. Two baths. ___
2V5 bedrooms, spacious living, some! Phone Manager / 02.-11(5j 
children welcome, water and garbage M W F tf
collection free. $143 per month. No pets. I * * *
Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472. tf R0YAL APARTMENTS
^^houTn^^haTd^pSk ?n Rowcliffe Avenue now rent 
shopping Centre. Hardwood floors mg. Featuring one, two and 
throughout, oil heat. $150 per month, I three bedroom suites in quiet 
includes refrigerator and stove. awav From traffic*
phone 763-2920 before 6:00 p.m.» or 763- neignpornooa away irom iraiiic 
2203 after 6:00 p.m. 157 No Children, No Pets
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
private entrance, fireplace. Furnished 
or unfurnished. Telephone 763-7932. 153
ATTENTION! CHILDREN WELCOME 
in a modern two bedroom fourplex. For
viewing call 768-5185. u
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilities paid. Telephone 765-5969. 
_____________________  tf 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
No children, no pete. Telephone 762-4225. 
tf
CAPRI VILLA ONE BEDROOM
suite for rent. No children, no pets. 
Telephone 763-6114. tf 
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763-
2523. U
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or
LARGE. NEW, THREE BEDROOM 762-8068
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tt
COLLINSON
OF HOMES
ALLERY INLAND REALTYWhere Results Count’’
30 ACRES development pre? 
petty, Winfield. Some dom­
estic water. Good terms. 
Call Bill Jurome 763-4400.
LARGE LOT Reasonably 
priced near Orchard Park 
shopping complex. All new
homes in
u  A- 
this sub-division.A
Outside city limits. Low
utilities and taxes. For fur­
ther information call Gerry 
Tucker 763-4400.
2. DEATHS
BERARD — Passed away on February 
1st, 1972, Mrs. Annie Neil (Nan) Ber­
ard. late of RR 4. KX.O. Road, Kel­
owna. Surviving Mrs. Berard are her 
loving busband. Henry; one son. Wil- 
Bam; a twin sister. Louise Hamill, all 
of Kelowna; one step son. Leonardi two 
- step daughters. Mary Anderson and 
Edith (Mrs. Jack Mcomber). Funeral 
services for the late Mrs. Berard will 
be held from the Alliance Church on 
Thursday. February 3rd at 11:00 a.m. 
Pastor J. M. Schroeder will conduct the 
service. Interment to foUow in the 
Kelowna Cemetery. Friends wishing to 
remember Mrs. Berard might donate to 
the Cancer Fund. Day’s Funeral Home 
to in charge of the arrangement*. 153
GOOD — Mr. Thomas Albert Good of 
31 Okanagan Mobile Villa, passed away 
at Kelowna on February 1. 1972. at the 
age of 71 years. Mr. Good is survived 
by his loving wife Dorothy of Kelowna, 
also one son Kenneth John of Rutland, 
one brother Joseph of Richmond. B.C., 
and two grandchildren. Funeral ser­
vices for the late Mr. Thomas Good 
will be- held from the Garden Chapel. 
1134 Bernard Ave., on Friday. February 
4. 1972 at 2:00 p.m. with the Rev. 
Frank Lewis officiating. Interment will 
follow at the Kelowna cemetery. THE 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIR- 
ECTORS are entrusted with the funeral 
arrangements. Telephone 762-3040. 153
DISTRICT FOUR LOCAL ASSOCIATION 
Annual Meeting, Thursday, February 3, 
8:00 p.m.. in the North Glenmore 
School. All mothers of Guides and
Brownies please attend. 153
THE HOSPITAL AUXILIARY DINNER- 
Cabaret Dance. February 4th at Capri. 
Get your tickets now at Dyck’s Phar-
macy. . 154
duplex; broadloom throughout, balcony, 
large basement. Close to beaches. Ideal _________________________.___________r
for family with several children. $170 cl0SE IN, QUIET TWO BEDROOM 
“Pnth- ,TeleP,lone 763-4535 days or sulte avauable now. Range, refrigerator, 
763-7163 evenings.  drapes, waU-to-waU carpets', cable tele-
tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex. Children welcome. Telephone 768- 
5185. - 154
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING DELI- 
very Service (Mobile Unit) Office locat­
ed in the heart of the growing trailer 
industry. Delivery area — Oyama to 
Peachland at present time. Partial 
work week with good returns, Ideal 
second business — advise . working 
management. Unlimited potential. Fin­
ancial statements available to proven 
interested parties. $26,000.09 will handle. 
For further information, please telephone 
765-7179 after 6 p.m. or write to Box 
2144, RuUand, B.C, \ tf
CANVAS GOODS, VENETIAN BLINDS 
and awnings—sales and service. General 
repairs and hardware. Valley Canvas 
and Awnings, 390 Highway 33 West,
Rutland. 765-7469. W. S, tt
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL Busi­
nesses; accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, payrolls, synoptics. ledgers and 
financial statements. Personal income
tax. Telephone 764-7360. 165
LINDSAY — Mr. Harold Lindsay of 
No. 67 May’s Crescent. Kelowna, pas­
sed away at Kelowna on January 31. 
1972. at the age of 57/ years. He is sur­
vived by Ms loving wife Jean of Kel­
owna. also two daughters. Mrs. Joan 
Elvedahl of -Kelowna, Mrs. (Janice) 
E. Lipsey of Squamlsh. B.C., five grand­
children, one sister. Mrs. Olive Smith 
. of Pitt Meadows. B.C. and his mother, 
Mrs. Susan Lindsay of Kelowna. Fun­
eral services for the late Mr. Harold 
Lindsay will be held from the Garden 
Chapel. 1134 Bernard Ave., on Thurs­
day. February 3. 1972 at 2:00 p.m. with 
the . Rev. R. Stoblc officiating. Inter- 
. ment will follow at the Kelowna ceme­
tery. If desired donations may be made 
to the Purple Cross Fund, in care of 
The Order of The Royal Purple, Kel­
owna. THE GARDEN CHAPEL FUN­
ERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted with 
the funeral arrangements. Telephone
JORDAN’S RUGS - TO VIEW SAM- 
pies from Canada’* largest carpet sel­
ection. telephone Keith McDougald. 
764-4603, Expert installation service, tt
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnaces, eavestroughing. sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763-
3952.
762-3040. 153
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CAR- vision, air conditioning, elevator, cov- : 
pet living room and bedrooms, bath and fre<l parking. Landlord pays all utili- 
half, refrigerator and stove, carport, IR®* • except telephone. Adult building, 
storage shed. Give us a call, 764-4408 Contact manager, Bermuda House, 1779 
or 765-5527 — and you could, be our Pandosy Street, telephone 762-3911. tf 
first tenants. ___________tf CHATEAU-NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
rent in central Rutland. Includes re- shag rugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
frigerator, stove, double fireplace. and|TanKe* and refrigerators, free laundry 
built in vacuum. Rent Includes water facilities, and sauna baths. Close to 
and garbage. Available February 1st. Park‘
7KS.KM2. tf *8er- 762-3422. or Argus Industries Ltd..7 .89~:...—-------------—“ 763-2763. tf
bedro^BLduplexA;R™ ™do WESTVIEW APARTMENTS-ATTRAC-
^c^W;^
$155 includes water. Telephone 765-6145 vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna, 
aftpr nm tf $110 per month. Two bedroom suiteafter 6-w p-m.u panoramic vlew lake avaU.
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT able. Telephone 768-5875. tt
sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. I ««■£*" syttd vnoy manor rpti-
Close to school find shopping centre. 1 SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE. BED-
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone I room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
764-4001 tf warm — drapes, TV cable, broadloom,
-_____ j_______ _______ ;----- :------------------- colored stove and refrigerator. Elevator
THREE BEDROOM, THREE YEAR OLD and free washing facilities. Friendly 
home on Patrick Road. Features full atmosphere. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele­
basement, attached carport and land-1 phone 762-7918. tf
scaping. $159 per month. 762-3713, 9 “ “ J LyiNDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
‘ --------------- 1 suites now available for occupancy.
THREE BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX, Sound proof adult building. Shag car- 
1221 Creekside Road, Rutland. With peting, drapes, air conditioning, recrea- 
built-in oven and range. Available im- tion room, free laundry facilities, range, 
mediately. $150. Telephone 763-3737 or refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele- 
763-3999. tf phone Manager, 763-7234. , tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, UN- 
ens and dishes supplied. Gentleman 
only, Private entrance. Telephone 763- 
4208. . tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
close to downtown Kelowna. Suitable 
for lady only. Telephone 765-5276. 153
18. ROOM AND BOARD
COMFORTABLE BOARD AND ROOM 
and care for retired gentlemen or 
couples. Telephone 762-0548. - 160
GOOD ROOM AND BOARD IN A NICE 
home. Immediate possession.: Telephone
762-6254. 155
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman. 940 Stockwell Avenue. Tele-
phone 762-5150. 154
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman. Telephone 762-9229. tf
19. ACCOM. WANTED
MOTHER, ATTENDING SCHOOL, 
needs room and board, or suite, for self 
and one child, with baby sitting.- 765- 
8978. anytime; 763-4022 (no. 25). after 
5:00 p.m. ■ 153
tf
"CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS, BAN- 
quets, dances, etc. Old time, modern, 
and country music. Telephone 765-7323 
or 765-6932. , tf
DOYLE ELECTRIC — EVERYTHING 
electrical. Repairs, renovations. No job 
too small—wo do them all. Fast, fast
service. Telephone 763-2835, W. tf
NHA 7%% MORTGAGE — Four year old cedar built home on 
% acre lot. Beautiful pine trees plus a superb view of the 
lake. Large sundeck and patio. Fireplace, one and one-half 
baths. Built for family living. Call Clare Angus at 762-3713 
days or 7624807 evenings. Exclusive.
GENERAL STORE, well lo- 
cated and expanding busi­
ness. 2 large suites. Gas 
pumps. Sales well over 
$250,000 per year. $30,000 
down payment. Plus $40,000 
stock. Full details from Dan 
Einarsson 766-2268.
% ACRE MISSION
Beautifully finished ranch 
style home with huge fire­
place. Family room, rumpus 
room, 3 sets plumbing and 
air conditioning. To view this 
immaculate home call 
Blanche Wannop at 762-3713 
days or 762-4683 evenings. 
Exclusive.
CHILDREN NEED A BIG 
HOUSE? — Do you need a 
fenced yard, full basement, 
fireplaces and 30 days posses­
sion? Vendor will accept boat, 
truck or camper as partial 
payment. Call Roy Paul at
762-3713 days or 
evenings.
765-8909
MATSUMOTO — Passed away on Jan­
uary 31st. 1972. Mrs. Tone Matsumoto, 
aged 83 years, late of Jennen* Road, 
Westbank, B.C. Surviving Mrs. Matsu­
moto are her loving husband. Sawalchi; 
and one brother. Shigeru Kawaguchi, in 
Japan. Prayers will be held in Day’s 
Chapel of Remembrance on Wednes­
day, February 2nd, at 7:30 p.m. Fun­
eral service will bo held from Day’s 
Chapel of Remembrance on Thursday, 
February 3rd at 2:30 p.m., with Rev. 
T, M. Kokuryn officiating. Interment to 
follow In the Kelowna Cemetery, Day’s 
Funeral Home Is In charge of the ar-
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
763-5057 or 762-0893, in Wlnileld 766-2107. 
Is there a drinking problem in your 
home? Contact Al-Anon at 762-6202 or
765-6766. U
REDUCED RENT TO $130. TWO BED- FURNISHED, WELL HEATED. ONE 
room duplex; carpeting in master bed- bedroom, units for rent by month or 
room and living room, stove and re- week. Carpeted, completely furnished 
frigerator included. Telephone 765-8823 kitchen, cable vision, . telephone. N<- 
tf | children, no pets. Canamara Beach 
----------- ———______ —  ■ - Motel, 3756 Lakeshore Road. Telephone 
AVAILABLE MARCH 1ST. DUPLEX 7634717. tf
for rent, three bedrooms, one extra ---------------------------------------------------- ----------
room, two bathrooms. 165-B Gibbs Road, FEBRUARY 1ST. QUIET ONE BED- 
Rutland. Telephone 767-2210, (Peach- room apartment on second floor. $130 
land). 156 per month including all utilities. Close
---------------- ----------------------------------------------- .to Shops Capri. No children or pets. 
IMMACULATE THREE BEDROOM Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
house; Rutland; no lease; $165 per Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Avenue 
month. Telephone Okanagan Realty Ltd., or-teiephone 762-5134. tf
762-5544 or Mike Chepesulk 764-7264, -------------------- :---------------------------------------!—
evenings. 154 WALKING DISTANCE , TO CITY
--------------------------;: centre and Capri. Upper unit of up and 
LARGE THREE BEDROOM HOME ON I down duplex. Two bedrooms, wall to 
large lot in Glenmore. Carport, stove. I waii carpets and sundeck. Available 
refrigerator, drapes included. Electric February 1st. Telephone Harry Mad- 
heat. $150 per month. One or two achool (docks., 765-6218 or 765-5155. tf
children welcome. 765-6239. 1541—--------------- ——' ' —___ . '"-"I't:;
---------------------------------------------- :---------------- ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
FURNISHED CABIN FOR RENT. $691 furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
per month Including utilities. Older weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
people preferred. No dogs please. Apply shopping centre. Vocational School, bus, 
at 1339 Highway 33, comer of Nickel etc. Cinnamon’s Lakeshore Resort. 2924
20. WANTED TO RENT
COUPLE WITH TWO YOUNG CHILD- 
ren want to rent or lease three bedroom 
house, full basement, carport or garage, 
in or near Kelowna City Limits. Need at 
least 39 days notice before occupancy. 
765-8318.  , 154
WANTED TO RENT: BEACH PROP- 
erty on Okanagan Lake between Kel­
owna and Winfield from May 1 through 
October 1. Telephone 766-2817 or 763-
DOLL HOUSE FOR NEWLY 
WEDS — Small immaculate, 
1 bedroom home on .9 acre 
lot. Central Rutland; Bargain 
at $14,500. Call Fred Kyle at 
762-3717 days or 765-8804 
evenings. MLS.
SACRIFICE — PRICE RE­
DUCED — Owner leaving I 
town, must sell this 3 bed- I 
room, completely and taste­
fully renovated older home I 
on a quiet street within Walk­
ing distance of downtown I 
and beach. Has wall to wall I 
carpets, beautiful fireplace, I 
covered sundeck and much I 
more. Asking only $22,400 or I 
try your offer. Call Dave 
Deinstadt at 762-3713 days or 
763-4894 evenings} MLS.
FAMILY HOME — See this 
well built, 3 bedroomr'full 
basement home, situated in 
a good ne.w residential area. 
Bright kitchen, lots of cup­
board space. Wall to wall in 
living room and bedrooms. 
Large rec room, panelled in. 
mahogany. Call Wilf Ruther­
ford at 762-3713 days or 763- 
5343 evenings. MLS.
% ACRE of privacy, sur­
rounded by nature. Base­
ment already in, plans and 
some building materials in­
cluded in sacrifice price. 
Absentee owner, For more 
information call Fred Smith 
764-4573.
INLAND REALTY
1607 Ellis Street 
763-4400
NEW RUTLAND HOME — 3 
brs., good size living room 
and. dining room. Master 
bedroom. Call us now for 
all details. EXCL.
8282 after 6:00 p.m. . 153
WANTED BY MARCH 1, FOUR OR 
five bedroom home, rent or lease. Near 
Kelowna preferred. Telephone 762-5111. 
157
Gordon Marwick 
Mary Ashe ..... 
Ken Mitchell ... 







762-0663 Frank Ashmead __ 765-6702' 
765-7974 Terri Meckling 763-66571
MISSION AREA — EXECU­
TIVE FAMILY HOME — 
6 brs., and office or extra 
bedroom. Over 1600 sq. ft. 
finished up and down. Air 
conditioned. 20x40 heated 
swimming pool. Covered 
sujideck. Large landscape^ 
lot with fruit trees. Extra 
lot available. Call us for 
further details. EXCL.
Norm Yaeger 2-3574
John Wylie ...............  3-6940
Al Pedersen 44746’
Bill Poelzer .............. 2-3319
rangements. 153
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave, * 762-3119 
M.W, F tf
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
**tlif*ction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Box
186. tf
To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
21. PROPERTY FOR SAL
. 765-6959
. 763-6302
Joe Limberger ----- 763-2338
Bob Clements -—— 764-4934
Harry Maddocks . 
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS
765-6218
Darryl Ruff — 764-7536
REGATTA CITY 
REALTY LTD.
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. Fop further information, tele­
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. U
JOIN THE RENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Buses leave Penticton February 
12. Complete package, $89, Call 492-7916. 
BCAA Travel Agency, 339 Martin 
Street, Penticton, B.C. 162
TO COURIER SUBbCRIBERS: WOULD 
the Courlci tubscriber* please make 
*ur* they have a collection card with 
the carrier'* name and address and 
telephone number on it. It 'vour carrier 
ha* not left on* with you, would you 
please contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, telephone 7624445, M. W. F. tt
13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST - GIRL'S EYEGLASSES, JAN- 
uary 27. 4130 p.m,, probably between 
Leon and Curling Itlnk, on Paiidoiy or 
behind city admlnlxtratlve bulld|ngn. Rc:
ward. 763-4934. 151
LOST) GOLD RING WITH BLUE1.
alone, on Bernard Avenue, Monday 
night, Sentimental value—reward, Con-
tact Don at 762-2215.
Road. - 153 Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
REVENUE PROPERTY. 2 
year old Duplexes, all 4 
suites 'rented steadily at 
$125.00 each. Good quiet lo­
cation, close to schools. In 
a new subdivision in Rut-
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave.. 762-3713
RUTLAND — Shoppers' Village; 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR




MILLEDGE-WALRAVEN — Mr. and 
Mr*. Bernard A. Mllledgo of Q..angxn 
Mlaalon aro pleared to announce the 
engagement of their eldrvt daughter. 
Katherine Andre*, to Karpor Jacobo* 
Walraven. eldeat aon ol Mr. and Mr*. 
Willem Walraven of Kelowna. 153
5. IN MEMORIAM
Hi^NLElL -• In loving memqry of • 
dear father and grandfather, . Marcel 
, DlsnkU. who passed away February 2.
1970.
We do no* need • special day 
To bring you to our mind.
For th* day* w* do not think, of you 
Aro very hard to find.
M *11 th* world were our* to give, 
W*‘d (Ivo it. ye*, and more, 
To mo th* faro of father dear 
Com* smiling at the door.
, —Lovingly remembered by Andre. John
and, families.
FOR RENT — THREE BEDROOM FOR RENT TO RESPECTABLE WORK- 
central city home on February 1st. jng couple, small two bedroom furnlsh- 
Small landscaped lot. $175. References ed suite. Utilities Included, $125 per 
required. Telephone 763-7833. month. Okanagan Mission. Non smokers
• ___________  M. W, F, tf and references please. Telephone 764-
NEW. THREE BEDROOM. DELUXE 4935- ________
duplex, wall to wall *hag carpet through- in WESTBANK, SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
out. feature walls. Ideal family unit. No room basement suite; wall to wall In 
pots. $150 per month. Telephone _765- living room, stove and refrigerator, close 
HOBO.______________ M, W, S, tf (o stores and schools. Immediate occur-
THREE BEDROOM MODERN HOME, ancy- *1U per month' Telephone 768-5661. 
full basemennt, gas heat. Immediate oc- . w
cupancy. Rutland area. , To view, tele-- large, WARM, FULLY FURNISHED 
phono 765-7261 evenings. tf' ... —
NEW x DUPLEX. THREHS DEDROOMS 
and laundry room, main floor. Full 
basement and carport, Available bn- 
mediately. $165. Telephone 763-7938. tt
WESTBANK. SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room duplex, wall to wall carpeting, car­
port. Laundry room. Children welcome.
one bedroom self contained units. Cable 
television and electric heat. Weekly and 
monthly rates. Ponderosa Motel. 762-
0512. tf
156
LOST SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 
lady's gold watch with expansion brace­
let and calendar,' Vicinity nt Shops Capri,
Reward, Telephone 763-3572, 154
FOUND - KEYCASE WITH KEY, BE? 
tween Roee and Chrlatlcton on Sunday, 
Telephone 762-8834, IM
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
Out of respect for the 
Memory of our late 
President and Founder, 
RICHARD JOHN 
STEWART, 








BLANI-EIL In loving memory of a 
beloved huaband, Marcel Blanlrll. who 
raxaed away February 1. 1970.
hava >wr memory, dear huahand.
To ramrmbar my whole life through) 
But th* »weetn«M will linger former
A* 1 Iroaaur* the Image of you, 
—Kvar remembered by hia loving wl(*.
Andra*. 13S
FAULKNER — la mammy of Gtorga 
rranhUa ("Frank”) Faulkner.
You hit memoclo* lo blossom.
Bexrlng fruit for year* to come, 
In Iha Uvea ofthos* who k>»«4 you, 
Fredowt memmfe* of days that ar* 
*MM).
—Ever' remembered hy hl* wife. 
Franco*. daughter* and family. IM 
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL"m’rk' CEMK 
wi*w«*mi ru
taad) Rutland. Ttlaphon* 1*544*4. tl
Shag Carpet 
Special 
with preview of the 
FABULOUS NEW
KIRBY




. M, W, F, 169
Telephono 768-5875. tf
TWO BEDROOM DELUXE FOURPLEX 
unit, shag carpet, feature walls, patio. 
No pets. $145 per month Telephono 765.
0080. tf
RUTLAND FOURPLEX. TWO BED- 
rooms and, den, $125 monthly. $130 with 
refrigerator and stove. Nn pots. One 
child accepted, Telephone 765.6923, tt
FUIINISHED TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
home. Green Bay Resort. Vacant Feb­
ruary 1st. $190 per pionth. Telephone
7611-5081. tf
FOURPLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND, 
two bedroom*, full basement. Close' to 
school. Available February, 1st. Tele- 
phone 763-3841. _____JJ
FOR LEASE OR RENT.* NEW TRIPLEX 
unlt». Two bedroom*, full baxeinent. 
close to Rutland centra, Immediate oc-
cupancy. Telephone 765-0446. • u
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1ST, THREE 
bedroom house, Rutland. Full basement 
and carport. $173 per month. No pels,
Telephone 762-0718. tf
FURNISHED THREE ROOM CABIN, 
close tn shopping centre, Heat and 
light* supplied. Adult* only. Nn pet*. $90
per month. Telephone 763-5353, tf
land. Full, price only
$26,900.00 each with $7,000.00 
down. Try your offer. For 
more । details call Ken 
Alpaugh evenings at 762- 
6558. Exclusive.
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE - 
7.73 acres in rapidly expand­
ing Industrial area, north of 
Reid’s corner. , 192 foot 
frontage can be rezoned to
light industry* or commer­
cial. Only $29,000.00. For
i:.-
s ‘ r, ‘ ‘.r
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
immediately. Stove and refrigerator In­
cluded. $150 monthly. Including utilities, 
All appllcanta must havo references. 
Telephone 766-2872. tf
FOURPLEX SUITES FOR RENT IN 
Rutlnnd. Wall to wall carpeting, re­
frigerators and stoves. Children and 
pots welcome. Immediate occupancy.
Telephone 764-7139. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM DELUXE 
suite* available lor Immediate occupan­
cy. Adult* only. Continental Manor, 523 
Rowcllilo. Telephone Mr. Collard at 763- 
5047, , (I
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
untarnished apartment Largo picture 
window—beautltal view ol Wood Lake, 
Wall to wall carpet throughout, 765.6530.
If
10’135' TWO BEDROOM HOUSE THA1L- 
er for rent. Two cabin* for rent hy the 
month, Telephone 787-2222. (Peachland). 
_  16t 
THREE I.AUG!’. DEDROOM HOUSE, U 
afro lot. tar rent. March lit. *130 per 
month. Telephone 763-3133 or avenlnga, 
765-6702. ,______ 138
BRAND NEW, TWO BEDROOM DU. 
plox In Rutland, available February 15. 
Carport, full haiement, close to achool 
and shopping,^Telephone 763-7691. 138
iYiREirB7:bR(WM~^
renre Avenin, avallshle March 1st. No 
pets. $179 per month, Telephon* 762-
0704 alter OiOO p.m,
more details'call Sam Pear




165 Hwy. 33, Rutland 
PHONE 765-5157
Evenings:
200 FEET OF LAKESHORE SECLUSION
2400 sq. ft. of gracious living situated on 1.3 acres of trees 
In Okanagan Mission makes this one you mustand lawns 
see. Home 
a view of
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rate*. Sunny Beach 
Resort, telephone 762-3367, ' tl







ROOMY TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. $153 
per month including utilities. Apply 870 
Ruhway 33 West. No cxlls Friday aven- 
Ing or Saturday. 131
EXECUTIVE THREE BEDROOM HOME 
hy lb* lake at Wextbank. Telephon* 7«8- 
««. 157
NEW THREE BEDROOM .DUPLEX IN 
Rutland, gax heat. $160 per month. 
Telephone TM-UU. II
I'NFtJ R N isil ED”TWO~ BEDROOMTmi' 
plex, atxiUble Febiuatv l>|. ItlO per 
month. Telephone 74.3.7317 «>emngs. «
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, self-contained, clone lo 
Vocational School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Renort. 3118 Watt 
Road, Telephone 762-3272, tf 
LARGE FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
suite, good location, near shopping 
centres. Working couple preferred. Avail­
able on February 1st. 1153 Stockwell
Avenue. Telephone 763-6042. tf
I'xtO' TWO BEDROOM TRAILER, 
furnished. Located at Mountain View 
Trailer Court. Available February 1st. 
Telephone 7634930, No poll, Adults only.
please, - if
FOR ADULTS — DELUXE TWO BED- 
mom gulte with balcony. Drape*, cable 
TV, shag carpeting, colored appliance*, 
air conditioning, rec room, sauna, and
free laundry, Telephone 763-7234, tf
WORKING GIRL WOULD LIKE ROOM- 
m*to with, furnished apartment) pre­
ferably close lo downtown. Telephone
762-0525. 154
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX- 
plex. Unfurnlahed. rarpeta. Close to 
downtown Rutland chopping area, Tele- 
phone 7MI-0U1 or 762 0601,JI 
FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
aulte downtown. Especially aultabta for 
mature ladle*. All utllltiea Included for
671 each. Telephone 763-3040. It
LOVELY. ONE BEDROOM. SELF CON- 
talned apxrtmant In lourplex naxr 
Reid’* Corner. Only IM monthly. Tele- 
phon* 7M-W10. ' II
ONEAND^M’O,.BeDn0OM^UITES. 
inni* cable v Inion. O'd*ll*|h*n'* Re­
sort. MM Wxtt Roxd. U
LOW DOWN
PAYMENT
Only $1,150.00 down with the 
B.C. second mortgage mid 
this sparkling new split en­
try home can be yours. 
Situated In Spring Valley 
and featuring 2 largo bed­
rooms, 2 fireplaces, sliding 
doors from formal dlhlng 
room to sundeck, large kit­
chen with plenty of cup­
boards and eating area and 
you can pick your own floor 
coverings. The full price Is 
only $23,800.00. MLS,
To view please call








Must sell this Very well 
built three bedroom home 
with fireplace, fruit trees 
and grape arbor. For the 
low price of only $20,500. 
Phone Grant Davis at 2-2846. 






of unique designs with all principal rooms with 
the lake, Of course, it’s n family home with 3
bedrooms, two full baths, large living room, dining room, 
large den or family room and spacious modern kitchen. 
Enjoy lakeshore at its best. $92,00,00. Excl.
ONE LAWN CHAIR - ONE HOUSE'AND $58,000.00 
.Happiness can be yours If you’ll nllow us'the plensurc of ri 
visit to this breathtaking property. An outstanding rustic 
setting among!) the ponds and) pliics slid an open beam 
residence featuring 2400 sq. ft; of quality finishing with split 
'rock fireplaces, carpeting, teak pahelllng, attached carport 
pud shed) When you see the trout ripples, hear the duck 
quacks, feel tl,e evening silence and smell the fresh plneii, 
you'll see why we arc excited about this M,L,S. acreage,
OFFICE SPACE BARGAIN
Panelled 2nd floor modern office, Corner of Bernard and 
Pandosy, available immediately. Approx. 218 sq. ft, with 
$05.00 per month. Includes air-conditioning, utilities, and 
walk-ln vault.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1002”
, 364 BERNARD AVE.
John Bilyk ........... 763-3660
George Martin ... 703-7760
Lloyd Dafoe
\ DIAL 762-2127
Darrol Tarycs ... 763-2488
Carl Bilc.so\......... 703-2257
...... 762-3887
DISPLAY HOME # 
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Open from 2-6 p.m. every ’ 
Tues., Thurs., Fri. and Sun. 1 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mln. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee,




'lew 3 br. home In Springvalley 
Sub. Fireplace up and down, 
top quality flooring und bjilld- 
ng material. This home l«f, 
priced at $25,500 with $2508> 
down with B.C, 2nd mortgage.
MUST BE SEEN 
Telephone 765-7902
WHY WAIT FOR SPRING and ' 
HIGHER IX)T PRICES?
3 LOTS, $8700 !
Near Rutland High School, । 




lllver, Country, Lund of Opportunity. 1, 
Case A Now llollnnd farm equipment 
di-alcruhlp,, Would contldcr horn* In 
Vernon or.Kelowiiu area aa Irnde — 
miikt have clear lllle homa. 1-7 year* , 
old, Reaxon lor nulling -~ havo other ( 
bunlnena Intereitn. Contact Ernla David, 
duk. flox 560, Manning, Albert* or 
phon* 403 934-36I5 or IW-MM, 151 , 
JX)()KING FOR vriiwr PRIVATE 
aal* ol a new two bedroom homo nlliint- 
cd on W acr* lol with full ba«om«nt, 
ahag cnrpetx,, feature wall, patio, 
port, view of Jaka, iillln, and orchard*kl> 
Priced right. Telephon* 7C3 0783 alb* V
0:00 p,m. 1H
FOH SALK IN RUTLAND, NEW TIIRI'.i:
bedroom duplex. Feature* laundry 




, CALL A WILSON MAN
21. PROPERTY FOR SAVE
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
VACANT POSSESSION — Try $3,500 D.P. on this IMMACU­
LATE 3 brm. family home. It features 2 Ige. F.P.S, beau- , 
tlful kitchen and bathroom, is on sewer and water and land­
scaped. MUST BE SOLD! See this and present an offer 1 
Phone Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs.. 2-3895. (Excl.)
121 PROPERTY FOR SALE
*20400 — NEAR SCHOOLS. DELIGHT, 
ful. brand new two bedroom, fall base­
ment homo with pretty kttchan and 
colored bathroom. sundeck and ear­
port. Low down payment. Telephone 
Olivia Wortfold. Hoover Realty Ltd.. 426 
Bernard Avenue. 762-5030. evening* 762-
3*95. (MLS). ■ is*. us. is*. ui
WILL ACCEPT TRADES. NEW THREE 
bedroom. 1H hatha homa, on *,» acre 
lot. with cundeck. full basement, carport. 
May accept camper, travel trailer, late 
model pickup, or building lot as jell or 
part of down payment. A bargain at 
full price of *L300. Call 763-0461 for
•TWO. BEDROOM RETIREMENT HUME on Bircb Avenue, 
situated on large, nicely landscaped lot. You . will like the 
extra large living room and family size kitchen. Full price 
$16,130. Call J. F. Klassen at 2-3146 days or 2-3015 evenings. 
MLS.
-EXCELLENT BUDGET HOME, ideal, young family 
home, in the city with 3 bedrooms, rec. room, fireplace, 
double windows and a 6%% mortgage. • Full price $22,900. 
Call Jean Acres at 2-3146 days or 3-2927 evenings. MLS.
GLENMORE AREA ONLY $26,950!! Immaculate 3 brm. 
home with F.P., glass sliding door in DR opening on to 
sundeck. 4th brm., rumpus room and game room finished 
downstairs. Vendor moving and HOUSE MUST BE SOLD 
IMMEDIATELY. 614% Mtge. To view please phone Olivia 
Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895. (MLS).
WHY NOT OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS? Call Luella Cur­
rie at 2-5030 or evgs. 8-5628 for details on this flourishing ser­
vice station,on Hwy. 97 in’Westbank. (MLS).
Evgs. Cliff Wilson 2-2958, Ed Scholl 2-0719
TWO DOWNTOWN OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
*Wilson Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 762-5030
detail*. w. if
WE WILL BUILD YOU A THREE BED- 
room home In Peachland. two block* 
away from sandy beach. U you qualify 
we can start you off at *130 a month 
(taxes Included). *1.000 down. Kel-Weit 
Conatruetlon. S33 Lawrence Avenue, Ke­
lowna. telephone 762-4901. eve* 763-4607.
W. S, U
BE THE-FIRST TO MOVE INTO THIS 
new two bedroom duplex. Carpet living 
room and bedrooms, bath and a half, 
carport, storage abed, refrigerator and 
stove. Priced to sell. Telephone 764- 
*408 or 763-5527. tf
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME Lo­
cated in Rutland on .large country lot. 
Many outstanding feature* such as fol! 
basement, carport, sundeck, and carpet 
throughout, For more details and to 
view, call 768-5860. 160
LOMBARDY PARK, FOUR YEAR OLD 
home. Four bedrooms, two baths, well 
planned kitchen with eating area, fam­
ily room with fireplace in completely 
finished basement,'double carport. 7Mi0l 
mortgage. Telephone 763-4489. 15'
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, $
FOR SALE IN HOLLYWOOD DELL, 
two to four bedroom bom**, aom* with 
fireplac*. Low down payment. NILA 
financing. T«l*pboo* Schaefer Building*. 
76*3599 or 7CM9**.
. M. W.F, S. tf
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE :
1* INCH FLEETWOOD COLOR TELE- 
vision, brand mw. Telephone 7*34747.
135
J16.300. THREE BEDROOM HOME ON 
doubl* lot. Suitable tor duplex, neat 
Bernard Avenue. New kitchen. Cash or 
terms. Telephone 7*3-33*4 or 147* Gra­
ham Street. Bl
STANLEY BARRY GARAGE DOOR, 
complete with fittings. Like new. Tele­
phone 7*4-4277. 15<
BROWN TWEED CHESTERFIELD AND 
matching chair. Telephone 704959. - 133 1
REDUCED TO *10JOG. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest­
wood kitchen cabinet*, sink and plrtmb- 
tng. new carpet throughout. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 7*3-4323. U
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
FINISHED. AIR- CONDITIONED 
office space tor lease. 1*3* Pandosy 
Street Upstairs, 330 square fc-t or 1400 
eqbara feet. Ground floor. 1400 square 







M, W, F tf
BY CONTRACTOR, TWO AND THREE 
bedroom houses on Mountain Road. 
NHA mortgages. Low down payment*. 
Lou Guldi Construction Ltd, Telephone 
7*3-3’40, 768-5267. 157
PJUVATE SALE. GLENMORE AREA, 
three bedroom home, ten year* old; half 
basement.. hardwood floor*. Interior re- 
finlshed. garage, large lot. *21.000. Low 
down payment. Telephone 763-5267. . 157
ONE HOHNER 120-BASS ACCORDION, 
with case. Excellent for beginners. *123. 
Telephone 7*34296.- 131
CONN TRUMPET IN GOOD CONDG 
tion. *110. Telephone 762-2292. 137
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
new home, full basement, carport, 
wall to wall carpet*, custom cupboards. 
Low interest, low monthly payments. 
। 766-2700 (Winfield). M. W. F, S, U
GIBSON FLAMENCO GUITAR. *150. 
Good condition. Telephone 7654793. 15'4
32. WANTED TO BUY
• THREE LARGE RESIDENTIAL BUILD- 
ing lots on McClure and Elm Road. Vary 
reasonable. Telephone 762-4599 or 763-
7 2965. tl
WANTED -i USED G1RETTE. IN ANY 
condition. Please writ* or 4elophon* W. 
Naumann. RR l. Vernon. 542-3470. 154
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WANTED TO BUY
WANTED
Logs and Standing Timber 
' diameter and over. Phone 
12-8293 evenings. 547-3091 days 
r write Riverside Forest Pro­
ne ts Ltd.. Box 370. Lumby.
;.C. ’ 162
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599
J A J NEW. USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 EUis St.
WANTED - SMALL WOOD HEATEIV
Telephone 763-5730.
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
154
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College. 444 Robson St. Vancouver ***•
<913 It
■i. 22. PROPERTY WANTED 34. HELP WANTED, MALE
BUILDING SITES ■ . .
utland — Level lot in exploding a^a; surrounded by 
new homes; services all in; close to element.
hool; MLS.
pacious Lot — in fast growing area; cash or terms. 
. MLS. CaU 2-5544, for more details.
MOVE IN FOR $5,000 DOWN PAYMENT — $2,500 if 
you qualify for B.C. Second. This lovely 3& yr. old 
home has 3 BR up; large LR and DR; two finished 
; rooms in full concrete basement, has fireplace and car- 
i port and the monthly payments are just over $180 in­
dr eluding taxes. CaU Jack SasseviUe 3-5257 or 2-5544. MLS.
HOUSE AND 2 LOTS — A nice 2 BR home on 2 lots 87 
: x 120; ideal for development in Pental complexes, etc.
Open to offers, call Lloyd Bloomfield, days, 2-5544, or 
eves. 2-3089. MLS.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
“Trading Dollars Unlimited’’
LOW TAXES ’
Excellent family living in this 1540 sq. ft. near new, well 
finished 3 BDRM home. Prestige area with beautiful view 
of Okanagan Lake — over half acre lot — low taxes. For 
trading please call Pat Dunlop at 763-7900 days or 763-3604 
eves.




COUNTRY LIVING — on view property of eight acres; 
older renovated two BR home with electric heating; 
R.R. 1 Winfield; one Arda tap; good well; potential grape 
and/or subdivision. Call Mike Chepesuik, eves. 4-7264 or 
; days, 2-5544. Excl.
2 REVENUE DUPLEXES
Kelowna area, 4 yr. old 3 BDRMS, baths each side. 
One side has finished basement. Good Mtg. Asking 
$40,500.
Rutland Area. Close to schools and shops; Excellent 
rental area, over 1000 sq. ft. each side. 2 BDRMS, family 
size kitchen and L.R. Good investment potential. Try your 
D.P. or use your equity in your present home. Please call 
D. Adamoski at 763-7900 days or 765-8982 eves. N.R.S.
WANTED. Listings on Motels, Hotels, Apts., all commer­
cial and industrial properties. Many clients through our 
vast network of offices. Please contact Bill Gibbons,
763-7900; 158
22. PROPERTY WANTED 25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
1 COUNTRY HOME —• Attractive home with full basement 
■ and many extras; double glass, large sundeck; full base- 
’ ment; 2 fireplaces; space for extra BR; rumpus room;
attractive kitchen; 4 pc. bath; wall to wall carpet. Ask­
ing price $24,900. Call George Silvester 2-3516 eves., or 
days 2-5544. MLS.
NEAR NEW! Y
This very neat home is well constructed with 1130 sq. ft. 
Consists of large L.R. front view kitchen and D.R. combined. 
2 large BDRMS, carpeted throughout. Full basement with 
1 extra BDRM and bath rm. This home is on sewer. Ideal 
retirement. Price $24,800 with terms. Please call Elaine 
Johnson at 763-7900 days or 765-8352 eves. M.L.S.
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
Commercial Property Only.
1447 Ellis St. 763-6442 
tf
Okanagan Realty Block Bros
FAMILY INVESTMENT COMPANY, 
purchasing property for rental purposes 
— residential, commercial or industrial, 
what have you? Telephone 763-4950. tf
WANT TO PURCHASE 20-40 ACRES IN 
Westbank area suitable for horses. No 
agents please. Box A 526, The Kelowna
Dally Courier. 154
Al types of stores, garages, 
hotels, motels, cafes, cleaners, 
bakeries, electrical, welding, 
plumbing, trucking, construc­
tion, billiard, bowling, beauty 
salons plus otljer businesses for 
sale in various good locations. 
We may be able to assist you 
in locating the business of your 
choice; write stating business 
lesired, approx, location, down 
payment and full price to 
Dominion Business Clearing, 
4927 - 17th Ave. S. W„ Calgary, 
Alta. . .
• 551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C. 
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or 
*Bert or Mae Leboe — 767-2525; Penny Callies — 767-2655
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
FOR RENT - 1,000 SQUARE FEET OF 
fully finished and beautifully carpeted 
office space in downtown Rutland. 
Previously used by physician, but can 
be easily adapted to any professional 
person e.g. real estate, etc. *2.40 per
square foot. 765-7027. 175
Ruth Young 3-6758 ' Betty Elian 3-3486
150, 153, 156
WANT TO BECOME A HOME OWNER?? 
DON’T THINK YOU CAN AFFORD IT?? 
LOOK AT THIS OFFER!
1 We can build this home for you for only $18,900 including 
lot, with $500 down. 2 bedrooms, large-family sized kit­
chen, living room. Full basement with lots of room for 
extra bedrooms and rumpus room. Carpet,is iri~all~rooms 
except kitchen and bathroom. Carport.
• NEW DUPLEXES on Mission Creek In Rutland. Low-low- 
low down payment, balance as rent!...Use your credit'’
, today to build tomorrow's estate! All terms and offers 
will be considered.
• FARM LAND — 54 acres, fully irrigated. Name your 
A terms!
JUST COMPLETED: This beautiful home in Lakeview 
Heights has just been completed and is now being offered 
for sale. Approximately 1300 sq. ft. of luxury living on the 
main floor and 1600 sq. ft. full basement. Corner fireplaces 
up and down, wall to wall carpet throughout, ensuite 
plumbing, 3 large bedrooms, all on quiet cul-de-sac. For 
more information call Ben Bjomson at the office or even­
ings at 2-6260. MLS.
3 ACRES FOR HORSES: This one year old, 6 bedroom, 
high quality family home is located in the Mission. Wall to 
wall carpet throughout, fully finished basement, 2 fire­
places, hot water heat, large sundeck and carport. Clear 
title. Call Einar Domeij at the office or evenings at 2-3518. 
MLS. ■' ■ . .
1759 SMITHSON DRIVE: If you are looking for a 2 year 
old home in Glenmore, close to schools, then let me show 
you this one. Home has shag carpet throughout, 2 bed­
rooms up and 1 down, fireplaces up and down, finished 
rec. room, sundeck and carport. Vendors are asking $28,- 
400 and are open to offers. For an appointment to view 
call Alan Elliot at the office, or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
Gord Funnell 2-0901 Joe Slesinger 2-6874
: 573 BERNARD AVE. 762-3414
McKINNON REALTY LTD.- RUTLAND
Office 765-7741 Res. 765-7451
158
NEARING COMPLETION: Well located three bedroom, 
full, basement home located in Okanagan Mission —. 
Thorne features carpeting throughout (pick your own 
^colours), fireplace, half bath off master bedroom — 
quality construction and finishing., Sundeck and carport 
— close to schools and located in new subdivision. Under 
,$27,000. For full particulars contact Jim Barton 4-4878 
evenings or 3-4343 days, EXCL,
OK. MISSION VIEW ACREAGE!! - 45 acres offering 
you a panoramic view of lake and city. Ideal for grapes, 
subdivision or large country estate. Well on property. For 
further details contact Murray Wilson at 703-4343 or 
^62-0475. MLS.
Hugh Mervyn 702-4872 
Dennis Denney 705-7282
Lakeland Realty
^1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
' . I • ’
Lupton Agencies Ltd
rfNo. 6 SI IOPS CAP^I , PHONE 762-4400
PRIME COMMERCIAL - HIGHWAY 97
Two ininules from ShopH Capri —• across from Arena 
Motois, full frontage road, 207' on Highway, the only one 
of its kind between C|ty and Orchard Park op light 
hand side. $80,600. MLS. Call'Mfke Jennings nt 765-6304 or 
762-4400. '
PENSION PLAN FOR SALEH .
Buy, this commercial rental complex now for $3O,O(iO.oo 
down. The income from the stores, offices and suites will 
jpay off the balance for you. By the time you wish to
W-retire in 15 years it will.lx* nil yours. Helfer alt soon, 
Hliis one urn'l last lonif Call Roger Collie for n;ore > 
particulars al 762-44IH) or 763-2889,
. Progressive manufacturing company requires a purch­
asing agent to assume purchasing and traffic respon­
sibilities. Several years purchasing and traffic experi­
ence essential. Reply in writing only, stating experience, ’ 
references and present salary to,
Plant Manager, Westmills Carpets Ltd.
P.O. Boxx 608, Kelowna
156
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
right* act prohibit* any advertise­
ment that discrimina'tes against any 
person of any class of person* be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween *4 and (5 years -unless the dis­
crimination is justified by a bona fide 






35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
STENOGRAPHER
Applications are being accept­
ed for the position of steno­
grapher up to
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Typing experience and short­
hand are essential.
For appointment, telephone
based on ability and readiness,i Regional District Of
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR’ RENT — 
Approximately 600 square feet of dry, 
unheated warehouse space,, for rent in 
the 400 block Bernard Avenue. Avail­
able February 1st, 1972. Contact Lund 
and Warren Realty Ltd,. 446 Bernard 
Avenue. Kelowna. B.C.. 763-4932. tf
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available in air-conditioned one storey 
building, centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts. 762- 
2002 tf
NEW AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE OR 
retail space for lease, downtown Pandosy 
Street. Private parking. Ground floor, 
1.950 square feet. Second floor. 620 
square feet or 1,100 square feet. Tele-
CAPITAL AVAILABLE
For Working Partnership. 
Reply to: 
BOX A-528, THE 
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. 
156
OFFICE BUILDING, COMMERCIAL 
property on Main Street, Westbank. The 
building is 24’x32’ on. a 50'xllO’ lot. 
Offers to Westbank Irrigation District, 
PO Box 228, Westbank. Telephone 768-
5814.
phone 762-5434. tf
LOOKING FOR SHOP OR WAREHOUSE 
space on Glenmore Street — will build 
shortly—2,000, 1,300, 1,000 square feet. 
Telephone 763-2965. tf
HEATED WAREHOUSE ' SPACE. . 500 
square fee.t and up. near Orchard . Park 
on Highway 97 North, Telephone 765-
7039. If
1.450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER 
cial space available immediately. North-
gate Plaza. Telephone 763-2732. tf
CENTRAL DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
space. Reasonable rent. Apply 762-2688,
or after 5:00 p.m. 762-2926. tf
STORE SPACE FOR RENT IN SHOP- 
per's Village. Rutland. 14’x76'. Telephone 
765-7221. tf
to accept responsibilities.
High schoolx graduates, with 
Bankingg, Credit, Sales Fin­
ance, or Small Loan experi­
ence desirable but not neccs-
sary. High School education or 





Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for 
new and existing houses, con­
struction draws, fast service.
Contact Glen Attree or
Darryl Ruff at
COLLINSON REALTORS




Salary based on experience 
and qualifications.
Excellent employee benefits.
Apply or write to
I AC LIMITED, 
1521 Water Street 
Box 668, Kelowna, B.C.
154
PART TIME NIGHT WORK. IN BIL- 
liard parlour. Middle age gentleman 
preferred. Apply at 1443' B. Ellis Street.
■ 154
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY — MATURE 
housekeeper. Modern conveniences; 
good wages, room and board. Apply at 
1344 Bernard Avenue. 158
WANTED — MATURE WOMAN TO 
look after three children for five 
weeks. Live in preferred but not es­
sential. Telephone 762-4468. - 158
CLEANING WOMAN WANTED ONE 
day per week for light housekeeping 
duties on .Cunningham Road, Rutland. 






4 GIRLS REQUIRED — 
MUST BE FREE TO TRAVEL.
1. Interesting/sales work,
2. Above average earnings.
3. Start immediately. 
Personal interviews will be 
arranged. Write:
Box A-524, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier.
154
AVON GAN HELP
turn your dreams of a vaca­
tion, a new appliance, i}ew 





all your own selling 





MOTHER WITH ONE CHILD, TWO- 
three years old, to look after two year 
old boy on working daya. S3 per day. 
Non smoker please. Spring Valley, Rut-
HANG OUT THE WELCOME SIGN!
If you admire folks who are proud of their homes ... 
maybe you should have a place like this . . . and 
experience a thrill when visitors exclaim . . . “what a 
lovely home", My, you've got 2 fireplaces, formal din­
ing room, say , . . look at the size of our lot . . . half 
an acre, you say and fruit trees, plus a lovely view. Want 
more Information????? Call Mrs. Gerri Krisa, days, 
3-4932 or evenings 3-4387. EXC.
ESTATE SALE — MUST SELL
Move in now and be ready for spring, into this comfort­
able 3 bedroom home, at 937 Wilson Avenue. Not a 
palace, but neither Is the price! Ample living area for - 
retirement. Vendors open to sound offers. Price ...
$14,500.00. For more information, call 












This 2 bedroom, cathedral entry home is located on a 
large lol with a backyard view, Other feptines Include: 
wood double glazed windows, carport with separate base­
ment entry, oversize sundeck, maple kitchen cabinets, 
roughed-in plumbing and many other special features.
Priced at only $21,400 with terms to suit you.
FOR ALL THE DETAILS}, CALL 




, “Qualily Homes and Satisfied Customers"
You will be proud to c;dl this delightful 2 Bedroom 
Cathedral Entry House your home. This house has a 
fireplace. Much of the f|oor area is carpeted and the 
balance of floors done in easy io care for flooring. I his 
hoiksc is ready to be occupied.
PLEASE CALL 764-4768
for more information cither on the above house or on 











Private funds for conventional 
loans. Variety pre-paymcnl 
plans and privileges; mort­
gages and agreements purch­
ased.





Commercial and Industrial 
Development 
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1447 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, B.C, 
763-6442 tf
Telephone 765-5459. for Interview. 154 land area, after 5:00 p.m. 705-7653. 15*
36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE
tf
PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING SERVICE 
(Mobile Unit). Office located In the 
heart of the growing trailer, Industry, 
Delivery area—Oyama to Peachland nt 
present time. Partial work week with 
good return*. Ideal aecond business — 
advise working management. Unlimited 
potential. Financial statements avail­
able to proven interested inirtlcs. $26,. 
000 will handle. For further Informa­
tion, please telephone 765-7179 alter 6 
p.m. or write to Box 2144, Itutlnnd, B.C.
it
AGREEMENT FOR SALE AND MORT- 
gages bought and sold. Contact R. J. 
Bailey, tyielowna Realty Ltd., 243 Bern­
ard Avenue. Telephone 762-4919 or even-
Inga 762-0778. W, S, If
PRIVATE MORTGAGES AVA1LABLE- 
Flrhl, aecond or purchaho agreement for 
anle, Telephone 763-49511, if
28. PRODUCE ANDMEAT 
AVTENTioN. HORSE OWNEBs”" - 
Timothy mid clover hay. alfollu ami 
Ki aaa hay. pure ulfnlfn buy I elan atraw, 
Telephone 763-3115, w, 8 if




1—Used 5 pcs. Dinette .. . .----- -
1—Used 4/6 Spring and Mattress ...... 
1—Used 3/3 Metal Bed Frame.......
1—Used 30’’t^enmoro Range, as Is ..... 
1—Used 24" Moffat Range, as Is ........ 
I—-Used .Westinghouse Fridge ..................
1—Used Gilson Spin Washed___  ......
1—-Uscdi Zenith Wringer Washer, a- Is .. 
1—Uscd Kelvlnator Auto. Washer
I—Used Sew Machine in cabinet ____
1—Used Westinghouse 3-Way Comb. . .,
PHONE 762-2025
bisTIIESS SALE / RElWsF-HKION -- 
Furniture and machines < uiiaiMiiix ol 
walnut executive de«k, aerrrlarlal deak, 
executive chair, atenn chair, aide chalra, 
addin* machine, electric typewriter — 
'payment *47 55 ncr month lor 3* 
month*. Umivnal Offer. Write to Box A 
W5, The Kelowna Dally Courier. IM 
fwir’ki'A'n-idJisEs" ANiFMAitTiiNa 
box vprlnxe with lefu, JuM llkor new. 
||]4 and *75. Cfo-h, Come arxt wee. Tele­
phone 71.'<-.171.J . . IM














for the following areas;
Westbank
1Giccn Bay Rd. and Trailer Court 1
2.— Isl Avc,, 2nd Avc., 3rd Avc.
Winfield:




The Kelowna Daily Courier
■ Phone 762-4445
Carriers must be between the ages 11 to 15 years.
■ ■ ■ ' Jf
I’cnelilnnd,
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE. 
quire* full or pari Unto representatives 
for Kelowna area, Apply D. Sergent, 
342-2042, 3600 Knniloops Rood, Vernon, 
542-2042. • । tf
tf(.niirler, llnx A-489.
EABN 11,78 TO HIM) PER HOUR, 
Telephone 842-2942 < Vernon I from 6 
Io il p.m. or apply ' Kelowna J)»llv
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
Mil. BUSINESSMAN-OVER WO RKEi)? 
Require a personal touch to your c-ir- 
reapondcnco? We addreax longhand, 
atamp envelopes, stuff circulars, Cheap 
rent, efllcfont, Call 767-27011 wrlto 















MINK I'lLE COAT, LENGTH, GOOD 
condition, Whal ollrrs? Telephone 762- 
0108 or View at 514 Ilernard Avenue,
13.1
il” ni,ACI~AND”WHITE FLB:TW(Klii 
lelevlalon, twautdul cabinet with alidlin 
cliHira. liquor cabinet or Ua* as.tele- 
vl.lon. Ml firm, 762-2807,, 111
GF. 10 CUBIC FOOT REFRKIKRATOR. 
MS. finubniH* 22 calibre * »hol H-voIvrr,
<31 l« h i> Jlrwgs »»‘i Htmiton, <121.
SALEH PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOR 
Kelowna area. No Inveatincnt. *1.73 to 
13,50 per hour,; |>lu* bcnclita. Box A40II, 
The Kelowna Dally Courier II
37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
All llama |ik« new . 7< I 3117. IM
hai» .nine <li> planer emh Inr Immed-1 IIEAV V WEAIt EVER ( (IDKWAIIE. ITO 
lafe dellvtiy, Telephon* 7f>.) also nr 7M< I Mamleaa ateel rraiftwate, reasonable. 
»«*. > Hllsoodeondlifon. Ttieptioh* 7M-J2MI. IM
GET THE FACTS I 
Grow with the lender! We sell 
Commercial, Industrial and 
Institutional accounts but do 
not sell to homes, Travelling is 
at a minimum. Our men work 
"office hours’’ 5 days a week, 
No slack season any lime of 
the year! The, product, a,basic 
commodity sold on a unique 
selling plan results In our men 
receiving highest commissions 
mid rc|H'»t busiiwss from 
of their accounts. Full com­
missions on all icpeuti. Local 
Manager ready tn assist you. 
Full or part-time (to start). No 
casli luleslincut. Eslablighcd






EXPEHIENCED MOIEL, MANAGICIl. 
ailed 27, married, aecklnx cMlttnelnil 
pimlllnn In Mofol-lfotel inimaifcmentJn 
Kelowna or Pcnilcibn, Cpiifoct Al at loo* 
Crowchlld Trail, N.W., Chluary *4, ,Al- 
licrta, or ph(ine 112-403.2M-2884. 1.15
llEMAili.E," 'EXi’EIUENCm)"‘“'MAN, 
WlllhiK lo accept Joba dolus aprlnil or 
winter chorea, Hava own *<iiilpmeiit and 
toola, Tolephoiie J, (IrelK, 7644209. Aho 
wiahM full Um* employment, 158 
HNoiFnEMOVAL, ~HO()FH”cLKAItED 
fhomra ami npnrlmniih), drlvewny* 
plowed, aldewalka rlraneiL, For fre* 
eatlmnt* tcli-phon# 765-8IM after 3 p,m,l 
763-1155. 15*
TiiiNKiN(~(H' imi'u)TN(j75;< 
for aonlethln* dlllrrcnl, with alyl* ami 
qmillly? Telephone Holl Tanner. 7lU< 
Oifffl, tW
l'Aiyii.Nf/-TN ILIIIfflt AND EXTI'.I. 
lor.. Good woilunanahlp al rea»onal>;» 
ratra, Free' eallmalea. Tvlyphone 7I.1- 
459,'i mivtlm*. , B ft
WILL IIAllY MII’ IN MYTlflMirNiTsil 
llullaml Central Elcntrnlaty School, 
wrekdiiya. Talephon* 7M B097, . 15*
KNOW CLKAHlNfi iliwa AND 
aldenalke. Experhntcd, ■ Telephon* 765. 
8812.- . IM
i’AiNiiNG™- iNTrnibii and ex” 
lenor * re* «*timait*. Telephone KZ, 
ralntln*, JM _ _____ M. W. F. ll
MORE dASSIFlEO
ON PAGE P155
PACE 14 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., FEB. 2, 1972 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
SALE OF PET SUPPLIES
February 3, 4 and 5
AQUARIUMS & PUMPS 
BIRD CAGES & STANDS 
BIRD REMEDIES & SUPPLIES 
CAT & DOG COLLARS & TOYS
Complete Line of Pct Requirements
BUY NOW!! SAVE $ $ $
BUCKERFIELD'S
Highway 97 across from Arena Motors 
762-3515
154
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
WE HAVE ALL KINDS OF LOVELY 
dogs and cats for tale: one beautiful 
all Nack Shepherd (mate): one epayed 
female Dobermans croea; one spayed 
female Lab cross and eight cute 
Lab cross popples..Telephone SPCA —
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
764-7283, 7624473. 153
LOVELY AFRICAN BARKLESS PUPS. 
Mother Is a registered Basenft. *25 each.
Telephone 762-2177. U
POODLE PUPPIES FOR SALE. FIVE 
weeks old. silver. Telephone 762-3556,
after 6:00 p.m. 154
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
DELUXE 1970 COUGAR XR7, V-8 351, 
two door, vtayl top. power steering, 
power disc brakes, stereo, radio and 
tapedeck. Premium condition. 768-546X
1968 FIAT 124 SPIDER. IMMACULATE 
engine, recently overhauled, both top 
and bottom end. Now in Import Auto 
Repairs having . new clutch installed. 
Can’t make payments. 82X195. Telepfione 
764-4817. 153
1964 DODGE SEDAN, RUNNING GOOD, 
$335. 1964 Falcon sedan, automatic, 
$550. 1963 Volkswagen, running good. 
$450. Telephone 762-4706 days; 763-4133
evenings. 158
1964 CHEVROLET STATION WAGON. 
Six standard, radio, four door. 1960 Ply­
mouth station wagon, alant six stand­
ard. radio, two door. Telephone 765-
>180. 155
1967 CHEVELLE MALIBU. AUTOMATIC 
tm the floor. bucket seats, tape deck and 
radio. Highest offer. Telephone 763-2092
^after 6:00 p.m. 157
FOR SALE — 1968 DODGE POLARA, 
V-8, automatic, four door sedan. Good 
condition. Financing arranged. Telephone
765-8059. 156
1968 CITROEN FOUR DOOR SEDAN, 
excellent condition, low mileage. Tele; 
phone 763-2947 evenings, or 763-7832 days.
155
1962 CHEV IMPALA, FOUR DOOR 
hardtop, power brakes, power steering, 
V-8 motor. Price $500. Telephone 762-
S453 after 5:00 p.m. 155
*57 CHEV TWO DOOR WAGON. 290 
h.p. — 302, four speed, 4-11 posl-traction. 




-APPLICATION FOR ( 
AUTHORITY TO OPERATE !
A COMMERCIAL 
AIR SERVICE.
Under Licence No. A.T.C. 
2123/72 (H) Alpine Helicopters 
Ltd. is authorized to operate a 
Class 7 Specialty — Aerial 
Construction — commercial air 
service from a base at Kelow­
na, Province of British Colum­
bia, restricted to Group C ro­
tating wing aircraft.
The Licensee has now ap­
plied for authority to operate 
a Class 4, Group C rotating 
wing aircraft (aircraft having 
a maximum authorized take­
off weight not greater than 
3,500 pounds) Charter commer­
cial air service to transport 
persons • and goods between 
points within Canada, under 
the said licence.
On request to the Committee, 
further particulars of .the ap­
plication will. be provided.
Any persons interested may 
intervene to support, oppose or 
modify the application in ac­
cordance with the Canadian 
Transport Commission General 
Rules. An Intervention, if 
made, shall be endorsed with 
the name and address of the 
Intervener or his Solicitor, and 
shall be mailed or delivered
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Kaba! Singh (son of Jawhar 
Singh), formerly of Tbowaha, 
District — Hoshlarpor; Punjab, 
India, and of R.R. 1 Kelowna, 
B.C.. deceased.
Notice is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above deceased are hereby re­
quired to send them to the un­
dersigned administrator at the 
offiiv? of his MiUcitora, Messrs. 
McWilliams, Bilsland, Tinker & 
Humev. 3nl -1475 Kills Street. 
Kelowna, B.C., before the 6th 
day of March, 1972, after which 
date the administrator will dis­
tribute the said estate among 
the parties entitled thereto, hav­
ing regard only to the claims of 
which he then has notice.
ROBERT E. MANSON, 
Official Administrator, 




Tinker & Gurney, 
Solicitors for the 
Administrator.
49. LEGALS A TINDERS
IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
IN BANKRUPTCY
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF
CLIFFORD O.' GRAHAM 
AND HIS WIFE 
MILDRED L, GRAHAM 
SUMMARY 
ADMINISTRATION
Take notice that the Court 
has fixed the 14th day of Feb­
ruary, 1972, at 9:15 o’clock in 
the forenoon at the Court 
House, 800 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver,. British Columbia, 
to hear the application of Clif­
ford O. Graham and Mildred 
L. Graham, bankrupts, for their 
discharge.
Dated this 28th day of Janu­
ary, 1972.,
. G. S. OVENS, Trustee.
Many Countries Expected 
To Recognize Bangladesh
Teste Ordered Raj| forgoes 
In Uiiselr ispaIn Hijack Case
8993 after 8. 154
1951 VAUXHALL. GOOD SECOND CAR. 
Price 8200., Telephone 762-8453 after 5:00
p.m. 155
PRIVATE SALE. 1970 MERCURY 
■iation wagon. Telephone 762-2333.. 155
428. SNOWMOBILES
1970 SKI-DOO 440. BRAND NEW 
motor, . complete. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Telephone 765-6126 after 
•:00 p.m. tf
ONE 440. 38 H.P. ESKIMO SNOW- 
mobile, $700'or best offer. One 30 h.p. 
18 Inch track, electric start, like new,
S750. 765-7902. tf
SNOWMOBILE TRAILERS. ONE SIN- 
gle and one double, both new. Priced 
reasonable. Also one snowmobile sled. 
Telephone 763-3092 or 768-5146. 158
1971 ELAN SKI-DOO, EXCELLENT 
condition. $475. 24 h.p. Sea-doo water 
cycle.' $475. Telephone 765-8647 after 6:00
p.m. 154
1970 SKI-DOO 335 SUPER OLYMPPIC, 
top condition. $525. Telephone 762-0736.
' 158
SNOJET AND SLEIGH, COMPLETELY 
overhauled. Must sell. Telephone 762-8124. 
... 156
1967 SNOWCRUISER, 14 H.P. OMC EN- 
glue, 20 inch track.. Good condition. $300. 
Telephone 762-7982. W, S, tf
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FORD F850 WITH "H” PLATE; 1968 
International 4x4; 1963 Rambler Am­
bassador; two 1,006 gallon tanks; two 
Fruenauf vans; 45* flatdeck trailer; 
gooseneck trailers; car carrier; D6 cat; 
other equipment, etc. Telephone 76U-
5844. 153
1966 DIOOO INTERNATIONAL NINE 
passenger travelafl in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, and new tires. Telephone 7(>8-
5814 days.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 60c per week. 







months ..........  7.00
MAIL RATES












months ......... . ............

















All mall payable tn advance. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
For ,
Results






RAWALPINDI (AP) — Diplo- 
mats in Rawalpindi believe an 
avalanche of countries now will 
recognize Bangladesh in the 
wake of Pakistan's quitting the 
Commonwealth. Australia and 
New Zealand led the way. ..
President Zulfikar Ali Bhut­
to’s decision Sunday to take 
Pakistan out of the Common­
wealth was interpreted as 'a 
face-saving measure, to express 
displeasure with countries that 
recognize Bangladesh without 
actually severing diplomatic re­
lations with them.
Bhutto said he was quitting 
the Commonwealth because 
Britain, Australia and New Zea­
land were planning to recognize 
Pakistan’s former eastern wing.
BREAK WOULD BUST 
A break with Britain would
strand hundreds of thousands of 
Pakistanis living there and also 
would endanger trade pros­
pects. Trade with the entire 
Commonwealth accounts for 
about 35 per cent of Pakistan’s 
exports and imports, which total 
more than.ll billion a year. '
The Pakistani president said 
relations with other countries 
which recognize Bangladesh 
Will not be broken off automati­
cally, but each case will be de­
cided on its merits.
Bhutto severed relations with
NEW YORK (CP) - A 3May 
psychiatric evaluation has been 
ordered for accused skyjacker 
Garrett Brock Trapnell, who 
was shot and captured at Ken­
nedy Airport by an FBI agent 
posing as a Trans World AIp- 
lines crew member.
Trapnell, who has a history of 
mental illness, volunteered a 
statement of guilt Monday at 
his arraignment or air-piracy 
charges. -
“I’m the one who committed 
the crime—why take up govern­







But he added: “We are pre­
pared to have excellent bilateral 
relations with Britain, and other 
Commonwealth countries.”
Today, Bhutto flew to Peking 
with an entourage of about 60 
military, political and economic 
aides for his first visit with 
China's leaders since he re­
placed Geri. Agha Mohammed 
Yahya Khan as president. As 
the foreign minister who re­
versed Pakistan’s anti-Commun- 
ist foreign policy in 1963, he was 
assured a warm welcome in the 
Chinese capital.
Pakistan’s departure from the 
Commonwealth r-e moves a 
major obstacle to membership 
in the group for Bangladesh. 
But by maintaining diplomatic 
relations with Britain and other 
Commonwealth countries, 
Bhutto probably assures contin­
ued economic assistance for his
lesser Soviet bloc countries rec­
ognizing Bangladesh, but took 
no such action when the Soviet 
Union did so.
Australia and New Zealand 
announced recognition of Bang­
ladesh a few hours after Paki­
stan withdrew from the Com­
monwealth.. Britain was ex­
pected to follow suit soon.
In separate announcements, 
Australia and New Zealand ex­
pressed a desire for continued 
good relations with Pakistan 
and regret at Pakistan’s leaving 
the Commonwealth. India was 
the first Commonwealth mem­
ber to recognize Bangladesh, 
during the India-Pakistan war 
that freed the new country, And 
Cyprus became the second last 
week.
A Lack Of News
Felt In France*
PARIS (Reuter) — French- 
men were.without newspapers 
and most of the usual radio 
news bulletins Tuesday because 
of a 24-hour strike by. journalists 
to protest layoffs as more and 
more newspapers draw up pions 
for economy drives.
Most of France’s 12,000 news­
paper men are involved in the
stoppage and no Paris news­
papers were published. Only 
about 10 provincial newspapers 
appeared out of the usual 200.
The state-run television and 
radio network also cut their 
news programs in sympathy 
with their newspaper col­
leagues.
Begin Io Cleat
VANCOUVER (CP) - Coal, 
wheat and other bulk commo­
dities are beginning to roll Into 
Vancouver-area terminals ag­
ain, but the situation remains 
far from normal.
The three coal terminals and 
most of the. grain elevators have 
been semi-idle for more than 
two weeks because of'a series 
of snowslides in the mountain*^, 
that cut rail lines.
Things began to improve on 
Tuesday, when 300 grain cars 
arrived from the Prairies, but 
it takes about 750 cars a day 
to maintain sales commitments 
by the Canadian wheat board. 
Four out of the 10 grain berths 
were occupied today.
Port manager Bill Duncan 
said Tuesday the grain situa­
tion is disappointing, and .caused 
entirely by weather' conditional 
He said it could be early sum­
mer before British Columbia 
ports catch up on 1he backlog 
of grain shipments.
MONEY TO BURN
Money to British Columbia 
coastal Indians was painted cop­
per plates. They showed disdain 
for money on festive occasions 
by throwing the plates into 
fires.
RAISES MONEY
The United Jewish Appeal, 
which operates in 69 countries, 
raised more than $100 million in 
1971, a 30-per-cent increase over 
1970. •
$2 Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre 
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
'(Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!”
Watch for our “Doghouse” 
Specials.
together with any supporting 
documents, to the Secretary, 
Air Transport Committee, 275 
Slater Street, OTTAWA, On­
tario KIA ON9, with copy of +he 
Intervention and documents 
served upon the applicant or its 
Solicitor, not later than FEB­
RUARY 24 th, 1972.
The applicant’s address is:
P.O. Box 208,
Kelowna, B.C.
The applicant or its Solicitor 
may, by a Reply, object to an 
Intervention or may admit or 
deny any' or all of the facts 
alleged in the Intervention. A 
Reply, if made shall be signed 
by the Applicant or its Solici­
tor, and shall be mailed or 
delivered to the Secretary, Air 
Transport Committee, 275 
Slater Street, OTTAWA, On­
tario KIA ON9, with copy of 
the Reply served on the Inter­
vener or his Solicitor, within 
(10) days after receipt of an 
Intervention.
Proof of service shall be 
made by Declaration under 





January 20th, 1972. .
tt
1959 DODGE 14 TON. SIX STANDARD, 
radio, wide box. Motor and body in ex­
cellent condition. $300. Telephone 765-
7522. after 6:00 p.m. 158
FOR SALE - 1970 FORD PICKUP, V-0, 
automatic; 1965 Ford pickup' and 1963 
Ford Econoline van. Telephone 762-4742
. or evening.. 763-2390. 155
1971 FORD «, TON WITH 11 FOOT 
camper, for sale. Loaded. Telephone 763-
6749. 155
1970 FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CHEVKO- 
let Blaier. Low mileage. Must acil for
cash. Telephone 764-4126. . 153
WILL TRADE NEW HOME EQUITY 
for your late model pickup, camper or 
travel trailer. Call 762-0461, W. tf
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
THREE BEDROOM IS'xM'. $8,2.10, TWO 
. bedroom 10'x50‘, dean. $7,000. Two bed, 
room. Il’xso', neat, $7,500. a'xio*. muny 
' extras. $2,800. 2O‘x55‘ double wide coat
822,000. special 816.000. Every deal n 
good deal. Telephone 763-4464. 156
MUST SELL BY "FEBRUARY 15TH, 
1978—10' foot truck camper, high-low 
type. Furnace, stove, mattrosaos and 
jacks, Fite 8 fool box. wide aldo, 765-
CITY OF KELOWNA 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
TAKE NOTICE THAT pur­
suant to By-Law No, 3396 cited 
aS the “Trade Waste Treat­
ment Plant Loan Authorization 
By-Law, 1971, No. 3396’’ the 
Council of the City of Kelowna 
proposes to construct a Trade 
Waste Treatment Plant in the 
said, City as shown and des­
cribed in plans prepared by 
Cornell, Howland, Hayes & 
Merryfield, Inc. a professional 
engineering corporation.
AND THAT the said plans 
may be viewed during regular 
business hours at the Engineer-
Ing Deportment, Kelowna 
Hall, 1435 Water Street, 
owna, B.C.;





IF YOU WANT TO BUY. SELL, 
trade, or rent a mobile homo. find con­
tact Mobile Home Agenclaa. Every deal 
■ good deal. Telephone 763-4464, I*.O, 
Box 46, Kelowna. ns
8IIASTA THAU,Ell
ahoro Road. Children welcome. No peta 
please. Cable TV Included, Telephone
763-2878. II
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME 1‘AHK. 
Green Bay Road oil Boueherle. lunut- 
acapad Iota available In iamily and re- 
tlrvmant arena. Ttlephone 768 5543; II
BKPOSSESSION-1970 12' X (WTHHEE 
bedroom, utility room, new furnlluro 
throughout, Okanagan Mobile Homea, 765-
7077. tt
FOR SALE -IW MOBILE HOME 
Ml up in trailer park, Immediate po»- 
•aaloa. For Information. telephone 762-
m 157
mil' FURNISHED OR VNFURNISlii. 
•d. No. IM, Winfield Mobile Homes. Tele-
phone 7W3104. it
, FOR SALE - WW MOBILE HOME, 
two bedroom., fully tumtohed, lint offer.
, Telephone 763-6099, 136
WILL TRADE NEW HOME EQUITY 
for your vacation trailer or camper,
Call 762-OUI. W. <1
46, BOATS, ACCESS.
'wmUDE' OUTBOARD 
r oter. TUMI bike, K co. Tbtepbtete TO­
KS after StM p»>, or TOlOlt day., 
a k tor Vic, Wanted: 8 h p. outboard 
motor. 15$
construction of the said Trade 
Waste Treatment Plant the 
Council proposes to borrow by 
way of debentures a sum not 
exceeding Six hundred thou­
sand Dollars (StiOQ.OOO.OO) re­
payable not later than twenty 
(20) years from the date of 
Issue of such debentures;
AND THAT unless within 
(30) days of the second and 
last publication of this Notice, 
not less jhan one-t\ventieth 
(1/20) In number of the owner- 
electors petition the Council for 
the submission of the said By- 
Law for the assent of the 
owner-electors, the Council 
may adopt such By-Law;
AND THAT this Is the first of 
two (2) publications of thia 
Notice.
JAMES HUDSON, 
City Clerk. । 
Dated this Thirty-first day 
of January, 1972, nt Kelowna 
City Hull, 1435 Water Street, 





RKUDWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
palea every WudMujxy. ItM pm, w« 
......mW.OHbrMr.mwK- eetatae .. »»•>
houMhoId rontenl. Telrphnnt 765 .Uli 
Bahfod the Drnt ln Theatre, Hub«»> 








....... ■ '• Ontre -\
Phone 763-5814. Loral $41
government.
Almpsona-.Srara; Stereos. Televhlonn (571 Phone Enquiries; Kelowna 703-5861
Park Frea While You Shop Simpgoni-Seorg, Orchard Park, Kelowna,




Great Stereo Consoles to Match
Your Decor
One Low Price - Your Choice
Sale Price*319
Richly Elegant Spanish Console 
with AM/FM Stereo Radio Phonograph
A. Magnificent. . . romantic. A beautiful crafted console with an antique 
Spanish finish on oak veneers. And superb stereo performance to match.
Features: AM/FM,, FM-stereo with AFC and sfereo alert light, tape record/ 
playback jacks; Garrard changer with diamond sapphire needle; 6 speaker 
sound system; solid state for instant start and longer life; record storage; 
piano-hinged lid; extension speaker jacks. Beautiful furniture, QQQG 
beautiful sound! As above, with built-in cassette tape player. iJIVvv
Contemporary Style Console Stereo
B. Outstanding fine cabinetry in the modern, distinctive style. Features 
similar to Spanish console. Interior deck storage for cassette deck, plus 
record storage. Hand rubbed satin walnut finish on CQ1Q
walnut veneers. Salo Price
French Provincial Console Stereo
C. A console in the graceful, classic French Provincial style, beautifully 
crafted in Cherry Fruitwood veneers with bookmatch fronts and scalloped, 
shaped top edge. Same great stereo features as ' CQTQ
Spanish console, above. Sah Price yulv
Cassette Deck for Your Stereo
Record or playback full channel stereo sound through any stereo amplifier 
system. 4-track, 2-channel cassette deck has automatic volume $1 Afi 




Light enough to carry from room to room for your viewing convenience, 
this Black and White TV is big enough for the entire family to enjoy. Dis­
tance powered 18,000 volt chassis gives sharp bright, flutter-free pictures. 
5" oval speaker gives quality sound. Weighs only 33 lbs. Beige/Brown 
, cabinet.
Tubular Staci TV Stand: Attractive, chrome finished 
finished handle, side rails, shelf, Easy-rolling Shepherd 



















* 1ms star 














































TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
The Latest Fad
For What Ails You
By Georre C. Tboateson. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosleson: Women 
are buying vitamin E capsules 
like mad, claiming it contrib­
utes to beauty .of the skin and 
practically, eliminates the neces­
sity of a plastic surgeon. 
There's no limit to t|ie number 
of capsules they consume. Could 
you mention possible dangers 
from an overdose?—L.G.
Dear Doctor: I have carpal 
tunnel syndrome and the doctor 
told me if it wasn't better soon, 
it would have to be operated on. 
Some friends in a health store 
said if I took vitamin E and C, 
and bone meal and magnesium 
in large amounts, the trouble 
would go away in'six months.— 
Sirs: C.E.
Just" two samples of letters 
that are coming in on the crest 
of the present fad for taking vi­
tamin E for whatever ails you.
Others "have heard” that vi­
tamin E will cure heart disease, 
diabetes, varicose veins, steril­
ity, cancer and you name it. 
Just about everything under the 
sun, it seems.
The vitamin E fad or craze, 
or whatever you care to call its 
present popularity, became so 
great: that the Food and Drug 
Administration made a medical 





















DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it:
AXYDLBAAXR
Is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
Used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all' 
(hints. Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation 
nzuiflUw T MFTWIHX IZCF,
<NPFU IPF WKU, PZCWFHB, I’TW T
LFS UJWF.-PFULX CKLQFI. ‘
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: A good LEADER CAN’T GET 
TOO FAR AHEAD OF HIS FOLLOWERS.-FRANKUN P. 
ROOSEVELT
(©1972 Tni»A  "
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
»1he leach petrel
IS SO SATURATED WITH OIL 
•THAT DEAD BIRDS 
ARE DRIED-ANO
USED AS CANDLES ~


















1 A HIKE OP 
* tiOAULES
i
> CHURCH OF OUR LAD/ 
OF THE SNOWS 
in Les Rbusses, France, 
IS LOCATED ON THE 1 
GREAT WATER Divide 
SO THAT RAINWATER FROM 
ITS ROOF DRAINS INTO 
THE RHINE RIVER ERON! 
ONE SIDE AND THE 
OTHER SIDE INTO 
THE RHONE
QUEENIE


























know of no evidence that any 
human being bps suffered from 
a lack of it, short of actual star­
vation.
On the other hand, I can find 
no evidence that vitamin E ever 
hurt' anybody. At the rate some 
people are now taking it, possi­
bly some further answer may 
become apparent in time, 
though. ’ . -
Chief danger,^.should judge, 
would occur it .somebody with 
diabetes starts taking vitamin E 
and deserting, the already- 
proved methods .dt controlling 
that disease. -ThaLeould be dis­
astrous. The sanie'-might well 
apply to other".'.»diseases, if 
known treatments are aban­
doned.
But except for that, I’m not! 
going to try to tell anybody not' 
to take the stuff if ypu feel like
"The medical, literature con­
tains a great number of reports 
on the clinical uses of vitamin E 
in connection with miscarriage, 
sterility, loss of libido (sex 
drive, that is), aging, muscular 
dystrophy, muscle ' weakness, 
coronary heart disease and liver 
trouble—among others.
‘/Unfortunately, our review 
shows no definite, conclusive 
findings of success.”
It points out that at least 
some of the claims for this vi­
tamin come from what you 
might call "reverse English” 
experiments—deprive rats of vi­
tamin E and they stop reprod­
ucing. But, yqu see, such an ex­
periment does not mean that 
giving heaps of vitamin E will 
cure sterility that has developed 
from some other cause.
it. And there are a few ailments 
in which it is supposed to be 
helpful—Dupuytren's contrac­
ture, for one, and Peyronie’s 
disease, which under any cir­
cumstances is hard to treat. 
Maybe those will pan out well.
But for curing so many other 
diseases, for keeping you from 
growing old? The concluding 
line of the FDA report says:
"If you're hoping a self-medi­
cating overdose of vitamin E 
will cure an existing ailment or 
stop the clock from ticking— 
you’re dreaming about a mira­
cle that hasn’t yet come to 
pass.” >
Dear Dr. Thosleson; I have
one or two small red marks on 
my left tonsil (very small). My 
doctor says it is .a normal condi­
tion. What would you say?—R.J.
You want me to disagree with 
a physician who has seen the 
spot, while I haven’t?
Note to M.V.C.: Nearly alt of 
the flue vaccine in use is de­
signed to protect against a vari­
ety of common strains of flu 
virus.
CONTRACT BRIDGE






















. .The bidding: 




Pass 3 V Pass












“Why do they have to give us that baloney dbout the 
movie being so great they have to show it in two parts? 
Why don't they admit it's because there are too darn1 
many commercials?”
ft FealutH typtlkau, Im., 19’2. oiM lewind.
V0U cannot see 
CR.66ERJ. lsaVC 
NOW OR 1U. BE 
FORCED TO GAU. '
GXSlpeR YDURSetF 
FORCEP! coms on 
6xs, We'Re <se<N» 







COME TO THE .
DOOR . >
REMEMBER-1 RO THE 
TALKING. ALL YOU DO 19 
SAY *yE5tfOR,NO" WHEN 
I GIVE YOU THE SIGN!
I CAN’T HELP 
, MAL—I'M 
NERVOUS?
I HAVE THE 
ADOPTION PAPERS 
AND WAIVERS READ/ 
FOR YOUR SISNATURE5 I 







' 'No Surrender' 
For Shoichi
BURLINGTON, Vt. (API — 
Reno Levesque, a leader of the 
/iA’arti Quebecois political forces 
Canada, says he thinks his 
group's alm to separate Quebec 
lioni Canada, must succeed
there is good reason to start 
worrying about the hand.
Thus, if you proceeded to 
draw East’s remaining trumps, 
you might find yourself lum­
bered with , a losing diamond 
(which you could have ruffed 
in dummy had the trumps 
broken in a more civilized fash­
ion). Th!s is not a healthy pros­
pect to look forward to, so you 
naturally cast about for ways 
and means of taking care of the 
potential diamond loser.-
In accordance with this, you
stop leading trumps and instead
cAsff the ~K-A of spades. Once ! 
you’ve passed this hurdle, you I
Opening lead—jack of clubs.
Assume you’re in six hearts 
and West leads a club, won by 
East with the ace. East returns 
a club, which you take with the 
king, and it would seem that the 
rest of the play is routine.
. But when you lead the ace of 
trumps and West shows out, 
you start having second 
thoughts about the matter. 
With the trumps breaking 4-0,
ate well on the way to victory.
You trump a spade low, play 
the nine of hearts to the jack, 
then trump dummy’s last spade 
with the king before playing the 
ten of hearts to the queen.
As a-Tesult pf these manoeu­
vres you are-out.of trumps in 
your own hand, but this is no 
hardship as you still have the 
eight in dummy to take care of 
East's seven. When you cash 
the eight, you are able to dis­
card the four of diamonds on it 
and the early problem of how 
to cope with an unfavorable 
diamond distribution absolutely 
disappears. You win the last 
three tricks with the A-R-Q of 
diamonds.
UH.. C7O YOU HAV6
ANOTHER QUARTER




Aries (March 21-Aprll 19): 
Get an early start to be on top 
of this full and busy day. It's a 
matter pf sheer quantity rather 
than a range of qualities.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Bring cultural, 'esthetic experi­
ence into sharper focus. Music 
and romance are linked, natu­
rally,' and It's time to pursue 
them both.
Gemini (May 21-Junc 20): So 
much of what you'd thought 
confidential turns out to be com­
mon knowledge, some of it a 
merry joke al that.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Co­
operation in any reasonable ac­
tivity should be readily avail­
able—If not, then you're in a 
less-than-optimum situation.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22); Circu­
late among those who can be 
helpful, renew old acquaint­
ances, make now contacts, find 
fresh prospects,
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22): Cre­
ate a personal celebration (or 
yourself, make (he best appear­
ance you can, take the day off.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Per­
suasion, negotiation, letter writ­
ing require your attention, pro­
duce some results now, more 
later. Young people and their 
concerns pose serious questions.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Be 
brief and to the point, but let 
everybody hear something from 
you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dcc. 21): 
Consolidate and cultivate signif­
icant co-operation with col­
leagues. Advice from an expert, 
an old hand may help In per­
sonal activities. ' .
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Home and its surroundings nt- 
tract your attention—leisure 
time is for social amenities. 
Gather good friends about you.
Aquarius (Jan, 20-I'eb. 18): 
Think, put on a different face 
today, sell an Idea. You may 
leave behind some old habits as 
you go forward,
Pisces ,(Fcb. 10-March 20); 
An amiable word In the right 
places opens iqnny doors for 
you, Self-expression c o m c s 
flueiilly.
Ottawa Farm Department 
lacks Adequate Leaders'
TOKYO illculcr) — Sltoieh 
Yokoi, the former Japanese sol-
__ dier who hid for 23 years in the 
jungle of Guam ruUiOr (han sur-
within the next decade or it will 
fail.
"If we had nn election tomdi'-
rentier to United States forces, 
said Ttiesdny the U.S, and 
Japan must live in peace.
He made Ilin remark in con­
versation with Guam's gover­
nor, Carlos Garcia Crtmaelto, 
who Mmnsor'‘d a farewell party
OTTAWA (CP) - The head of 
a government research agency 
says the federal agriculture de­
partment, Hlniggling under In­
adequate leaders to control the 
farm Industry, has become a 
confused, dying bureaucracy.
Dr, Gordon MncEacher, head 
of the agriculture economic re­
search council, says the federal 
department has taken the wrong 
approach to the farm industry
row in Quebec, our W1'1*
Is uc would receive between■„ t. i' \ ,<*■ 
rai 35 per cent ol the Voles,"|n " ’ ' *u' 1,1 , Ithc industry"—encouraging
Levesque told reporters Monday' JuC J*’!’0'1 ,»n , V*’»»>ncho |>,>orcr, small fanners to gel off 
before sneaking al the Unlvcr-i«*kvd Yokoi, found au<; cap- ul0 |niM| to make way for bigger 
ally of Vermont. ’ , , by two local ptfop.e Jan. operations—in order to improve
...» :'n:d the partv has a ducr- /;•- to rev.s,. (.:inm, । j]1(, income of those remaining;
In rep y, Vo'ol v ns quoted as) This approach haff failed, Dr, 
........  *'■ ' '■ ’ ■* •••■ ■* ”■ j MacEachern said in an intcr-
Hn’uiiiJ01' ll,p lftSt 20 years.' I H has aimed nt "contracting
paying membership of 50,(100,1 
JDut, he said, in the 11)10 p;ovin-| 
Wclal election " "
fl »nl I'JTt) -|saying that he Inui believed the  
rclal l ti Parti Quebecois Americans were his enemy but view. Income per farm has con- 
candidates received (W0.000 now he dal not. t!~.... ‘ -•■—■-k- *-------
xotes or about 24 per cent of the 
sote.
Hr im:l i.ii'ivpl hit m’nrt
tinned Io drop despite fewer
farmers. The department has
''Eventually,; wo will 
Wntijoiity," he sad.
s.oce he hm kindly by.beCn "unable to "coati«L the,cun- 
gel a cx-encinicx after he'was found,Itractionl”









pnrtment now was attempting 
to get back on to the farm front 
by forming national farm poli­
cies .such as Its recent ly-ap- 
proved farm mniketipg legisl». 
tlon,
Such efforts, however, missed 
the point, Tin* d e purl m e n | 
should be developing policies! 
that would create improvements! 
on all farms Instead of attempt­
ing to control pi't^luctlon and 
the number of farina,
With classification, there was 
plenty of room for more protluc- 
llon and many export tnarkcls 
that had not been fully ex­
ploited.
Dr. MncEachcrn said the de­
partment has become too'inter­
ested in Its own goals, at the 
expense, of the agricultural in­
dustry.
"Control without Ivadcrship
Ilcalizing its failure, the de- * I
... Is leading to some jaetty 
I confused mslitutional, b e h a v-
?S nLt
V'SE£,I'AA SAVING 
FOR A NEW BIKE,SO 






CTUGHfliD •• don't ve tetch 
THAT SOUP TILL ME TAKE OFF 






Teen Sweetheart Hopefuls 
Are Facing A Busy Schedule
RUTLAND (Staff) - Candi­
dates for Teen Town Sweetheart 
have a busy schedule during 
the next two weeks.
On Feb. 4, they will appear 
on television: on Feb‘. 14 at 7 
p.m. there will be a tea in the 
Centennial Hall, and the girls 
will be modeling. Later in the 
evening they will be making 
their speeches for the benefit 
of the judges. A new Category 
is added to the contest this 
year. Miss Congeniality, the 
winner to be chosen by the other 
contestants.
To add interest for the male 
members of the audience, 1972 
fashions for men will be model­
led by Teen Town members..
The Rutland Lady Lions are
catering to this event. .
Feb. 18. at 9 p.m., the Miss 
Teen Town Sweetheart Ball will 
start at the centennial hall and 
the Savage Browns will supply 
the music. The crowning of the 
“Sweetheart" will take place at 
11 o'clock.
This is a community effort 
organized by the young people. 
Candidates are Karin Tietz, 
Debbie Zimmerman: Alison An­
derson. Mary Ann Vandergulik, 
Dale Ewen, Gloria Kraberger, 
Molly Pearce and Judy Lever- 
rier.
PEACHLAND
DISTRICT PAGE f. ■ i ■Corporation 
Plan Stalled
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbau
PAGE 1« KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., FEB. 2, 1972
Says BCTF Gaining Support 
Against School Act Changes
TORONTO (CP) — The Glebe I 
and Mail says a plan to estab-1 
' lish a Canadian publishing de-1 
velopment corporation as the I 
key part of a program to help | 
Canadian publishers has been
Pringle Honor 
Students Named
WESTBANK (Special) - 
George Pringle Secondary 
School Honor Roll for January 
has been released and includes 
the following:
In Grade l2, Clifford Addison, 
David Duncan, Don Frantz, 
Keith Gillis, William / Huva, 
Elizabeth Janse, Iris Spohr, 
Aven Wakefield and Randy 
Taneda. .
Grade 11, Gregory Ehlers, 
Robert Griffin, Bruce Kennedy, 
Janice Martens, Reg Neale, 
John Sherstobitoff and James 
Slater. <k
Grade 10, Dally-Mae Dobbin, 
Wendy Fraser, Angie Genovese, 
Elaine Gillis, Janice Hewlett 
and John Knapp.
Grade Nine, Brenda Balson, 
Renata Bauert, Tim Charman, 
Anita Cosco, Linda Gallant, 
I Nirmal Gidda, Debra. Grau- 
mann, Glen Griffin, Tom Hie­
bert, Linda Huva, Esther Kel- 
bert, Natasha Kovacevic, Julia 
Loan, Lestie Miller, David 
Toevs, Steffan Toth and Ray 
Turner.
Grade Eight, Linda Cross, 
Ian Crouch, Carol Eccott, Rose­
marie Ficke, Barbara Fiedler, 
Wendy Groiss, Temie Harding, 
Christyanne Maxson, Heidi 
Mueller, Kristine Myllykorpi, 
Trevor Nielsen, Karen Raffein- 
cr, Debra Schellenberg, Edward 
Smith, Ellen Stewart, Wendy 
Tanaka, Margaret Valair and 
Maureen Van Spronsen.
George Pringle Secondary 
School will hold an open house 
.for parent-teacher interviews 
tonight from 7 to 9 p.m.
SOCIALS
Home again after a few days 
spent in Victoria with family 
members is Mrs. Murray 
Evans of Highway 97 South.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Skarbo are 
home after a winter vacation 
in Jamaica. ..
Recent visitors at the home 
of Mr, and Mrs. Arne Oltmanns 
on Blue Waters were their son 
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Hank 
Oltmanns and children. Mr. 
Oltmanns is back in the Valley 
after completing a vocational 
course in Prince George.
The. February meeting of St. 
Margaret’s Anglican Church 
Women will be held Feb. 4 at 
2:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. 
Keith Baker, Lake Avenue.
A Ladies’ Auxiliary to branch 
69 Royal Canadian Legion exec­
utive meeting will be held at 
the Legion Hall Feb. 7 at 7:45 
p.m. Illis is a change of meet­
ing date, the regular meeting 
will be held now on Feb. 21.
The Peachland United Church 
Women will hold their meeting 
in February on the regular day 
but at a different time. They 
will meet on Wednesday, Feb. 
9 at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. 
Bertha Neil on Blue Waters.
VICTORIA (CP) ■— The pre­
sident of the British Columbia 
Teachers’ Federation said Tues­
day other professional groups 
appear to be banding together 
with teachers in opposition to 
proposed changes in the Public 
Schools Act.
Adam Robertson, here for a 
meeting with Education Min­
ister Donald Brothers, said his 
group will meet next week with 
the B.C. Medical Association, 
at the request of the BCMA to 
discuss the changes.
The most contentious item in 
the proposed;, amendments, to 
the act, given first reading in 
the legislature Friday, is a re­
quirement that teachers/ obtain 
ratepayer approval for salary 
increases in excess of a govern­
ment guideline.,
Mr. Robertson said the educa­
tion minister was surprised
confrontation between myself 
and the teachers. There’s con­
frontation with reality. The way 
things are going with costs go­
ing up so rapidly, our whole ed­
ucational system is endanger­
ed,” Mr. Brothers said.
He said.it is a good idea to 
bring the local taxpayers’ views 
into play as far as teachers’ 
salaries are concerned. He said 
criticism of government empha­
sis on finances over the quality 
of education is misplaced.
Three UBCM
stalled in cabinet for a year.
The paper says the plan Is 
outlined in a memorandum sub­
mitted to the cabinet by Secre­
tary of State Gerard Pelletier 
last February.
In the memorandum, Mr. Pel­
letier said that “if . present 
trends continue, the remaining 
English-language, Canadian- 
owned housou will be taken, 
over, and the,publishing of Eng­
lish Canad^skbhoks will be ex­




MEXICO CITY (AP) — Model 
prisoners at Santa Marta Acati- 
tla prison were taken recently 
on a tour of the Museum of 
Natural History and to lunch at 
a downtown restaurant. The ex­
cursion was the first in a new 
rehabilitation program.
when he learned the B.C. School 
Trustees’ Association also op­
poses the referendum plan be­
cause it takes away their au­
thority as bargaining agents for 
the public at the local level.
The federation delegation also 
opposed the limiting of school 
district budgets to 108 per cent 
of the basic educational unit. 
The previous limit was 110 per 
cent. Any amount in excess of 
108 per cent will have to be 
raised by referendum.
WILL CAUSE DECLINE
Mr. Robertson said the fed­
eration is convinced the 108- 
per-cent formula will lead to a 
decline in the quality of educa­
tion. ...
The solution to education fi­
nancing, he said, may come 
from a teachers-trustees joint 
study committee on the struc­
ture <Jt education in B.C. Mr. 
Robertson said he invited Mr. 
Brothers to join the committee 
but that the minister declined.
Mr. brothers said he chal­
lenged the federation to propose 
’ an alternative school financing 
plan' .
VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
president of the Union of British 
Columbia Municipalities, Aid. 
Ernie Broome of Vancouver, 
has filled three vacancies bn 
the executive created by the 
defeat of former executive 
members in the December mun­
icipal elections.
New directors are Mayor 
Muni Evers of New Westmin­
ster, Mayor Stuart Fleming of 
Vernon, and Marc Holmes of 
Fulford Harbor on Salt Spring 
Island, a director of the Cap­
ital Regional District.
Mr. Holmes is the first re­
gional district director from an 
electoral area to sit on the 
UBCM executive;
Earlier, Mayor Ross Marks of 
100 Mile House moved up auto­
matically from second to first 
vice-president when former 
mayor Doug Stuart, who was 
elected first ■ vice-ores'dent at 
the UBCM convention la«t Son- 
tember, was defeated in Pentic­
ton.
Mayor Bud Buckle of Kimber­
ley, who was elected honorary 
treasurer, moved into the sec­
ond vice-president’s office. The 
position of treasurer will be 
filled by the executive at its
in the memorandum was one I 
for legislation to set up a pub-1 
lishing development corporation 1 
to make long-term loans to Ca-1 
nadianowned companies. It I 
suggested that the corporation I 
could be financed at the start I 
with a $2 million advance' pay-1 
ment out of the 1972-73 budget. 11
The paper quotes the memo-1 
randum as saying: I
“The first step is to permit I 
tlie secretary of state to make I 
public the concern of the gov-1 
eminent in this matter . . . and I 
to inform the public that the I 
government is studying the I 
problem as a means of further-1 
ing the development of Cana-1 
dian culture.’’ I
The paper says the recom-1 
mendations ran into heavy cabi-1 
net opposition, especially from 11 
Jean-Luc Pepin, minister of in-|l 
dustry, trade and commerce, I
B U DG ET
SPECIALS
POT ROAST 69c
who argued against both the 
principle of subsidization and 
federal action in an industry 
that is a provincial responsibil-1 m M W AB 'jb
RIB STEAKS 1.19
For Mrs. Matsumoto J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ib. ■
Funeral services will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance Thursday, at 2:30 p.m., 
for Mrs? Tane Matsumoto, 83, 
of Westbank* who died Monday.
Surviving members’ of the 
family include her husband, 
Sawaichi, and one brother, 
Shigeru Kawaguchi, in Japan.
Funeral services will be con­
ducted by Rev. T. M. Kokuryo, 
with interment in Kelowna
lb.
PORK CHOPS 10P]
next meeting, expected to be 
I don’t think there’s any | held sometime in April.
cemetery. Prayers will be re-! 
cited today at Day’s Chapel of 
Remembrance at 7:30 p.m. | BEEF LIVER ROr
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SHORT RIBS 59c
Lean and Meaty .......... ..................... ..................... lb.
BACON




Homo Made .............  lb. SB wl
STEWING BEEF 7QC
...........................  ;.............  ib. w Jw w
.01
I *
A two-in-one Idea for economy and for saving space.. .the 
bedchesterfield! During the day a comfortable, handsome 
sofa. A. Traditional style In floral print. B. Contemporary style 
in stripes, C. Colonial style in checkered print. AU styles with 
full fabric back so each can be used away from the wall. 
Each easily converts to a 4’6” bed. The Ideal space-saver 
for a bachelor’s suite. Just great for making extra room for 
a guest..... Shop with your BAY ACCOUNT. Each, only
liutisons'Bay, (Ebuipanji.
8299 2; 99cMARGARINE Q&Farkay .........................    1:......................... 3 lbs. ' wll 'EGGSMedium...................Prices Effective ’111 Friday. We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.FRANK & MARILYN'S IGA
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTRE
PROPRIETORS FRANK AND MARILYN CAUSTON 
Open Mon. lo lhiirs. 9 to (5, Friday 9 - 9, Sat. 9 - <»♦ Sun. 9 - 5:30
i>
